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It was good to be back at the Novotel, Hammersmith for our 
17th  Convention. After an hour or so of confusion, the hotel layout came 
back to me and after a day I was able to buzz around unerringly! The 
Trade Show seemed better on a single floor and everybody I spoke to 
from the trade was very enthusiastic about the overall response from the 
punters. The seminars were well attended, the helpers having to close 
doors on occasions to prevent any more bodies from crowding in.

In the competitions (to quote Jerry Ghionis) ‘the ladies really kicked 
ass’ and one of the most gratifying sights was an all-ladies-line-up on 
stage for one of the finals! The strength and accomplishments of our 
female members is something we are very proud of. The competition 
charge was led by Lisa Saad who spent the presentation evening racing 
backwards and forwards from her seat. We understand her excess 
luggage for the trip home was eye-watering, she had to pack seven glass 
globes with an additional 11 certificates including her Fellowship Award. 
I will write more on the subject later but Lisa is not new to success at 
our competitions, I went back into the archives and dug out her winner 
for Overseas Photographer of the Year 2007, which also placed second 
overall in PoY. The image is surprisingly different to what she is creating 
today! The best tribute that we could pay Lisa was to jam her seminar at 
the end of the final day right around the walls and pinch a few spaces on 
the floor as well. By her own admission, Lisa is not a full-blown extrovert 
but her mischievous sense of humour shines through as soon as she 
puts a microphone on – she had much to teach the lucky delegates who 
packed her room out – her artistic and technical skills are prodigious! 

The other standout feature of the print competition was the success of 
the Australian contingent who punched well above their weight – so 
many awards from so few! It was good to see Mauro Cantelmi, I have 
typed his name so many times in the past but not seen him before.

Due to an ‘administrative error’ Mrs Editor and I found ourselves with an 
extra day in London (read your own magazine Mike!). We did something 
I have never done before, we walked down to and across Hammersmith 
Bridge and along the Thames to just opposite the Fulham Football Club. 
It really is rather nice down there and for the next Convention I think 
we need to collate a map highlighting the locations and perhaps the 
restaurants. We found the One-mile monument for George Fairbairn’s 
uncle, Steve (just kidding). It was nice to walk by all the landmarks that 
are mentioned in The Boat Race commentaries!

Finally, on behalf of the readership can I thank all those who worked 
so hard to make our 17th Convention such a success, with a special 
chapeau to Adrian and Bergit Barnett who spared an old man from 
too much buzzing around by covering the ‘around the Convention’ 
photography!
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Another matter that caught my eye this week was a translated 
report of an interview with Canon President, Fujio Mitarai who said 
in the interview with Nikkei that they were anticipating a drop of 
as much as 50% in their DSLR sales. Smart phones were blamed for 
the decline which has been averaging 10% per annum. According 
to Mitrai, “the entire global market is currently selling 10 million 
cameras a year, which includes prosumer and professional models. 
Consequently, the trends point to a bottoming out of the market 
to about 5–6 million a year”. The question is this – is this a threat to 
professionals or an opportunity? Superb though they are, camera 
phones cannot do all that a DSLR will do; collectively we need to 
convince the great unwashed out there that their phone selfies with 
blobby noses and goofy perspective is not the ideal way to record 
family portraits for posterity. The problem is that they don’t believe 
us. I was recently tasked with trying to recover a cherished image 
of a parent for printing on their funeral order of service (and we 
will all need one of those eventually!). The image was a little larger 
than a fingernail at print resolution. So here we are in an age where 
supposedly we are awash with images and people have no decent 
records of their loved ones (and in some instances no record at all 
because the phone has been flushed down the loo!). That is the 
opportunity; the threat is that the DSLR market (and that includes 
mirrorless compacts) will collapse to the extent that support for 
pro quality cameras is compromised for lack of a credible business 
return on investment. There are plenty of examples of changes in 
public perception severely damaging a business, look no further 
than diesel car makers!

Mike McNamee
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Societies' Members Enjoy Exhibition Successes
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news
Malou in MilanoP ermaJet European Ambassador, Malou Reedorf recently began 

work on an exciting new project for South Tyrol, to be staged in 

the iconic Italian city of Milano. We asked her to bring us up to 

speed even though the event will be almost over by the time you 

read this.
‘The quality of the print is everything! Without this, you cannot have 

an exhibition, and especially not in Milano,’ says Malou Reedorf. That is 

why, as we speak, she is going to Milano to check up on the prints for 

the big exhibition that she is orchestrating. ‘I am printing on PermaJet 

paper to get the best quality possible. PermaJet has a lot of options, 

so I can get exactly the paper that fits my prints. To make sure that the 

quality was the best, I decided to have a studio in Milano print and 

mount my exhibition. Unimaginable (www.unimaginable.it) in Milano 

is a studio which is used to producing prints for the finest galleries in 

Milano as well as being an absolutely amazing fashion studio. Together 

with Unimaginable and PermaJet we discussed and tested the different 

paper options and decided on the Portrait White 285, because of its 

bright white look. The beautiful base and clean, bright white surface lifts 

the detail of any image and shows more colour vibrancy and saturation. 

I have been back and forth to Milano to check up on the prints to make 

sure that everything is perfect and has the right feeling,’ she continues. 

‘Doing this in collaboration with Unimaginable and PermaJet has been a 

really great experience, because the quality is always in focus and things 

such as printer profiles being correct just makes a world of difference. 

This is what you want when you are printing pictures of this size.’

Malou is producing eight pictures with a size of 100x150cm which will be 

mounted on D-bond, so they have the feeling of hovering off the wall. ‘I 

wanted to keep it simple, especially because the Dream Factory gallery is 

so bright. This also means that I chose not to have a frame. The pictures 

in themselves are quite visually complicated, so liberating them from a 

frame really makes a difference. However, this just means that there is 

extra focus on the printing and the paper used.’ 

Time to explore other ‘non-traditional’ options

‘I mean by this that it is worthwhile for photographers to explore 

projects in which they can help either industry or public institutions. 

As photographers and artists, we always have to be aware of potential 

clients, and this network can lead to extra "traditional" work in the future’ 

Malou is talking from experience! ‘I got in contact with the region of 

South Tyrol in Italy and heard that they were interested in doing an 

exhibition in Milano based on their talent-attraction management 

project. I became involved and offered my expertise to bridge the gap 

between photography and art. They already had pictures that they had 

shot over the last year for their website, but now they wanted somehow 

to convert these pictures of the individual into something worth hanging 

in a gallery. This was a challenge for me as a photographer. Usually for 

projects like this, I am following the project all the way, but working on 

another photographer’s pictures and transforming them, was a first time 

for me.’ ‘Challenge accepted!’ Malou said!

‘I think that many photographers can learn from going to companies 

and saying, "Hey, I see that you have this great project, why don't we 

turn it into something fun like an exhibition event and make some fuss 

about it?!" Companies and public institutions want to show the projects 

that they are working on to the public, but this is typically a challenge 

for them. If you turn it into art, all of a sudden, the project becomes 

interesting and fun, and it is much more likely that people will share 

it on social media.’ 'Furthermore, after working on the project, we also 

agreed to my creating an art book about the project, as well as doing the 

company's employee pictures. This project has opened so many other 

doors for me and I am sure this is just the beginning.’

The Project‘Il futuro dell’Alto Adige è anche il mio’. ‘South Tyrol’s future is also my 

future’. ‘Die Zukunft Südtirols ist auch die meine’. Three languages, eight 

masterpieces and hundreds of gifts tell the story of South Tyrol, the 

province that sews together northern and southern Europe, a place in 

which the frontier has become a cradle for the blossoming of new talent. 

A real life fairy tale that the artists Tarin Gartner and Malou Reedorf, 

portray in Talents – ‘Come and take a piece of us’, the exhibition-event 

which gives a voice to those who were born South Tyrolean, and those 

who became South Tyrolean over time.

Hosted in the Dream Factory Gallery in Milano, from 10 to 23 December 

2018, the exhibition unfolds in two displays: ‘Talents’ and ‘Come and take 

a piece of us’. The former portrays the faces of eight talented individuals 

who arrived in South Tyrol in order to fulfil their professional ambitions, 

which then became life aspirations. The stories of the eight journeys are 

told through a photographic collage made using the technique of double 

exposure: composite images in which portions of landscapes, fragments 

of nature, elements of street furniture and snapshots of daily life are 

fused together, depicting the passion that each of the eight individuals 

holds for the land that hosts them. And every photo is accompanied by 

a representative sentence: ‘The future of South Tyrol is also my future’, 

‘I love this place that has been so welcoming to me since the first day, 

and even now still treats me to small, magic moments’, ‘In South Tyrol I 

have the feeling that I’m able to accomplish anything I want’, and many 

others. These are the thoughts with which the eight talented individuals 

introduce their chosen land, sharing the beauty with those who have yet 

to discover it, those who remain on the outside of the world that is South 

Tyrol.

‘Art always provokes a reaction in those who receive it, it stimulates 

reflection, it sparks a feeling. Our aim with this exhibition is to make 

those who still don’t know South Tyrol curious, introducing the area 

through its people, describing it as a place for meeting, sharing and 

innovating, in order to make other people interested in discovering it. 

An introduction which by breaking the traditional rules takes people 

directly from formality to intimacy, thanks to the extraordinary power 

of art. The same technique used to take photographs means that from 

the fusion of different elements something new and special can be 

created. This is what happens to those who, on arrival in South Tyrol, add 

new experiences to their collection, become a new person, while at the 

same time, never sacrifice being themselves’ Malou Reedorf explained. 

‘Moreover, being an artist or photographer and having the opportunity 

to create something that tells a story as well as getting access to either a 

gallery or an exhibition hall is always exciting.’ With the budget of around 

€50,000 there is no reason to go down on quality. This will be Malou’s 

exhibition with the largest budget to date, but she hopes it will not be 

the last. 

EXHIBITION
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I am standing in a back garden. It is a sweltering summer day. In my 

hands I hold a foot-long, inch-thick slab of black metal. It is difficult 

to hold as the heat of the day has made it scalding hot. Next to me 

the man, who has just passed me this malicious looking piece of 

steel, is telling me how in 1942 it was part of the bomb that blew 

one of his sisters out of her bomb shelter, maimed his mother, killed his 

other sister and two uncles. For almost two decades I have been a family 

portrait photographer. I have photographed children from birth through 

to their teenage years. I have watched these families grow, sometimes 

divide, most often flourish. I have been privy to the small nuances of their 

personal lives and have been honoured to be entrusted with creating a 

permanent photographic memory for their future lives. How then would 

anybody be able to create a memory for the man standing next to me 

when his family were so cruelly taken from him? 

Four years ago, I started a project that I hoped might provide some 

answers to this question. We are often told to remember but very often 

we are not told why. Why should we identify with the lives of people 

who died over 70 years ago? The simplest answer is that they were not 

that different from ourselves. They had the same hopes and aspirations, 

the same faults and idiosyncrasies. They did not have the same freedom 

of choice that we have – circumstances dictated otherwise. And this is a 

common theme throughout our last century. 

This autumn a display of images will be installed throughout Bristol 

Cathedral. There will be 24 four-foot-wide panels showing a wide 

selection of conflict-related graves and memorials that record the trauma 

of the conflicts that the UK has experienced over the last century. The 

exhibition will mark the 100th anniversary of the end of WW1 but will 

also include recent conflicts such as Bosnia and The Gulf. Alongside these 

photographs will be text panels telling the audience about the people 

buried. Some will have their portraits alongside. Ten of these panels will 

be accompanied by QR codes. These, via a smartphone, will access the 

voices of people who knew those buried. The widow of a Gulf War veteran, 

the grandson of a WW1 widow, the granddaughter of Holocaust victims. 

In one instance even the voice of the person buried. 

All of the pictures are taken at night and we are in all of them. The orange 

glow in the distance is not a dawn or sunset but the lights of our cities. 

The white streaks in the skies are planes travelling to distant locations. 

Cars illuminate distant roads. We are not that distant from our past and 

potentially our futures. In September a Kick Starter crowd-funding appeal 

will be launched to generate a book to accompany the exhibition. This 

will have 50 images and a foreword by the Commonwealth War Graves 

Commission. At the Going Down of the Sun (Public Lives – Personal Traumas) is at Bristol 

Cathedral from 5 September 2018 until 18 November 2018. Admission 

is free. It is supported by Bristol Cathedral, Heritage Lottery Fund, The 

Royal British Legion, Commonwealth War Graves Commission, Bristol City 

Council, BANES Council, Weston-super-Mare Town Council, Arnos Vale 

Cemetery Trust, Clifton Diocese, Bristol Hebrew Congregation, Elinchrom, 

Digiprint/Loxley Colour and The Photographer Academy.

At the Going Down of the Sun

(Public Lives – Personal Traumas)

A photographic project and exhibition

by Marko Dutka FSWPP
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This is the writing that meets you when you enter the exhibition 
in the Dream Factory. Dream Factory is located in the middle 
of Milano and feels like stepping in to a modern art collector's 

apartment. The pictures are hanging like they would in the home. Over 
the artsy couch, on the wall next to the fire place and in the kitchen. The 
rooms are bright with big windows and a view to the most romantic 
backyard in the whole of Milano. 

'The exhibition contained eight pictures, each with a size of 1.5m x 
1m printed on the Matt Portrait White by PermaJet. This ensured the 
pictures maintained their contrast and stood out on the bright white 
surface, while still having the matt finish maintaining the natural look 
that I was going for, now that the pictures communicates the nature,' 
says Malou Reedorf. The pictures were mounted on Dibond, with no 
frames, then attached to the wall in such a way that the pictures were 
floating. Malou continues, 'I chose to keep it simple, I just love how the 
white in the pictures continues out onto the white wall. The shadow 
created on the wall by the picture gives it a beautiful contemporary feel 
and you really can’t see the mount – it just gives it a magic touch. The 
pictures themselves also have so much to say, and you can really get lost 
in them, looking at all the small details. The more you look, the more you 
get captured by the details.'

The exhibition's message was this:
Talented people explore the world, hungry for experiences and 
hungry for life. South Tyrol welcomes them. Here, diversity is 
culture, and culture is knowledge. Photographs tell the stories of 
outsiders who became insiders. South Tyrol reaches out to many 
other explorers, come and discover a place where there is no such 
thing as a foreigner.

'There is a land where you can live and work to the 
full. A place which amazes you every day, with 
deep-rooted traditions and at the same time the 
ability to innovate and build a better future. South 
Tyrol has always been a place of differences. A 
melting pot, where the fusion of cultures has been 
the norm for hundreds of years. It has always 
been a laboratory for new ideas and coexistence, 
under the watchful eye of mother nature. Pristine 
peaks mark frontiers and invite you to cross them, 
because from on high everything is in perspective, 
everything fits perfectly. South Tyrol is the focal 
point of a Europe which is looking for the right 
path; a fulcrum, a fairy tale land which has become 
reality.' 

'The exhibition took me three months to plan and execute, and I could 
not have done it, in this short time, without my expert team,'says Malou. 
'Everything went smoothly, however, on the day of the grand opening 
they gave me a scare. The gallery owner told me that one of the pictures 
had fallen due to a loose nail, and was badly damaged. This was an hour 
before the press conference! After waiting to see my reaction, he told 
me that it happened the previous day and overnight Luca Tarantino 
from Unimaginable had made me a new one and delivered it around 
midnight. Besides that, everything went well – thank God!' 

EXHIBITION FACTS:
The exhibition is made by Malou Reedorf in collaboration with PermaJet 
and printed by the exclusive Unimaginable in Milano. The exhibition 
is commissioned by South Tyrol, Italy. Due to its success and the many 
visitors, the exhibition was extended for a couple of extra weeks.

Visitors for the vernissage: 210
Visitors: estimate of 500
Journalists at the press conference: 10
Total budget: 50,000 €
Art books produced: 1,000
Sales price per picture: 3,000 €
Picture size: 1.5m x 1m
Printed on: Portrait White from PermaJet

Four years is a long time to work on a single project and it was with 
great pride, and some relief, that on 5 September 2018 I hung the 
last panel in my exhibition At the Going Down of the Sun at Bristol 

Cathedral. The show consisted of 26 images of war graves printed to 
almost four feet width and hung throughout the building. 

Accompanying nine of these images were recordings of the voices 
of people who knew those buried in the graves that I photographed. 
Considerable regional, national and international press coverage 
encouraged over 100,000 people to visit. The exhibition finally came 
down on 18 November 2018 but almost three months later I am still 
receiving calls and messages from as far afield as Canada and there are 
potential new venues interested in future hangings of these images. 

I am immensely grateful to many people 
and organisations whose support and 
funding made this possible. Most of all I 
owe a debt of gratitude to those whose 
graves I photographed. Placing their 
stories in the context of a Grade 1, 
1,000-year-old building is, I hope, a small 
acknowledgement of their sacrifice.

Societies’ members and Convention speakers, Malou Reedorf and Marko Dutka report on the 
successful completion of their previously reported exhibitions in South Tyrol, Italy and Bristol, 
England. We previewed Marko’s work in August 18 and Malou’s in December 18.

The exhibition team
From the left:
Robin Whetton (PermaJet)
Francesco Mignogna (LabItalia)
Malou Reedorf (Artist)
Luca Tarantino (Unimaginable, Partner)
Laura Cocco (Unimaginable, Partner)

Malou Reedorf

Marko Dutka
At the Going Down of the Sun

Images from the opening of Malou's 
exhibition
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EXHIBITION UPCOMING EXHIBITION

Marko Dutka
At the Going Down of the Sun

Images from Marko's exhibition at 
Bristol Cathedral
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news ‘This project is the hardest, saddest thing I have ever done in my life’ – 
Lauren Forster

Fujifilm backs groundbreaking central London solo exhibition

A 34-year-old award-winning Bournemouth portrait and 
documentary photographer is set to launch her first solo exhibition 
with a unique, powerful and highly personal series of images 

chronicling the last months of her mother’s life.

Lauren Forster’s groundbreaking show is entitled ‘God Has No Favourites’ 
and runs from Monday February 18–Friday March 22 at the Salvation 
Army Gallery, 101 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4. 
Sponsored by FUJIFILM the exhibition images are output on the 
company’s newly launched Crystal Archive Professional MAXIMA paper 
and printed and mounted by London-based lab Bayeux. 

Said Lauren: ' My mother was diagnosed with inoperable secondary brain 
cancer in 2016 but both my parents agreed that I should do my best 
to create a visual record that would capture the strength of the family 
unit in crisis. It’s the hardest and saddest thing I have ever done in my 
life but we all wanted it to be seen more as a celebration of her life. My 
photography enables me to explore things I don’t understand.' 

She added: 'I wanted to create my first-ever exhibition around this story 
because, sadly, this is a subject many people can relate to. But the truth is 
I had absolutely no experience at all of how to make it happen so when 
Fujifilm approached me with the idea for this project I was more than 
happy to be involved.' 

Explained Peter Wigington, marketing manager, Photo Imaging Group: 
'This is a highly emotional and challenging subject but Lauren is a 
talented photographer and she was completely determined to follow 
through with her pledge to make this show happen.' 

He added:' We know that there are many photographers who would 
really love to exhibit their work but just don’t know where to start. So 
our idea was to write a series of articles following Lauren’s journey in 
choosing a subject and the appropriate images to exhibit; selecting 
the best media on which to output; deciding on the best framing and 
mounting options, getting advice and guidance on creating and signing 
limited editions and finally finding and negotiating a suitable venue.' 

A vital part of the learning curve for Lauren was the prolab input. 
Nick Barnett digital technician at Bayeux said: ' Presentation is vital if 
you want to be successful with an exhibition. We discussed frames and 
mounting options – some terrific images have been ruined by pairing 
them with the wrong frame. And media is key too. In this case we are 
using Fujifilm’s latest Crystal Archive Maxima photo paper – it’s an 
exceptional new product, perfect for this work – with superb archival 
quality built in.' 

He added: 'Location is so important. The venue we all agreed on is The 
Salvation Army International HQ – just a stone’s throw from St. Paul’s 
Cathedral and the Millennium Bridge. We met there with Lauren and 
went through all the challenges and options with regard to light and best 
use of space. This will be a terrific show – ambitious photographers who 
want to learn about how to put on an exhibition should drop by and see 
it. It runs for a month.' 

SEE ALSO

https://www.originalphotopaper.com/
www.bayeux.co.uk

Monday February 18 – Friday 22 March 
at the Salvation Army Gallery, 

101 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4. 

Lauren Forster at Bayeux

"In this case we are using Fujifilm’s 
latest Crystal Archive Maxima photo 
paper – it’s an exceptional new 
product, perfect for this work – with 
superb archival quality built in.”

Nick Barnett, Bayeux
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The golden couple by Marsel van Oosten, 
The Netherlands
Grand Title Winner 2018, Animal Portraits

A male Qinling golden snub-nosed monkey rests briefly on a stone 
seat. He has been joined by a female from his small group. Both are 
watching intently as an altercation takes place down the valley between 
the lead males of two other groups in the 50-strong troop. It’s spring in 
the temperate forest of China’s Qinling Mountains, the only place where 
these endangered monkeys live. They spend most of the day foraging in 
the trees, eating a mix of leaves, buds, seeds, bark and lichen, depending 
on the season. Though they are accustomed to researchers observing 
them, they are also constantly on the move, and as Marsel couldn’t 
swing through the trees, the steep slopes and mountain gorges proved 
challenging. Whenever he did catch up and if the monkeys were on the 
ground, the light was seldom right. Also, the only way to show both 
a male’s beautiful pelage and his striking blue face was to shoot at an 
angle from the back. That became Marsel’s goal. It took many days to 
understand the group’s dynamics and predict what might happen next, 
but finally his perseverance paid off with this gift of a perfect situation, 
with a perfect forest backdrop and perfect light filtering through the 
canopy. A low flash brought out the glow of the male’s golden locks to 
complete the perfect portrait.

Natural History Museum
WILDLIFE 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
OF THE YEAR
Now in its fifty-fourth year, Wildlife Photographer of the Year is a 
showcase for the world's best nature photography. The competition 
is run and developed by the Natural History Museum. This year's 
competition attracted over 45,000 entries from professionals and 
amateurs across 95 countries.

Wildlife Photographer of the Year Portfolio 28, edited by Rosamund 
Kidman-Cox, is published by the Natural History Museum and went on 
sale as of 17 October 2018, priced £25.

The images are on display at The Natural History Museum until 
summer 2019 – 
see 

http://www.nhm.ac.uk/wpy

Bed of seals by Cristobal Serrano, Spain
Winner 2018, Animals in their environment

A small ice floe in the Errera Channel at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula 
provides barely enough room for a group of crabeater seals to rest, and 
the cracks are starting to show. It’s the end of summer in the Antarctic, 
and so sea ice here is in short supply. Crabeater seals are widespread 
in Antarctica and possibly the most abundant of all seals anywhere. 
But they are also dependent on sea ice, for resting, breeding, avoiding 
predators such as killer whales and leopard seals, and accessing feeding 
areas. Despite their name, crabeaters are adapted to feed almost 
exclusively on Antarctic krill, using their interlocking, finely lobed teeth 
to sieve krill from the water. The krill itself is also dependent on sea ice, 
which provides winter shelter and food (algae). So any decline in sea 
ice will have a knock-on effect on such specialist krill predators, as will 
overfishing of krill. For the moment, there is no evidence of any decline 
in crabeaters, though in the vastness of their pack-ice habitat, it is very 
difficult to estimate their numbers. Positioned in a rubber dinghy in the 
channel beside the floe, Cristobal waited until the sea was relatively calm 
before launching his drone. The batteries would not last long in the cold, 
so he flew the drone ‘high and smoothly … using low-noise propellers 
to avoid disturbing the seals’. The picture portrays the group, dozing, 
with a spattering of krill-coloured seal excrement symbolising their 
dependence on Antarctica’s keystone species.

DJI Phantom 4 Pro Plus + 8.8–24mm f2.8–11 lens; 1/200 sec at f5.6; ISO 100.

Kuhirwa mourns her baby by Ricardo Núñez 
Montero, Spain
Winner 2018, Behaviour: Mammals

Kuhirwa, a young female member of the Nkuringo mountain gorilla 
family in Uganda’s Bwindi Impenetrable Forest, would not give up on her 
dead baby. What Ricardo first thought to be a bundle of roots turned out 
to be the tiny corpse. Guides told him that she had given birth during 
bad weather and that the baby probably died of cold. At first Kuhirwa 
had cuddled and groomed the body, moving its legs and arms up and 
down and carrying it piggyback like the other mothers. Weeks later, she 
started to eat what was left of the corpse, behaviour that the guide had 
only ever seen once before. 



Statistics for Societies' Photographer of the Year

Month Images 
Entered

HC Awards Gold Awards

January 1,036 71 15

February 1,308 73 24

March 998 147 66

April 1,408 69 41

May 1,334 136 55

June 1,254 77 27

July 1,116 63 23

August 1,162 97 34

September 1,016 62 38

October 1,120 67 23

November 1,226 96 31

TOTAL 12,978 958 377

Disqualified 24 7

Upgraded 85

TOTAL 849 455

   

The following have judged or chaired during the year:

Angela Adams FSWPP Grand Master Photographer
Steve Allen FSINWP FSICIP FSITTP FBPPA (Master)
Kelly Brown FSWPP
Alison Carlino CPP Cr. Photog. PPA
Sean Conboy FBIPP
Jocelyn Conway FSWPP LBPPA Master Photographer
Tony Corbell FSWPP
Marko Dutka FSWPP Master Photographer
Peter Ellis FSWPP Grand Master Photographer
George Fairbairn FSWPP
Jerry Ghionis FSWPP
Melissa Ghionis
Adrian Henson FSINWP Master Photographer
Gary Hughes M.Photog.Cr., CPP
Gurvir Johal FSWPP
Sanjay Jogia FSWPP
Scott Johnson FSWPP Master Photographer
Christina Lauder FSWPP Master Photographer
Claire Louise FMPA
Damian McGillicuddy Grand Master Photographer FSWPP FSIFGP
Gordon McGowan FSWPP Master Photographer
Mike McNamee FRPS FBPPA Grand Master Photographer
Tony Moore FSICIP
Llewellyn Robins FSWPP Grand Master Photographer
Mark Rossetto AIPP
Lisa Saad IFSWPP
Ramon Sammut ABPPA
Lenny Smith FSWPP Master Photographer
David Stanbury FSWPP
Louise Sumner FSWPP
Paul Wilkinson FSWPP
Tracy Willis FSWPP IFSWPP Master Photographer
Kevin Wilson FSWPP
Stuart Wood FSWPP

MEET THE JUDGES
We are blessed at the Societies with a group 
of highly qualified judges from all quarters of 
the globe and with experience in every genre 
of photography. But the process needs more 
than that – an essential part of judging is being 
able to articulate your critique in public and 
frequently in front of both fellow judges and (in 
the 16x20) the creator (the photographer not 
the other one!). 

As entrants will know (but newer members and 
prospective entrants might not) the judging is 
carried out on two levels. Each month a single 
judge works their way through typically more 
than 1,000 entries, selecting Gold and Highly 
Commended images. Golds automatically 
progress to the final judging in Wales, but at that 
meeting the assembled cohort of judges goes 
through approximately 1,000 Highly Commends 
and upgrades as many images as they see fit. 
This repêchage system is borrowed from the 
world of rowing (and track cycling) as a ‘catch-all’ 
in case a single judge has underscored for any 
reason (and there can be many) – it gives an 
image a second chance to impress. The frequent 
success of upgrades in the finals is testament to 
the fairness of the system. 

The judging of the finals is usually carried out 
after a break to refresh the slightly jaded minds 
of the working judges. A process of elimination 
is conducted either by show of hands or secret 
ballot, initially to reduce the candidate images 
down to at least three but sometimes four or 
five if reserves 
are needed 
(disqualifications 
have happened!). 
At this final stage 
the voting is 
reduced to only 
one per judge. One 
judge is selected 
to ‘speak for’ their 
choice – only 
positive comments 
are allowed; at this 
stage it is assumed 
that all the images 
have many merits 
therefore the assembly is looking to articulate 
outstanding features. A further round of voting 
produces the 1–3 placings (plus a reserve). A 
key personality trait of a successful judge is to 
accept defeat of their personal choice graciously, 
but also to be amenable to changing their mind, 

influenced by the comments put forward. The 
16x20 competition is slightly different in that 
the initial process is all public (and thus more 
terrifying!) but the finals, behind closed doors, 
is much the same with the exception that any 
judge with an ‘interest’ in an image is not invited 
to participate, indeed is not even allowed near 
the room! This year the entries from judges did 
rather well and so the room was a little sparse. 
People sometimes query the success of judges 
but the reason that The Societies invites them, 
at great cost, from all over the world is precisely 
because they have a track record of producing 
outstanding work. The names of the winners is a 
closely guarded secret; the backs of the prints (or 
file names) are never on show – one of the nice 
things about being Editor is that I get to do the 
repro for the Awards night and have to make a 
list of the names. There are constant surprises of 
people doing well with multiple successes and 
occasional ‘well I never expected them to do that 
sort of image’ moments!

Keep entering everybody, your enthusiasm is 
both infectious and inspiring – all judges of all 
stripes and opinions love awarding good work 
with the accolades they deserve.

Judging is a serious business and the process is given due respect until it is completed – then hair is collectively let down! George Fairbairn 
(above) and David Stanbury (left) are usually the ring-leaders for the celebrations!
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Dr Fong Chan Onn
The Societies’ Photographer of the Year 2018
Children Photographer of the Year 2018 
Overall Judges Choice Photographer of the Year 2018

The Societies' 
Photographer of the Year 2018

The Societies’ Photographer of the Year 2018 Dr Fong Chan Onn
Sponsored by Panasonic

2nd Place Photographer of the Year 2018      Shane Cox
Sponsored by Loxley Colour and Barret & Coe 

3rd Place Photographer of the Year 2018      Kristian Piccoli
Sponsored by Loxley Colour  

Architectural Dr Fong Chan Onn
Sponsored by theimagefile 

Boudoir and Beauty Magdalena Sienicka
Sponsored by Snapperstuff

Children Dr Fong Chan Onn
Sponsored by nPhoto and Digitalab

Commercial and Industrial   Stephen Iles 
Sponsored by One Vision Imaging

Events    Stuart Westwood 
Sponsored by Zenfolio

Fashion  Sarah Ferrara   
Sponsored by Plaber

Illustrative   Lisa Saad
Sponsored by Clare-Louise Coaching

Landscape  Iain Poole
Sponsored by Dunns Imaging

Macro and Close-up Kutub Uddin  

Maternity  Audrey Kelly 
Sponsored by nPhoto

Media and Documentary Darrin Zammit Lupi 
Sponsored by Plaber

Monochrome Janie Cristina Salskov

Nature  Kutub Uddin
Sponsored by Zenfolio

Newborn   Jocelyn Conway
Sponsored by Dunns Imaging and nPhoto

Open Avant Garde Sarah Ferrara 
Sponsored by Plaber

Pet Portraiture Erich Caparas
Sponsored by Kaleidoscope Framing and nPhoto
 
Pictorial and Fine Art  Lisa Saad 
Sponsored by Digitalab

Portraiture Avant Garde Audrey Kelly
Sponsored by Epson

Portraiture Environmental Terry Donnelly
Sponsored by Plaber

Portraiture Studio Kristian Piccoli 
Sponsored by Kaleidoscope Framing and Digitalab

Sport  James Musselwhite
Sponsored by Zenfolio

Street Sakis Gerogiannis
Sponsored by Aaduki Multimedia Insurance

Travel  Shane Cox
Sponsored by One Vision Imaging

Wedding Day Mauro Cantelmi
Sponsored by Dunns Imaging and nPhoto

Wedding Day – Bride or Groom Alone Keisuke Shimozono
Sponsored by Fundy Software

Wedding Day – Pre-Post  Jerry Ghionis
Sponsored by Cewe

Wildlife    Tracey Lund
Sponsored by Aaduki Multimedia Insurance

The Highest Golds Award 2018 Erich Caparas

Overall Judges Choice Dr Fong Chan Onn

20x16” Overall  Ryan Schembri 

20x16 2nd Place Overall  Lisa Saad 
Sponsored by CameraWorld

20x16 3rd Place Overall  Tony Moore 

20x16” Wedding   Ryan Schembri
Sponsored by Permajet

20x16” Wedding Classical   Ryan Schembri
Sponsored by One Vision Imaging

20x16” Wedding Reportage     Mauro Cantelmi
Sponsored by Park Cameras

20x16” Wedding Avant Garde    Ryan Schembri
Sponsored by ShootProof

20x16” Open   Lisa Saad
Sponsored by One Vision Imaging

20x16” Portrait   Lisa Saad
Sponsored by Digitalab and Permajet

20x16” Portrait Classical  Sarah Ferrara
Sponsored by Park Cameras

20x16” Portrait Avant Garde  Audrey Kelly
Sponsored by Park Cameras

20x16” Portrait – Newborn Kelly Brown
Sponsored by Digitalab

20x16” Portrait – Children Lisa Saad

20x16” Portrait Fashion Sarah Ferrara

20x16” The Natural World  Scott Johnson
Sponsored by One Vision Imaging

20x16” Nouveau   Tony Moore
Sponsored by CameraWorld

20x16” Documentary   Martin Pickles
Sponsored by Flaghead Photographic

20x16” Illustrative   Lisa Saad

20x16” Monochrome   Paul Schillings
Sponsored by Permajet

Recognition Award 2018 Mike Williams
Diane Broders

Lee Broders

Grand Master   Angela Adams 

Successful Fellowship Applicants Lisa Saad IFSWPP
Peter Jones FSINWP

Imelda Bell FSWPP
Kelly Brown FSWPP

Gary Hill FSWPP
Michelle Whitmore IFSWPP 

Clive Hall FSIMPP 

Successful Associateship Applicant Nancy Flammea ASWPP

The Societies' Presentation Evening is proudly
sponsored by Loxley Colour.
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The Societies' 
Photographer of the Year 2018

Shane Cox
2nd Place Photographer of the Year 2018 
Travel Photographer of the Year 2018

Kristian Piccoli
3rd Place Photographer of the Year 2018 
Portrait Studio Photographer of the Year 2018

Stuart Westwood
Events Photographer of the Year 2018 

Lisa Saad
Illustrative Photographer of the Year 2018 

Kutub Uddin
Nature Photographer of the Year 2018  

Magdalena Sienicka
Boudoir and Beauty Photographer of the Year 2018 

Stephen Iles
Commercial and Industrial Photographer of the Year 
2018 

Sarah Ferrara
Fashion Photographer of the Year 2018 

Janie Cristina Salskov
Monochrome Photographer of the Year 2018 
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The Societies' 
Photographer of the Year 2018

Jocelyn Conway
Newborn Photographer of the Year 2018  

Sarah Ferrara 
Open Avant Garde Photographer of the Year 2018   

Audrey Kelly
Portrait Avant Garde Photographer of the Year 2018 

Terry Donnelly
Portrait Environmental Photographer of the Year 
2018 

James Musselwhite
Sport Photographer of the Year 2018 

Dr Fong Chan Onn
Architectural Photographer of the Year 2018  

Iain Poole
Landscape Photographer of the Year 2018 

Kutub Uddin
Macro and Close Up Photographer of the Year 2018 

Audrey Kelly
Maternity Photographer of the Year 2018 

Darrin Zammit Lupi
Media and Documentary Photographer of the Year 
2018 
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The Societies' 
Photographer of the Year 2018

Lisa Saad
Pictorial and Fine Art Photographer of the Year 2018 

Mauro Cantelmi
Wedding Day Photographer of the Year 2018 

Keisuke Shimozono
Wedding Day – Bride or Groom Alone Photographer 
of the Year 2018

Jerry Ghionis
Wedding Day – Pre-Post Photographer of the Year 
2018 

Congratulations to all our winners!

Erich Caparas
Pet Portrait Photographer of the Year 2018 

Sakis Gerogiannis
Street Photographer of the Year 2018 

Tracey Lund
Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2018  

Register for your free tickets today!  thesocieties.net/roadshows/

FALKIRK  
CARLISLE  
BOLTON  
DUBLIN

BELFAST
CARDIFF  
EXETER

SOLIHULL 
WATFORD 2019 UPCOMING EVENTS

Roadshows
FEEE

PHOTOGRAPHIC 
SEMINARS AND
TRADE SHOW
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Phil Jones presents Fong Lay Hwa Dr Fong Chan 
Onn’s wife with The Societies’ Photographer of the 
Year 2018 Award

Shane Cox
2nd Place Photographer 
of the Year 2018

The Societies' 
Photographer of the Year 2018

Dr Fong Chan Onn
Architectural 
(collected on behalf of)

Magdalena Sienicka
Boudoir and Beauty

Dr Fong Chan Onn
Children  
(collected on behalf of)

Stephen Iles
Commercial and 
Industrial

Stuart Westwood
Events 

Sarah Ferrara
Fashion

Lisa Saad
Illustrative 

Iain Poole
Landscape 

Kutub Uddin
Macro and Close Up   
(collected on behalf of)

Audrey Kelly
Maternity 

Darrin Zammit Lupi
Media and Documentary

Janie Cristina Salskov
Monochrome

Kutub Uddin
Nature    
(collected on behalf of)

Jocelyn Conway
Newborn 

Sarah Ferrara 
Open Avant Garde

Lisa Saad
Pictorial and Fine Art 

Audrey Kelly
Portrait Avant Garde

Terry Donnelly
Portrait Environmental

James Musselwhite
Sport

Sakis Gerogiannis
Street 

Shane Cox
Travel

Mauro Cantelmi
Wedding Day 

Keisuke Shimozono
Wedding Day – Bride or 
Groom Alone

Jerry Ghionis 
Wedding Day – Pre-Post

Tracey Lund
Wildlife 

Dr Fong Chan Onn
Overall Judges’ Choice   
(collected on behalf of)

Nancy Flammea ASWPP
Successful Associateship 
Applicant

Angela Adams
Grand Master Award

Mike Williams
Recognition Award

Diane and Lee Broders
Recognition Award

Ryan Schembri 
20x16” 1st Place  
(collected on behalf of)

Lisa Saad
20x16” 2nd Place

Mauro Cantelmi
20x16” Wedding 
Reportage

Sarah Ferrara
20x16” Portrait Classical

Audrey Kelly
20x16” Portrait Avant 
Garde
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Lisa Saad IFSWPP, Peter Jones FSINWP, Imelda Bell 
FSWPP, Kelly Brown FSWPP, Gary Hill FSWPP and  
Michelle Whitmore IFSWPP
Successful Fellowship Applicants

The Societies' 
Photographer of the Year 2018

Lisa Saad
20x16” Portrait

Scott Johnson
20x16” The Natural 
World

Tony Moore
20x16” 3rd Place
20x16” Nouveau

Martin Pickles
20x16” Documentary

Kelly Brown
20x16” Portrait Newborn

Lisa Saad
20x16” Portrait Children

Sarah Ferrara
20x16” Portrait Fashion

Lisa Saad
20x16” Illustrative

Paul Schillings
20x16” Monochrome

Lisa Saad
20x16” Open 

The Societies' Presentation Evening is proudly
sponsored by Loxley Colour.

We would also like to say a 
massive THANK YOU to Adrian 
and Bergit Barnett for providing 
us with the presentation photos 
from the 2019 Award Presentation 
Evening.

www.barnettphotostudio.co.uk

The Societies' 
Trade Awards 2018
Thanks to the thousands of members who voted for the 2018 Photographic Trade Awards.

TheImageFile
Best Professional Website 

We would like to thank the trade for their continued support.

Canon 70-200 
Best Professional Lens

Canon 5D
Best Professional Digital 
Camera

Canon
Best Professional Flashgun

Digitalab
Best Professional Customer 
Service

Maggie Robinson
Best Professional 
Photographic Training  

Pho.TEEs 
Best Studio Accessory  

GraphiStudio 
Best Convention Stand 

Digitalab
Best Professional Lab  

Epson
Best Professional Printer

Elinchrom
Best Professional Lighting

Digitalab
Best Professional Frame  

LSP Actions
Best Professional Software

Loxley Colour
Best Professional Album 
Range

Permajet Photo Lustre 310 
Best Professional Paper

Digitalab
Professional Product of the 
Year
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The Societies' 
20x16” Print Competition

Ryan Schembri 
20x16” 1st Place Overall Photographer of the Year 2019 
20x16” Wedding Photographer of the Year 2019
20x16” Wedding Classical Photographer of the Year 2019
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Terms & Conditions: Off er applies to Bellissimo Fine Art album only. Excludes downscales. Maximum size of 14x10”, maximum 15 spreads. Applies to orders placed via Loxley 
Designer Pro, excludes ROES. Code must be applied at the time of checkout. An additional spread with the word ‘SAMPLE’ in black text will be featured at the end of the 
album. Code is valid for single use per customer. Off er excludes postage and VAT. Code expires at midnight on Sunday 31st of March.

Thanks to everyone who voted us Best Professional Album at the 
Societies’  Trade Awards. To celebrate our win, we’re giving you the 

chance to get a sample Bellissimo Fine Art album for just £99.

D I S C O V E R  M O R E ,  V I S I T  L O X L E Y C O L O U R . C O M  O R  C A L L  0 1 2 3  6 8 6  2 7 2 0 .

B E S T  P R O F E S S I O N A L  A L B U M  2 0 1 8

£ 9 9  F I N E  A R T  A L B U M

U S E  C O D E :
I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9

U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :
I M A G E M A K E R 9 9

U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :U S E  C O D E :
I M A G E M A K E R 9 9I M A G E M A K E R 9 9



The Societies' 
20x16” Print Competition

Mauro Cantelmi
20x16” Wedding Reportage Photographer of the 
Year 2019

Ryan Schembri
20x16” Wedding Avant Garde Photographer of the 
Year 2019  

Sarah Ferrara
20x16” Portrait Fashion Photographer of the Year 
2019 

Lisa Saad
20x16” 2nd Place Overall Photographer of the Year 
2019
20x16” Open Photographer of the Year 2019 

Lisa Saad
20x16” Portrait Photographer of the Year 2019
20x16” Portrait Children Photographer of the Year 
2019 

Sarah Ferrara
20x16” Portrait Classical Photographer of the Year 
2019 

Audrey Kelly
20x16” Portrait Avant Garde Photographer of the 
Year 2019 

Kelly Brown
20x16” Portrait Newborn Photographer of the Year 
2019 
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The Societies’ 
20x16” Print Competition

Scott Johnson
20x16” The Natural World Photographer of the Year 
2019

Martin Pickles
20x16” Documentary Photographer of the Year 2019 

Paul Schillings
20x16” Monochrome Photographer of the Year 2019  

Tony Moore
20x16” 3rd Place Overall Photographer of the Year 
2019 
20x16” Nouveau Photographer of the Year 2019

Lisa Saad
20x16” Illustrative Photographer of the Year 2019 
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The 16x20" Print Competition
Mike McNamee reports

Print Handlers
Diane Broders (head of Print Handling)
Lee Broders
Belinda Buxton
Stephen Chatterton
Jakob Gronkjaer
Fiona Ingvarsson
Dilip Joshi
John Myall
Nedine O'Brien
Martin Pickles
Heulwyn Roberts
Nicole Whyte
Clare Woolford

TOP: Tracy Willis, Louise Sumner and Claire Louise get right under the 
viewing booth for a close look!

MIDDLE: Sean Conboy and Gary Hughes ponder their choice in the 
finals.

BOTTOM: The finals judges hand in their voting slips.
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This, for many, remains the jewel of The Convention. 
Following Terrie Jones’ visit to WPPI last year she changed 
the layout of the judging to a more open-plan arrangement 
using three curtained areas. In the past the closed doors 
have proven to be a barrier for more casual visitors to 

drop by and with the new arrangement they can come and go as 
they please. It made for an increased footfall and the feedback from 
those who attended the judging was universally positive. All Merit 
awards were greeted with applause, higher grades with lots of 
cheering and this pushed a certain energy into the process that was 
infectious. Everybody, of course, thought their judging team was the 
best so there was quite a bit of light-hearted banter over the lunch 
tables. Our chairs were Melissa Ghionis, Kevin Wilson, Tony Corbell, 
Llewellyn Robbins and Damian McGillicuddy, assisted by new 
Chair, George Fairbairn (who was serving his apprenticeship!). The 
Chairs each urged their teams to have the courage to ‘go for the big 
buttons’, challenge anything they felt passionate about and maintain 
helpful commenting for the benefit of the watching entrants.

All of this was aided by the indispensable print-handling team who 
kept the show on time and unerringly moved judges away from the 
room with a quiet word in the Chair’s ear as needed (you are never 
allowed near your own print panel or indeed in the room while 
it is being scored!). They also ensured that any judges required 
for Qualifications adjudication were moved out in good time. It 
is testament to how slick the team operates these days that the 
onlookers were barely aware of them. 

The standard was universally up to scratch; indeed, I saw no 
print suffer the indignity of a 65-point score. A few 90s came 
up, accompanied by much whooping and hollering, and some 
persuasive challenges resulted in quite a number of prints being 
moved up a grade (as things should be – for that is the way the 
system is organised!).

The finals judging was carried out in private and such was the 
acceptance success of judges that the number left to carry the 
task out was diminished. Each panel selected the finalists from 
their categories before the category winners were brought before 
the ‘grand jury’ for final voting. Anybody with an ‘interest’ in the 
outcome was not allowed anywhere near the Chablis floor, let alone 
the room!

The prints were eventually hung in an extensive area around the 
Chablis Suite and, as usual, generated a steady flow of visitors (and 
lots of selfie taking!). 

You can get some nice surprises by hanging around the exhibition 
area. I was lurking when new member, Helen Griffiths, came up and 
we had an interesting discussion about her successful print – no 
mean feat for a first-time entrant! The shot was apparently made in a 
disused mill and is a selfie, set up via an iPhone before using a DSLR 
to accomplish the final image. I was highly amused to see her drop 
straight into ‘model mode’ for Bergit’s picture – some girls just have 
it! Watch this space.

ABOVE: Gary Hughes tries to 
bring his fellow judges around 
to his point of view! At this late 
stage only positive commenting 
is allowed.

RIGHT TOP: Helen Griffiths poses 
alongside her first-time Merit – 
very well done!

RIGHT: Aga Tetera – 'look here’s 
my image!'. It received great 
praise during the judging.

LEFT: This is what it is all about, 
a well-earned rosette for Jerry 
Ghionis.

BELOW: The hung exhibition 
attracts great attention during 
the show (this is an early-
morning shot!).
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THE TRADE SHOW
No doom and gloom as The Societies' 2019 Convention Trade Show Sparkles

If you listen to the news then one could safely 
assume that the economy was about to close 
down, or if you listen to the weatherman you 

may have been safe in the belief that January 
would be a whiteout.

However, neither was evident with the buoyant 
mood of those attending this year’s 2019 
Societies’ Convention in Hammersmith, London. 
It proved that things might not be as bad as 
they sound.

Around 15,000 eager photographers 
descended on the Novotel London West for the 
four-day feast of photographic education and 
comprehensive three-day Trade Show.

Trade Show attendees thronged the aisles 
for three days, at some points making it a 
challenge to get around! 

Popular stands Sony, Canon, The Flash Centre 
and Vitec Imaging who brought along their 
latest gear and provided demonstrations by 
leading photographers were kept constantly 
busy throughout the three-day show. 

The Trade Show was complemented by two 
exhibitions. ChromaLuxe provided the stunning 
work of British photographer Tim Flach 
supported by Wex Photo and Video and Fujifilm 
showcasing their new Fujicolour Crystal Archive 
Professional Paper – MAXIMA.

If you’re getting the post-Convention blues, 
don’t worry the 2020 Convention planning is in 
full swing and also we are continuing to build 
on the 2019 Roadshows and we look forward to 
seeing you all on the road this year

As well as doing the photography, Adrian got to 
sit in the boss' chair while he was not there!



THE TRADE SHOW
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Pip Atkins, of December 18 front cover fame, does some modelling for Sony!

Qualifications

thesocieties.net/qualifications.htm
Sarah Tate FSWPP, Heathfield, East Sussex, UK
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PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part 5: Finding the Right VenueOne of the biggest 

challenges facing anyone 
wanting to mount an 

exhibition of their photographs is 
finding a suitable venue.
 The obvious place to start 
is an established gallery, but if 
you’re mounting your first show 
and haven’t yet established 
a reputation then it could be 
difficult to find somewhere 
prepared to take a chance on you.
 The reason is simple and 
largely financial. It’s an expensive 
business running a gallery, 
with rent and rates to take into 
consideration - and that wall 
space carries a premium. Anyone 
offering to host a show has to 
be sure that they will be able to 
sell enough of the artist’s work 
to justify the event, and this 
usually means that only those 
who’ve proved they have a decent 
following will be offered space. 
 So, how do you get that 
important first foot in the door, 
and what do you do if, like Lauren 
Forster, you have a show to put 
on that covers a highly personal 
subject – her mother’s terminal 
illness - and was never intended 
to have a commercial feel? Over 
the past year Lauren has been 
supported by Fujifilm in her quest 
to get her work on the wall and 
now the search was on to find 
a place that ticked all the boxes 
in terms of location, size and 
suitability. 

Looking for venues
Having decided on suitable dates 
for the show Lauren then had to 
consider the best geographical 
location, and this was left as open 
as possible to ensure the widest 
choice of spaces. Somewhere 
within the London area and 
close to a tube or railway station 
was the preference, since one of 
the prime reasons for mounting 
an exhibition was to promote 
the work to the widest possible 
audience. 
 This decision came with a few 
strings attached, however, since 
gallery space in the capital is the 

Things to consider

most expensive in the country, 
and a little lateral thinking was 
needed.
 If you’re putting on a show, 
particularly if it’s your first, you 
soon realise that you have to think 
out of the box a little in terms of 
what can be considered a gallery. 
Alongside the conventional 
spaces there are plenty of other 
places where a show can be 
mounted: think about venues 
such as coffee shops, restaurants, 
pubs, libraries, art centres, 
camera stores, reception areas, 
furniture warehouses and the like. 
Anywhere in fact that’s accessible 
to the public on a daily basis and 
where there could be walls to fill.  
 For the owners of such spaces 
the attraction is the chance to 
have attractive work on display 
that will add to the ambience, 
while a popular show might also 
bring new customers through the 
door. It won’t cost them anything 
and you’re the one that has to do 
all the work in terms of hanging 
and then taking down the work. 
It’s a great example of mutual 
benefit, but you’ll probably need 
to have photographs to show that 
don’t challenge the clientele too 
much, so not every project will suit.
 Lauren, quite understandably, 
felt that the venue she was 
looking for needed to reflect the 
personal nature of her work, and a 
chattering, lively bar, for example, 
wouldn’t be the best option. So, 
this entailed looking for other 
possibilities, and a thorough 
search threw up some interesting 
opportunities. 
 Many areas make a point of 
supporting local artists, and it’s 
always worth approaching your 
council to see what they might 
be able to offer. There are also 
some innovative schemes up and 
running in many areas whereby 
empty shops on the High Street 
are turned into temporary galleries 
in-between lets – adding to the 
life and soul of the locality, while 
giving much needed exposure 

We’ve been following the progress of Bournemouth-
based photographer Lauren Forster as she prepares to 
mount her first exhibition. Now she’s now reached the 
point where she needs to find a suitable venue. But 
where does she start?

● When choosing a space for a show think about how accessible it is 
and what times it might be open. If it’s some distance from public 
transport or it’s hard to park in the area this could be an issue.

● Consider the nature of the area you’re showing in. Is it a lively part of 
town where there will be a lot of people passing through or is it off 
the beaten tracks?

● Does the venue you’re showing in compliment your work? Try to visit a 
show in advance to get a feel for the space.

● Keep an open mind and check out all the exhibitions taking place in 
your chosen area. Each one of these venues could perhaps play host 
to your work.

● Keep a look out for lively meeting places that might have wall space 
you could fill, and don’t be afraid to approach someone with an offer 
to exhibit.

● Talk to those connected with the arts in your area and let them know 
you’re looking to put on a show. Often, you’ll find that someone will 
have connections that could help you. 

● Be prepared to start small and to build from there. Your first show 
could be the catalyst for bigger ones in the future.

Lauren’s mother with her granddaughter, from the exhibition series.
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Fuji� lm Original Photo Papers
FUJIFILM’s expansive range of Original Photo Papers – including the newly launched 
Fuji� lm Crystal Archive Professional MAXIMA paper used by Lauren – is centred on 
heirloom silver halide emulsion technology,  and o� ers a long archival life, crucial 
should a photographer be selling exhibition work to collectors.  
It’s easy to see why so many of those planning exhibitions choose to work with these papers.
www.originalphotopaper.com/products/photo-papers
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PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part 4: Limited Editions and SigningNot every exhibition 

is necessarily a shop 
window for selling 

prints, but for many fine art 
photographers and galleries this 
is their way of generating an 
income – and for prints to have 
value it’s crucial that they meet a 
recognised set of standards. 

The challenge is that 
sometimes these standards, 
particularly in terms of the signing 
and editioning of a print, are 
open to interpretation, and so 
it’s important to engage with the 
expert guidance available at top 
pro labs, such as London-based 
Bayeux.

In her next step on the way to 
putting on a show Bournemouth-
based photographer Lauren 
Forster met with Bayeux director 
Martin Halfhide and lab technician 
Iris Fernandes.

The first point to note was 
that her prints would be output 
on Fujifilm Original Papers.  The 
embrace of traditional silver 
halide technology in these 
products enables a potential 
archival life span of upwards of 
100 years. This ticks important 
reassurance boxes for collectors – 
but only if displayed in the correct 
way. 

While a print hung in a room 
away from a window and never 
compromised by direct sunlight, 
or one kept in a drawer away 
from public view, could be stable 
for decades, work subjected to 
regular intense daylight would 
not fare so well. 

It’s part of the photographer’s 
responsibility to advise customers 
how the prints should be 
displayed – and it could save 
considerable heartache down the 
line. Equally important, however, is 
the way the print is personalised. 
Collectors are always looking 
for something that links their 
acquisition as closely as possible 
to the person that created it.

There are no ‘set in stone‘ 
rules for signing a print, but it’s 
generally accepted that you 
wouldn’t usually write your name 
on the front using a ballpoint 

Above: Mother after brain surgery. 
Inset: Lauren’s mother with her 
son . Right: Lauren with a limited 
edition award nominated print of 
her father, a Salvation Army officer. 
Lauren's photo series documents 
her mother’s battle with cancer, 
and the effect on her parents and 
family.

pen. The ink from that source is 
dye-based and could easily fade 
over time. It could also indent 
the print and cause damage. You 
also would never sign a mount as 
opposed to a print: common sense 
really, since the mount could then 
be detached and used in tandem 
with a totally separate work of art. 

“We usually advise signing a 
print on the reverse using a Pitt 
Graphite Pure 2000 pencil,” says 
Iris, “and you should use a Soft B 
version rather than an HB, which 

Exhibiting photographers take note. Ahead of any 
acquisition – and in tandem with outstanding creative 
and technical skills – buyers of fine art prints seek the 
following: convincing provenance; excellent archival life; 
a guarantee of authenticity and a proven rarity value.
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Not every exhibition 

is necessarily a shop 
window for selling 

prints, but for many fine art 
photographers and galleries this 
is their way of generating an 
income – and for prints to have 
value it’s crucial that they meet a 
recognised set of standards. 

The challenge is that 
sometimes these standards, 
particularly in terms of the signing 
and editioning of a print, are 
open to interpretation, and so 
it’s important to engage with the 
expert guidance available at top 
pro labs, such as London-based 
Bayeux.

In her next step on the way to 
putting on a show Bournemouth-
based photographer Lauren 
Forster met with Bayeux director 
Martin Halfhide and lab technician 
Iris Fernandes.

The first point to note was 
that her prints would be output 
on Fujifilm Original Papers.  The 
embrace of traditional silver 
halide technology in these 
products enables a potential 
archival life span of upwards of 
100 years. This ticks important 
reassurance boxes for collectors – 
but only if displayed in the correct 
way. 

While a print hung in a room 
away from a window and never 
compromised by direct sunlight, 
or one kept in a drawer away 
from public view, could be stable 
for decades, work subjected to 
regular intense daylight would 
not fare so well. 

It’s part of the photographer’s 
responsibility to advise customers 
how the prints should be 
displayed – and it could save 
considerable heartache down the 
line. Equally important, however, is 
the way the print is personalised. 
Collectors are always looking 
for something that links their 
acquisition as closely as possible 
to the person that created it.

There are no ‘set in stone‘ 
rules for signing a print, but it’s 
generally accepted that you 
wouldn’t usually write your name 
on the front using a ballpoint 
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ADVERTISING FEATUREPUTTING ON A SHOWPart Three: Mounting and Framing
It’s about chains and weakest links. What’s the point of working 

on a strong set of pictures, only to compromise them with poor 

presentation? Lauren heads back to London-based Pro Lab 
Bayeux to discuss the finish that will benefit her work. 

At Bayeux labs in London, Lauren Forster and Martin Halfhide compare 

sample frames using plain glass and the Tru Color coated glass option which 

eliminates reflections. Below, a photograph showing a frame with one half 

plain and the other half Tru Color (Groglass) with ceiling lights placed to 

show the effect. 
More information: www.laurenforster.com and www.bayeux.co.uk 

When you first start 
thinking about putting an exhibition together it can be difficult to take on board exactly how much work is involved and how expensive it might all turn out to be – if you really want to do things properly. Of course, there are always cost-cutting short cuts, but the downside of that approach is that you could end up devaluing your work and not giving it the platform it deserves.There are plenty of off-the-shelf cut-price frames and mounts available that could get your work on the walls for less, but they won’t be anything like gallery quality and as well as looking cheap they could even end up damaging the very prints they’re meant to be showcasing. A meeting set up between photographer Lauren Forster, director Martin Halfhide and lab technician Iris Fernandes at Bayeux (just off Oxford Street) to talk about options for presenting Lauren’s first solo exhibition quickly made it clear that this is an area where it’s crucial that the right choices are made.“Presentation is key to getting the most out of your pictures,” says Martin. “Even great pictures can be ruined by pairing them with the wrong frame. I’ve been to many exhibitions and fine art print sales where I’ve been distracted by the poor quality of the frames used, or by their shabby appearance. It can be too easy to be so focused on getting the printing right that this area just doesn’t get the attention it deserves. 

“At Bayeux we really focus on detail, which extends to using industry standard archival Neilsen Artcare mounts and ensuring the back of the frame looks as good as the front. We seal everything using Tesa Tape so that there’s absolutely no way any dust can get in.”A cheap standard black frame not only looks and feels flimsy and will feature a mount that has acids that will ultimately cause the print to fade and discolour where it touches, but it will also 

feature ordinary household glass that’s highly reflective. “Once there are lights shining on them it’s just like looking in a mirror,” adds Martin. “The black frames we use are handmade and are fitted with proprietary Tru Color glass, which hardly reflects at all.”
To prove the point he handed Lauren a print that featured half and half glass of both types, and initially she didn’t think there was any glass on the Tru Color side at all. 

“It was astonishing,” she said. “It was just such a contrast: you could easily see why one type of glass would be so much better to use than the other.”
Obviously, there is a price to pay for this kind of quality, and Martin acknowledges that many photographers are taken aback by how expensive it can be to mount and frame a decent-sized show, potentially running into thousands of pounds. 

“We always try to discuss budget at an early stage,” he notes, “because this will have such a bearing on what can be done. I’ve had people come in to talk about a show and quickly realise that they simply won’t be able to put it on in the way they originally envisaged.”Off to a flying startLauren’s portrait of her father, left, appears in the Portrait of Britain project book published by Hoxton Mini Press. Right, with her dad and friends, Lauren with a copy at the book launch. 
Top right, one of Lauren’s portraits of her mother during treatment, featured in the exhibition series.
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Here’s a golden rule about 
exhibition launches: don’t 
cut corners. Every detail 

must be carefully considered 
and two of the most important 
decisions to make will be print 
size and media. If you’re putting 
together a serious show you also 
should be looking to work with 
a pro lab rather than the online 
printer that charges the most 
attractive rate. 

As we’re about to discover, 
while a pro lab might charge you 
a premium for their service, what 
they provide is worth every penny, 
and you would struggle to get 
exactly the result you’re looking 
for without their professional 
input.

We’re helping Bournemouth-
based photographer Lauren 
Forster to piece together her 
first exhibition from scratch, 
and during this series we’ll be 
scrutinising every aspect of the 
process. Bayeux is a relatively small 
business that prints for a host of 
top name photographers and has 
a long-standing reputation for 
excellence and bespoke personal 
service.   

Sizing things up
Helping Lauren make her choices 
was digital technician Nick 
Barnett, a highly-skilled veteran of 
many a major exhibition. The first 
step was to load up hi-res files of 
some of the show’s key images 
to check quality – a process that 

PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part Two: Media Selection

Once you’ve decided it’s showtime for your work, you will need 
to consider print media – so now we head to the Bayeux Pro 

Lab, near London’s Oxford Street, to analyse paper ranges and 
discuss finishes with industry experts.

At Bayeux labs in London. Lauren discusses image size and crops on-screen 
with Nick Barnett, and checks out the feel of papers (above). On the wall in 
lab reception, a large print size can be seen and evaluated. 
More information: www.laurenforster.com and www.bayeux.co.uk 

determines maximum print size 
viability. As Nick and Lauren sat 
in front of a computer screen the 
magnification was ratcheted up 
bit by bit so that any potential 
deficiencies in focusing or 
unacceptable pixellation could be 
spotted. 

It was quickly clear, however, 
that these were high quality 
originals, capable of going just 
about as big as Lauren might want 
them, and so all options were 
open.

“We can print from digital 
files but can also scan in a 
photographer’s negatives if 
they’ve shot on film,” says Nick. 

“We can print huge sizes if 
required: when we’re working with 
Fujifilm C-Type rolls of paper these 
can be five feet wide, allowing 
us to output prints up to 60 x 40 
inches if we wish.”

On the subject of print size, 
Nick makes a point to Lauren 
that’s quite surprising for those 
that haven’t exhibited before: 
“Ideally you need to sort out your 
exhibition space before you make 
your final decisions on what sizes 
to print at,” he says. 

“Once the venue is decided 
you’ll have a more accurate idea of 
the space you have to fill, and you 
can decide on whether you want 
to have all prints the same size, 
or maybe you want to go with a 
couple of them significantly larger 
to act as key images. Others that 
fill in other aspects of the story 
could be smaller.

“It can look a little monotonous 
if all the prints are the same 
size. Mixing things up can vary 
the pace. But one thing you 
should avoid is using more than 
one finish: whatever you go 
for, this needs to be consistent 
throughout.”
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top name photographers and has 
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Sizing things up
Helping Lauren make her choices 
was digital technician Nick 
Barnett, a highly-skilled veteran of 
many a major exhibition. The first 
step was to load up hi-res files of 
some of the show’s key images 
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PUTTING ON A SHOW
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Fujifilm Original Photo Papers

FUJIFILM’s expansive range of Original Photo Papers, centred on 

heirloom silver halide emulsion technology, greatly appeals to the 

fine art fraternity. Add to this a long archival life – crucial should 

a photographer be selling their work for large sums to collectors 

– and it’s easy to see why so many of those planning exhibitions 

are looking to work with these papers. Products such as Fujicolor 

Crystal Archive Professional Velvet Paper feature a zero-reflective 

top layer to create a stunningly soft and deep-matte effect, along 

with enhanced colour reproduction, white purity and excellent 

image stability.

 www.originalphotopaper.com

P
hotographers, like artists, 

will often be inspired by 

things close to them. A 

project emerges as a theme is 

explored and a set of images 

slowly starts to build.  But what a 

travesty it is to simply stockpile the 

work on a memory card and then 

do nothing with it. 

 The raison-d’etre of image 

capture is the ability to share 

results through prints; online in a 

magazine or book, or maybe via a 

full-scale exhibition.   

 The latter option can be one of 

the most powerful of all mediums, 

providing the opportunity for 

others to view the work ‘in the 

flesh’ in the manner the artist 

dictates. 

 However, it’s also the most 

involved and, potentially, the most 

expensive way to get your work 

out there. All kinds of hurdles must 

be negotiated before a show can 

successfully be brought together. 

To highlight the process, we’ve 

decided to follow photographer 

and educator Lauren Forster as she 

sets out to assemble her first-ever 

solo show, based around her series 

‘Ground Control to Mother Hen.’ 

 This is an immensely powerful 

set of pictures from an ongoing 

project that documents Lauren’s 

family life since her mother’s 

secondary brain cancer diagnosis 

in 2016, which has now been 

rendered inoperable. 

A theme of strength

It sounds like it could be a very 

dark subject, but instead it’s 

a celebration – albeit a highly 

emotional one at times – of the 

human spirit and the strength of 

the family unit in crisis. 

 The images work as standalone 

studies but, crucially from the 

PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part One: Choosing Your Theme

Ever wanted to make an exhibition of yourself? Our new 

Fujifilm-sponsored series will follow Bournemouth-based 

photographer Lauren Forster every step of the way as she 

prepares to present her first-ever show. 

Choosing a subject

“This has been a deeply personal 

and, at times, difficult project for 

me to work on,” admits Lauren, 

“the hardest thing I’ve ever done. 

However, it was something that, 

as a photographer I felt I had to 

take on.  It is impossible not to 

feel overwhelmed when making 

work of this nature. It is impossible 

to fully detach yourself from the 

process otherwise, how can you 

make anything with any emotion 

in it?  But there does have to be 

some level of detachment at 

times; as a photographer, you 

need to be able to step back, 

reflect and realise what is missing 

from the body of work in order for 

it to evolve.  

 “I’ve very much been 

supported by my mother and 

father who both understand why 

I’m doing this. The process has 

been collaborative and highly 

therapeutic for us all.  In terms of 

subject matter, everyone will be 

able to connect with the work on 

some level since so many of us 

have had to live with the situation 

of knowing someone who has 

suffered from cancer.”

 When choosing a subject for 

a show it’s important to have a 

cohesive body of work you can 

call on, something you genuinely 

believe in, and a sense that the 

appeal will be wide enough 

to generate a decent level of 

attention. Lauren’s body of work 

focuses on human interest and 

encourages a sense of empathy, 

while a set of pictures of, for 

example, disparate landscapes 

with no common theme aside 

from the fact that they’re all pretty 

pictures, might not have the same 

inherent appeal. 

 It can be very hard for a 

photographer to stand back from 

their work and to take an impartial 

view of what they’ve achieved. 

You can be too close to the 

photographs and be judging them 

more on how difficult they were 

to achieve rather than their artistic 

merit. And sometimes you need a 

shot that isn’t, on its own, one of 

point of view of putting a show 

together, they also function as a 

set, complementing one another. 

And they have already gained 

recognition. 

One of the most powerful 

images from the series has 

featured in the BJP’s Portrait of 

Britain competition and was 

subsequently voted as the 

People’s Choice favourite by 

Facebook users.

Lauren Forster  holds a print of her father (a Salvation Army officer).

Missed Parts 1, 2, 3 or 4?
Choosing Your Theme, Media 
Selection, Mounting and 
Framing, Limited Editions and 
Signing – you can read these 
earlier series articles on-line at:
1: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt1
2: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt2
3: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt3
4: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt4

to artists in the area. A Google 
search will reveal those that are in 
your locality and you have to be 
prepared to be � exible since it’s 
di�  cult to anticipate where space 
will become available next.

Paying to exhibit
Another option is to rent space. 
There are plenty of spaces around 
that can o� er this service. In the 
London area however, prices were 
high - on average several hundred 
pounds a week. This re� ects the 
value of property and the fact that 
someone would need to be paid 
to man the show all the time it was 
open. It’s not an option that many 
new exhibitors could consider 
unless they’re particularly well-
heeled or have a sponsor. Another 
option might be to crowd-fund 
to gain the capital you need to 
mount a show.
 But if you hunt hard there are 
some intriguing options out there. 
One of the spaces considered 
by Lauren was The Free Project, 
which is a dynamic gallery housed 
within the Kentish Town Health 
Centre. It’s a vibrant part of town, 
close to transport links and with 
a steady throughput of people 
on a daily basis, and the nature of 
the building made it sympathetic 
to Lauren’s work. With the right 
publicity this would have been 
a venue that would have been 
accessible to a wide range of 
people, and the cost for a week 
was £300.
 The venue Lauren � nally 
decided to go for, however, was 
one that she came across through 
personal connections. Her father’s 
job as an o�  cer in the Salvation 
Army led to an opportunity to 
show her work at the gallery 
that’s located at the charity’s 
International Headquarters, 
adjacent to St Paul’s Cathedral 

on the banks of the Thames. As 
a venue it’s superb: close to a 
tube station, right in the heart of 
London and with a steady stream 
of people passing through the 
adjacent café. 
 It’s a testament to the value 
of asking around and using all 
your connections to � nd out 
what spaces might be available. 
If people know that you’re 
looking to show your work and 
if you’re � exible with your dates 
and can move quickly – you, like 
Lauren, might be very pleasantly 
surprised. 

Ï
More information:
www.bayeux.co.uk
www.laurenforster.com

Lauren’s show, ‘God Has No Favourites,’ runs from 
Monday February 18 to Friday March 22 at the 
Salvation Army Gallery, 101 Queen Victoria Street, 
London, EC4V 4EH.

The right space in the right place. 
The Salvation Army Gallery is near 
St Paul’s, on Victoria Street (above). 
Café seating in gallery, right, with 
the display panels ready for the 
exhibition beyond. Lauren discuss 
space with Nick Barnett of Bayeux, 
centre, and gallery curator Berni 
Georges (left).
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PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part 5: Finding the Right VenueOne of the biggest 

challenges facing anyone 
wanting to mount an 

exhibition of their photographs is 
finding a suitable venue.
 The obvious place to start 
is an established gallery, but if 
you’re mounting your first show 
and haven’t yet established 
a reputation then it could be 
difficult to find somewhere 
prepared to take a chance on you.
 The reason is simple and 
largely financial. It’s an expensive 
business running a gallery, 
with rent and rates to take into 
consideration - and that wall 
space carries a premium. Anyone 
offering to host a show has to 
be sure that they will be able to 
sell enough of the artist’s work 
to justify the event, and this 
usually means that only those 
who’ve proved they have a decent 
following will be offered space. 
 So, how do you get that 
important first foot in the door, 
and what do you do if, like Lauren 
Forster, you have a show to put 
on that covers a highly personal 
subject – her mother’s terminal 
illness - and was never intended 
to have a commercial feel? Over 
the past year Lauren has been 
supported by Fujifilm in her quest 
to get her work on the wall and 
now the search was on to find 
a place that ticked all the boxes 
in terms of location, size and 
suitability. 

Looking for venues
Having decided on suitable dates 
for the show Lauren then had to 
consider the best geographical 
location, and this was left as open 
as possible to ensure the widest 
choice of spaces. Somewhere 
within the London area and 
close to a tube or railway station 
was the preference, since one of 
the prime reasons for mounting 
an exhibition was to promote 
the work to the widest possible 
audience. 
 This decision came with a few 
strings attached, however, since 
gallery space in the capital is the 

Things to consider

most expensive in the country, 
and a little lateral thinking was 
needed.
 If you’re putting on a show, 
particularly if it’s your first, you 
soon realise that you have to think 
out of the box a little in terms of 
what can be considered a gallery. 
Alongside the conventional 
spaces there are plenty of other 
places where a show can be 
mounted: think about venues 
such as coffee shops, restaurants, 
pubs, libraries, art centres, 
camera stores, reception areas, 
furniture warehouses and the like. 
Anywhere in fact that’s accessible 
to the public on a daily basis and 
where there could be walls to fill.  
 For the owners of such spaces 
the attraction is the chance to 
have attractive work on display 
that will add to the ambience, 
while a popular show might also 
bring new customers through the 
door. It won’t cost them anything 
and you’re the one that has to do 
all the work in terms of hanging 
and then taking down the work. 
It’s a great example of mutual 
benefit, but you’ll probably need 
to have photographs to show that 
don’t challenge the clientele too 
much, so not every project will suit.
 Lauren, quite understandably, 
felt that the venue she was 
looking for needed to reflect the 
personal nature of her work, and a 
chattering, lively bar, for example, 
wouldn’t be the best option. So, 
this entailed looking for other 
possibilities, and a thorough 
search threw up some interesting 
opportunities. 
 Many areas make a point of 
supporting local artists, and it’s 
always worth approaching your 
council to see what they might 
be able to offer. There are also 
some innovative schemes up and 
running in many areas whereby 
empty shops on the High Street 
are turned into temporary galleries 
in-between lets – adding to the 
life and soul of the locality, while 
giving much needed exposure 

We’ve been following the progress of Bournemouth-
based photographer Lauren Forster as she prepares to 
mount her first exhibition. Now she’s now reached the 
point where she needs to find a suitable venue. But 
where does she start?

● When choosing a space for a show think about how accessible it is 
and what times it might be open. If it’s some distance from public 
transport or it’s hard to park in the area this could be an issue.

● Consider the nature of the area you’re showing in. Is it a lively part of 
town where there will be a lot of people passing through or is it off 
the beaten tracks?

● Does the venue you’re showing in compliment your work? Try to visit a 
show in advance to get a feel for the space.

● Keep an open mind and check out all the exhibitions taking place in 
your chosen area. Each one of these venues could perhaps play host 
to your work.

● Keep a look out for lively meeting places that might have wall space 
you could fill, and don’t be afraid to approach someone with an offer 
to exhibit.

● Talk to those connected with the arts in your area and let them know 
you’re looking to put on a show. Often, you’ll find that someone will 
have connections that could help you. 

● Be prepared to start small and to build from there. Your first show 
could be the catalyst for bigger ones in the future.

Lauren’s mother with her granddaughter, from the exhibition series.
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Fuji� lm Original Photo Papers
FUJIFILM’s expansive range of Original Photo Papers – including the newly launched 
Fuji� lm Crystal Archive Professional MAXIMA paper used by Lauren – is centred on 
heirloom silver halide emulsion technology,  and o� ers a long archival life, crucial 
should a photographer be selling exhibition work to collectors.  
It’s easy to see why so many of those planning exhibitions choose to work with these papers.
www.originalphotopaper.com/products/photo-papers
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PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part 4: Limited Editions and SigningNot every exhibition 

is necessarily a shop 
window for selling 

prints, but for many fine art 
photographers and galleries this 
is their way of generating an 
income – and for prints to have 
value it’s crucial that they meet a 
recognised set of standards. 

The challenge is that 
sometimes these standards, 
particularly in terms of the signing 
and editioning of a print, are 
open to interpretation, and so 
it’s important to engage with the 
expert guidance available at top 
pro labs, such as London-based 
Bayeux.

In her next step on the way to 
putting on a show Bournemouth-
based photographer Lauren 
Forster met with Bayeux director 
Martin Halfhide and lab technician 
Iris Fernandes.

The first point to note was 
that her prints would be output 
on Fujifilm Original Papers.  The 
embrace of traditional silver 
halide technology in these 
products enables a potential 
archival life span of upwards of 
100 years. This ticks important 
reassurance boxes for collectors – 
but only if displayed in the correct 
way. 

While a print hung in a room 
away from a window and never 
compromised by direct sunlight, 
or one kept in a drawer away 
from public view, could be stable 
for decades, work subjected to 
regular intense daylight would 
not fare so well. 

It’s part of the photographer’s 
responsibility to advise customers 
how the prints should be 
displayed – and it could save 
considerable heartache down the 
line. Equally important, however, is 
the way the print is personalised. 
Collectors are always looking 
for something that links their 
acquisition as closely as possible 
to the person that created it.

There are no ‘set in stone‘ 
rules for signing a print, but it’s 
generally accepted that you 
wouldn’t usually write your name 
on the front using a ballpoint 

Above: Mother after brain surgery. 
Inset: Lauren’s mother with her 
son . Right: Lauren with a limited 
edition award nominated print of 
her father, a Salvation Army officer. 
Lauren's photo series documents 
her mother’s battle with cancer, 
and the effect on her parents and 
family.

pen. The ink from that source is 
dye-based and could easily fade 
over time. It could also indent 
the print and cause damage. You 
also would never sign a mount as 
opposed to a print: common sense 
really, since the mount could then 
be detached and used in tandem 
with a totally separate work of art. 

“We usually advise signing a 
print on the reverse using a Pitt 
Graphite Pure 2000 pencil,” says 
Iris, “and you should use a Soft B 
version rather than an HB, which 

Exhibiting photographers take note. Ahead of any 
acquisition – and in tandem with outstanding creative 
and technical skills – buyers of fine art prints seek the 
following: convincing provenance; excellent archival life; 
a guarantee of authenticity and a proven rarity value.
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ADVERTISING FEATUREPUTTING ON A SHOWPart Three: Mounting and Framing
It’s about chains and weakest links. What’s the point of working 

on a strong set of pictures, only to compromise them with poor 

presentation? Lauren heads back to London-based Pro Lab 
Bayeux to discuss the finish that will benefit her work. 

At Bayeux labs in London, Lauren Forster and Martin Halfhide compare 

sample frames using plain glass and the Tru Color coated glass option which 

eliminates reflections. Below, a photograph showing a frame with one half 

plain and the other half Tru Color (Groglass) with ceiling lights placed to 

show the effect. 
More information: www.laurenforster.com and www.bayeux.co.uk 

When you first start 
thinking about putting an exhibition together it can be difficult to take on board exactly how much work is involved and how expensive it might all turn out to be – if you really want to do things properly. Of course, there are always cost-cutting short cuts, but the downside of that approach is that you could end up devaluing your work and not giving it the platform it deserves.There are plenty of off-the-shelf cut-price frames and mounts available that could get your work on the walls for less, but they won’t be anything like gallery quality and as well as looking cheap they could even end up damaging the very prints they’re meant to be showcasing. A meeting set up between photographer Lauren Forster, director Martin Halfhide and lab technician Iris Fernandes at Bayeux (just off Oxford Street) to talk about options for presenting Lauren’s first solo exhibition quickly made it clear that this is an area where it’s crucial that the right choices are made.“Presentation is key to getting the most out of your pictures,” says Martin. “Even great pictures can be ruined by pairing them with the wrong frame. I’ve been to many exhibitions and fine art print sales where I’ve been distracted by the poor quality of the frames used, or by their shabby appearance. It can be too easy to be so focused on getting the printing right that this area just doesn’t get the attention it deserves. 

“At Bayeux we really focus on detail, which extends to using industry standard archival Neilsen Artcare mounts and ensuring the back of the frame looks as good as the front. We seal everything using Tesa Tape so that there’s absolutely no way any dust can get in.”A cheap standard black frame not only looks and feels flimsy and will feature a mount that has acids that will ultimately cause the print to fade and discolour where it touches, but it will also 

feature ordinary household glass that’s highly reflective. “Once there are lights shining on them it’s just like looking in a mirror,” adds Martin. “The black frames we use are handmade and are fitted with proprietary Tru Color glass, which hardly reflects at all.”
To prove the point he handed Lauren a print that featured half and half glass of both types, and initially she didn’t think there was any glass on the Tru Color side at all. 

“It was astonishing,” she said. “It was just such a contrast: you could easily see why one type of glass would be so much better to use than the other.”
Obviously, there is a price to pay for this kind of quality, and Martin acknowledges that many photographers are taken aback by how expensive it can be to mount and frame a decent-sized show, potentially running into thousands of pounds. 

“We always try to discuss budget at an early stage,” he notes, “because this will have such a bearing on what can be done. I’ve had people come in to talk about a show and quickly realise that they simply won’t be able to put it on in the way they originally envisaged.”Off to a flying startLauren’s portrait of her father, left, appears in the Portrait of Britain project book published by Hoxton Mini Press. Right, with her dad and friends, Lauren with a copy at the book launch. 
Top right, one of Lauren’s portraits of her mother during treatment, featured in the exhibition series.
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Here’s a golden rule about 
exhibition launches: don’t 
cut corners. Every detail 

must be carefully considered 
and two of the most important 
decisions to make will be print 
size and media. If you’re putting 
together a serious show you also 
should be looking to work with 
a pro lab rather than the online 
printer that charges the most 
attractive rate. 

As we’re about to discover, 
while a pro lab might charge you 
a premium for their service, what 
they provide is worth every penny, 
and you would struggle to get 
exactly the result you’re looking 
for without their professional 
input.

We’re helping Bournemouth-
based photographer Lauren 
Forster to piece together her 
first exhibition from scratch, 
and during this series we’ll be 
scrutinising every aspect of the 
process. Bayeux is a relatively small 
business that prints for a host of 
top name photographers and has 
a long-standing reputation for 
excellence and bespoke personal 
service.   

Sizing things up
Helping Lauren make her choices 
was digital technician Nick 
Barnett, a highly-skilled veteran of 
many a major exhibition. The first 
step was to load up hi-res files of 
some of the show’s key images 
to check quality – a process that 

PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part Two: Media Selection

Once you’ve decided it’s showtime for your work, you will need 
to consider print media – so now we head to the Bayeux Pro 

Lab, near London’s Oxford Street, to analyse paper ranges and 
discuss finishes with industry experts.

At Bayeux labs in London. Lauren discusses image size and crops on-screen 
with Nick Barnett, and checks out the feel of papers (above). On the wall in 
lab reception, a large print size can be seen and evaluated. 
More information: www.laurenforster.com and www.bayeux.co.uk 

determines maximum print size 
viability. As Nick and Lauren sat 
in front of a computer screen the 
magnification was ratcheted up 
bit by bit so that any potential 
deficiencies in focusing or 
unacceptable pixellation could be 
spotted. 

It was quickly clear, however, 
that these were high quality 
originals, capable of going just 
about as big as Lauren might want 
them, and so all options were 
open.

“We can print from digital 
files but can also scan in a 
photographer’s negatives if 
they’ve shot on film,” says Nick. 

“We can print huge sizes if 
required: when we’re working with 
Fujifilm C-Type rolls of paper these 
can be five feet wide, allowing 
us to output prints up to 60 x 40 
inches if we wish.”

On the subject of print size, 
Nick makes a point to Lauren 
that’s quite surprising for those 
that haven’t exhibited before: 
“Ideally you need to sort out your 
exhibition space before you make 
your final decisions on what sizes 
to print at,” he says. 

“Once the venue is decided 
you’ll have a more accurate idea of 
the space you have to fill, and you 
can decide on whether you want 
to have all prints the same size, 
or maybe you want to go with a 
couple of them significantly larger 
to act as key images. Others that 
fill in other aspects of the story 
could be smaller.

“It can look a little monotonous 
if all the prints are the same 
size. Mixing things up can vary 
the pace. But one thing you 
should avoid is using more than 
one finish: whatever you go 
for, this needs to be consistent 
throughout.”
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PUTTING ON A SHOW
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Fujifilm Original Photo Papers

FUJIFILM’s expansive range of Original Photo Papers, centred on 

heirloom silver halide emulsion technology, greatly appeals to the 

fine art fraternity. Add to this a long archival life – crucial should 

a photographer be selling their work for large sums to collectors 

– and it’s easy to see why so many of those planning exhibitions 

are looking to work with these papers. Products such as Fujicolor 

Crystal Archive Professional Velvet Paper feature a zero-reflective 

top layer to create a stunningly soft and deep-matte effect, along 

with enhanced colour reproduction, white purity and excellent 

image stability.

 www.originalphotopaper.com

P
hotographers, like artists, 

will often be inspired by 

things close to them. A 

project emerges as a theme is 

explored and a set of images 

slowly starts to build.  But what a 

travesty it is to simply stockpile the 

work on a memory card and then 

do nothing with it. 

 The raison-d’etre of image 

capture is the ability to share 

results through prints; online in a 

magazine or book, or maybe via a 

full-scale exhibition.   

 The latter option can be one of 

the most powerful of all mediums, 

providing the opportunity for 

others to view the work ‘in the 

flesh’ in the manner the artist 

dictates. 

 However, it’s also the most 

involved and, potentially, the most 

expensive way to get your work 

out there. All kinds of hurdles must 

be negotiated before a show can 

successfully be brought together. 

To highlight the process, we’ve 

decided to follow photographer 

and educator Lauren Forster as she 

sets out to assemble her first-ever 

solo show, based around her series 

‘Ground Control to Mother Hen.’ 

 This is an immensely powerful 

set of pictures from an ongoing 

project that documents Lauren’s 

family life since her mother’s 

secondary brain cancer diagnosis 

in 2016, which has now been 

rendered inoperable. 

A theme of strength

It sounds like it could be a very 

dark subject, but instead it’s 

a celebration – albeit a highly 

emotional one at times – of the 

human spirit and the strength of 

the family unit in crisis. 

 The images work as standalone 

studies but, crucially from the 

PUTTING ON A SHOW
Part One: Choosing Your Theme

Ever wanted to make an exhibition of yourself? Our new 

Fujifilm-sponsored series will follow Bournemouth-based 

photographer Lauren Forster every step of the way as she 

prepares to present her first-ever show. 

Choosing a subject

“This has been a deeply personal 

and, at times, difficult project for 

me to work on,” admits Lauren, 

“the hardest thing I’ve ever done. 

However, it was something that, 

as a photographer I felt I had to 

take on.  It is impossible not to 

feel overwhelmed when making 

work of this nature. It is impossible 

to fully detach yourself from the 

process otherwise, how can you 

make anything with any emotion 

in it?  But there does have to be 

some level of detachment at 

times; as a photographer, you 

need to be able to step back, 

reflect and realise what is missing 

from the body of work in order for 

it to evolve.  

 “I’ve very much been 

supported by my mother and 

father who both understand why 

I’m doing this. The process has 

been collaborative and highly 

therapeutic for us all.  In terms of 

subject matter, everyone will be 

able to connect with the work on 

some level since so many of us 

have had to live with the situation 

of knowing someone who has 

suffered from cancer.”

 When choosing a subject for 

a show it’s important to have a 

cohesive body of work you can 

call on, something you genuinely 

believe in, and a sense that the 

appeal will be wide enough 

to generate a decent level of 

attention. Lauren’s body of work 

focuses on human interest and 

encourages a sense of empathy, 

while a set of pictures of, for 

example, disparate landscapes 

with no common theme aside 

from the fact that they’re all pretty 

pictures, might not have the same 

inherent appeal. 

 It can be very hard for a 

photographer to stand back from 

their work and to take an impartial 

view of what they’ve achieved. 

You can be too close to the 

photographs and be judging them 

more on how difficult they were 

to achieve rather than their artistic 

merit. And sometimes you need a 

shot that isn’t, on its own, one of 

point of view of putting a show 

together, they also function as a 

set, complementing one another. 

And they have already gained 

recognition. 

One of the most powerful 

images from the series has 

featured in the BJP’s Portrait of 

Britain competition and was 

subsequently voted as the 

People’s Choice favourite by 

Facebook users.

Lauren Forster  holds a print of her father (a Salvation Army officer).

Missed Parts 1, 2, 3 or 4?
Choosing Your Theme, Media 
Selection, Mounting and 
Framing, Limited Editions and 
Signing – you can read these 
earlier series articles on-line at:
1: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt1
2: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt2
3: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt3
4: http://bit.ly/lauren_pt4

to artists in the area. A Google 
search will reveal those that are in 
your locality and you have to be 
prepared to be � exible since it’s 
di�  cult to anticipate where space 
will become available next.

Paying to exhibit
Another option is to rent space. 
There are plenty of spaces around 
that can o� er this service. In the 
London area however, prices were 
high - on average several hundred 
pounds a week. This re� ects the 
value of property and the fact that 
someone would need to be paid 
to man the show all the time it was 
open. It’s not an option that many 
new exhibitors could consider 
unless they’re particularly well-
heeled or have a sponsor. Another 
option might be to crowd-fund 
to gain the capital you need to 
mount a show.
 But if you hunt hard there are 
some intriguing options out there. 
One of the spaces considered 
by Lauren was The Free Project, 
which is a dynamic gallery housed 
within the Kentish Town Health 
Centre. It’s a vibrant part of town, 
close to transport links and with 
a steady throughput of people 
on a daily basis, and the nature of 
the building made it sympathetic 
to Lauren’s work. With the right 
publicity this would have been 
a venue that would have been 
accessible to a wide range of 
people, and the cost for a week 
was £300.
 The venue Lauren � nally 
decided to go for, however, was 
one that she came across through 
personal connections. Her father’s 
job as an o�  cer in the Salvation 
Army led to an opportunity to 
show her work at the gallery 
that’s located at the charity’s 
International Headquarters, 
adjacent to St Paul’s Cathedral 

on the banks of the Thames. As 
a venue it’s superb: close to a 
tube station, right in the heart of 
London and with a steady stream 
of people passing through the 
adjacent café. 
 It’s a testament to the value 
of asking around and using all 
your connections to � nd out 
what spaces might be available. 
If people know that you’re 
looking to show your work and 
if you’re � exible with your dates 
and can move quickly – you, like 
Lauren, might be very pleasantly 
surprised. 

Ï
More information:
www.bayeux.co.uk
www.laurenforster.com

Lauren’s show, ‘God Has No Favourites,’ runs from 
Monday February 18 to Friday March 22 at the 
Salvation Army Gallery, 101 Queen Victoria Street, 
London, EC4V 4EH.

The right space in the right place. 
The Salvation Army Gallery is near 
St Paul’s, on Victoria Street (above). 
Café seating in gallery, right, with 
the display panels ready for the 
exhibition beyond. Lauren discuss 
space with Nick Barnett of Bayeux, 
centre, and gallery curator Berni 
Georges (left).
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The seminars at Convention 2019 were well attended, some to bursting 
point, some in which the helpers simply had to close the doors!

For my part I made it my business to attend both of Lisa Saad’s 
presentations following a long discussion with her over lunch during 
the judging day. By the time we got to the coffin slot on Saturday the 
word had got out that there was something afoot and the room was 
crowded, with delegates standing around the back and sides, and some 
seated on the floor. It was worth the wait! Having stepped back from 
the clamour of owning multiple studios, Lisa is taking a more reflective 
approach to her art and displays a frightening level of determination for 
self-expression, driven from deep in her mind, but brought to the page 
with her considerable technical skills and fanatical level of perfectionism! 

With 31 years of experience in the industry she has been a Photoshop 
user since Version 1 and her images show a tremendous level of colour 
control and refined masking. She has the ability to visualise a final image 
once she has completed her research and from that point changes very 
little until the work is ready for printing. Her current work is centred 
around her yet-to-be-completed Anonymous Man series which is pushing 
towards a 70-image body of work. A number of these were presented in 
her successful Fellowship application. It was a real pleasure to take part 
in the adjudication of this panel. The Anonymous Man is always shown 
facing away from the viewer, situated towards the base of the image, 
with surrealistic mid-grounds and (usually) bare backgrounds extending 
to the upper image. Lisa also explained her tactic of including ‘cookies’ in 
her image, small details that the eye is not immediately drawn to, which 
surprise and delight the viewer. 

One of the things that Lisa spent time talking about was ‘production 
value’. This is a film-industry term used to describe the amount invested 
in obtaining a sequence in film. In other words, small indie films are 
low-production, budget undertakings, while block-busters get through 
vast amounts of money on propping, casting and special effects. Lisa’s 
no-compromise approach demands the use of professional models, 
make-up, costumes, etc – a ‘seek out the best’ attitude. She takes this level 
of attention right down to the smallest detail. Although the dog being 
taken for a walk is tiny in the image the original is crafted from multiple 
shots to get exactly the pose she is seeking!

We will feature her full Fellowship panel in a later issue of Imagemaker but 
for now here is one from her panel that she demonstrated.

Around The Seminars
Mike McNamee drops by, Adrian and Bergit take the pictures! 

Earlier in the week I sneaked in at the back of Jerry Ghionis’ keynote 
presentation. As expected, he held his audience spell-bound for hours but 
I had to attend to other matters after the first slot. However, his video clip 
and explanation of his 16x20 award-winning portrait of Melissa outside 
the Taj Mahal was enlightening. The shot looks as if it might be heavy 
with post production but is, in fact, almost straight out of the camera – 
the product of quick timing, the courage to stay out in a sand storm and 
a very patient wife! Jerry also showcased his Graphistudio promotional 
booklet.

The helpers are a vital part of 
the smooth running of the 
Convention and spend their long 
days organising seminar rooms, 
chasing the models (?), sorting 
out projector issues and keeping 
things running to time. 

Right: Jakob Gronkjaer braves 
the outside to assist George 
Fairbairn.

Helpers
Adrian Barnett
Bergit Barnett
Simon Burfoot
Brian Collier
Frank Courtney
James Davies
Raymond Hunt
Andy Lauder
Robert Taylor
Mike Williams

It is one of the benefits of editing a magazine that you get to review your 
own seminar! From Angela Adams and me, ‘thank you’ to all who turned 
up to see our talk on marketing material. We had quite low expectations 
in regard to turn-out, but it proved far more popular than we could 
have dreamed. The purpose of this paragraph, though, is to alert all our 
attendees about the Graphistudio product described above. It is precisely 
the sort of thing we were proposing that you might use as a vehicle to 
greater sales and has moved the concept forward quite a distance. Go 
take a look!
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The seminars based around judging and qualifications were something 
of a gem of the Convention experience. There were three in total, 
a round-table on Thursday evening (Jerry Ghionis, David Stanbury, 
Gordon McGowan, Jocelyn Conway, Angie Adams and Terrie Jones), 
Friday morning (Melissa Ghionis and Terrie Jones) and Friday afternoon 
(Christina Lauder and Scott Johnson). The latter was really jammed with 
15 people standing around the walls! They generated a lot of interest and 
enabled delegates to quiz judges on what they were looking for as well 
as enabling delegates to have a go at live judging before an audience. 
One of the upshots is a waiting list for places on Judging School! Much 
of the questioning centred around qualifications, their requirements and 
the differences between The Societies and WPPI. Such was the success of 
these seminars that the process will be repeated next year!

Around The Seminars
Mike McNamee drops by, Adrian and Bergit take the pictures! 
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QUALIFICATIONS
Fellowship & 

Associateship Panels

2019 Convention

Fellowships were awarded to:
Lisa Saad ifswpp

Peter Jones fsinwp 
Imelda Bell fswpp

Kelly Brown fswpp

Gary Hill fswpp

Michelle Whitmore ifswpp

Clive Hall fsimpp

Associateships were awarded to:
Nancy Flammea aswpp
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cewe-photoworld.com/swpp

Showcase your photography with an award winning 
CEWE PHOTOBOOK 

Professional Photography 
Deserves Exceptional Printing

Start creating your photo book today with our 
professional software or sign up to our dedicated 
CEWE Professional service for more information. 

Best Photo Printing 
Service Worldwide
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30 years in the making

Award-winning products in every way
The Bellissimo album 
collection has become 
synonymous with quality 
and choice. Nine-time 
winner of The Societies 
Trade Awards Best 
Professional Album, the 
vast range of styles and 
sizes means customers can 
� nd the perfect album to 
suit clients, whatever their 
budget. They have an ever-expanding collection of wall products 
and frames that match every style of photography. 

Products are hand-crafted, hand-� nished, checked and packed 
in-house. The impressive 72,000 sq ft production facility is run to 
precision, with care taken to ensure the quality of products going to 
the customer is dependable and consistent. 

The varied collection of industry awards shows how widely 
recognised the products and services are, with accolades from the 
Societies’, Pixel Trade, Photography News and many more. Over the 
years, this continuous awards recognition has further inspired Loxley 
to expand and create. 

Visit loxleycolour.com to see their award-winning products for yourself. 
If you are considering a new method of reaching out to customers, their sample products 

may be the ideal opportunity for you to boost your business. 

Building a business is never 
easy, but when you have 
a certain ethos and goal 

in mind, determination can 
take you a long way. Loxley 
Colour’s mantra for the past 
30 years has been to strive to 
create impeccable products for 
professional and passionate 
photographers. Starting out as 
a small professional print lab 
in the city centre of Glasgow, 
the award-winning lab has 
consistently expanded over the 
years, and their area of in� uence 
in the industry has grown 
signi� cantly. 

Ian Loxley, MD of Loxley Colour, 
noticed a need for bespoke 
professional photography 
printing services, and from there 
the lab grew into the industry’s 
leading place for professional 
photographers. Growth and 
expansion hasn’t changed their 
focus on the customer however. 
They remain a dedicated team 
of sta�  who work with their 
customers to help boost their 
business. 

Using innovative techniques 
and state of the art equipment, 
the development team create 
products that receive industry 
award recognition time and 
again. Their drive to make sure 
professional photographers 
receive the highest quality 
products to create beautiful 
keepsakes for their clients fuels 
the passion to create nothing but 
the best.  

Thanks to everyone who voted us Best Professional Album at the Societies’ Trade Awards. To celebrate our 
win, we’re giving you the chance to get a sample Bellissimo Fine Art album for just £99.*

£99 FINE ART ALBUM – USE CODE: IMAGEMAKER99  *Full T&C page 25.

The leading voices in professional 
photography
Leading names from every � eld of photography choose Loxley Colour 
as their product supplier because of their quality products and award-
winning customer service. Award winning newborn and maternity 
photographer and trainer Elli Cassidy chooses Loxley for a number of 
reasons:   

“Elegance, sophistication and 
quality. That's what my clients 
expect and that's what Loxley 
Colour deliver. Presenting my 
portraits with beautiful and high-
quality wall art is paramount, and 
Loxley Colour are the company I 
know I can trust to do that; their 
excellent customer service just 
completes the experience.” 

Renowned family portrait 
photographer and regular 
speaker at The Societies 
Convention, Annie Armitage 
chooses innovation and 
customer service: 

"What I love about Loxley 
Colour is they never stay still 
or get complacent but are 
always looking at new product 
development and innovative 
designs. They deliver wonderful 
customer service as one of the 
largest pro-labs in Europe – happy 
customers are important to them."

“Elegance, sophistication and quality. That's what my clients expect and that's what Loxley Colour deliver.”

Visit loxleycolour.com to see their award-winning products for yourself. 
If you are considering a new method of reaching out to customers, their sample products 

may be the ideal opportunity for you to boost your business. 

Building lasting relationships
Loxley Colour’s willingness to listen to customers’ suggestions and ideas 
is one of the reasons they’ve become the lab of choice for photographers. 
The hard-at-work research and development team strive to create new, 
market-leading products, often inspired and encouraged by customers’ 
recommendations. 

The Loxley Colour philosophy has always been that if you have an idea or 
suggestion for improvement, they want to listen.

They are always ready to help professional photographers. Samples of 
products are available for a discounted price, meaning photographers 
can easily show their images on physical products to potential clients. A 
practice proven to increase sales. 

They welcome visitors with open arms, with an extensive showroom open 
daily and the opportunity to tour the lab, to see where the magic happens.  

The friendly sales team work hard throughout the year to engage with 
existing customers and potential new clients face-to-face. Attending 
dozens of tradeshows across the country to introduce visitors to the 
several new or improved products, their attendance at the UK’s numerous 
trade shows means you can put a friendly face to your supplier. 

Their knowledge and expertise on each product means they can help you 
� nd the perfect photography packages for clients. There is a reason why 
they are one of the most recognised companies in the industry.

Loxley Colour and The Societies 
Loxley Colour’s partnership with The Societies of Photographers has been 
a long one, for many years the teams have worked together to develop 
o� ers, deliver events and support competitions. Staunch supporters of the 
great work the Societies do to grow their network of support throughout 
the UK, Ireland and beyond, Loxley Colour has attended the Convention 
since its inception. 

Further developing an ordering system for photographers entering the 
20x16” print competition has been a key focus in recent months to make it 
easier for photographers to order their prints this prestigious competition.

Terms & Conditions: Off er applies to Bellissimo Fine Art album only. Excludes downscales. Maximum size of 14x10”, maximum 15 spreads. Applies to orders placed via Loxley 
Designer Pro, excludes ROES. Code must be applied at the time of checkout. An additional spread with the word ‘SAMPLE’ in black text will be featured at the end of the 
album. Code is valid for single use per customer. Off er excludes postage and VAT. Code expires at midnight on Sunday 31st of March.

Thanks to everyone who voted us Best Professional Album at the 
Societies’  Trade Awards. To celebrate our win, we’re giving you the 

chance to get a sample Bellissimo Fine Art album for just £99.
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Statement of Intent
My preparatory journey for this Fellowship panel has not been 
straightforward; I conceived and photographed three other sets of 
images but self-doubt and self-criticism prevented me from submitting 
panels that were constructed purely for the purpose of attaining a 
Fellowship in fashion, environmental portraiture and sport portraiture. 

With the black and white portraiture panel displayed here, I went back 
to the essence of what makes me a portrait photographer, utilising years 
of rapport-building experience to connect with, engage and capture any 
subject.

The style of work that I produce on a regular basis is represented by 
this panel of images, a process of crafting the portrait, post production, 
subsequent preparation of the file and printing. 

It represents work undertaken in the last two years, images which show 
what I am as a portrait photographer.

The choice of warm monochrome was made not only to secure cohesion 
throughout the panel, but also to reflect that iconic feel.

At Imagemaker we were keen to discuss Gary’s panel with him, especially because we 
were aware that it was the first panel to be printed by Digitalab on the fabulous new 
Fujifilm Maxima paper. Gary’s journey to success had left some casualties on the way 
as his statement of intent reflects – the use of a fine art matt paper was abandoned in 
favour of the rich deep blacks that this new Fujifilm paper is capable of reaching. As 
a monochrome submission the work does not showcase the 20% increase in gamut 
that Maxima achieves, but that was evident for all to see in the sumptuous display 
that Fujifilm mounted at the Convention. Those 30x40-inch Maxima on Dibond 
images were greatly admired. 

Gary went across to make some test prints at Digitalab before choosing and also 
credits the Elinchrom D-Lite, ELC500 and ELB 400 along with the backdrops by Mike 
Frost of Baby Prop Shop – as they say, every little bit helps! Gary’s images were shot 
on Canon 5D IV and Phase 1 IQ3 50mp cameras with a mix of 82mm, 135mm and 
70–200mm optics (Canon), and 80mm and 150mm Schneider optics for the Phase 1.

Initial tests of the Maxima paper are showing outstandingly good Dmax values.

“We at Fujifilm are very passionate about photographic paper, we want to ensure that 
professional photographers like Gary and his customers will relive their emotions when 
holding their work in hand. We are so thrilled to have a photographer like Gary submitting 
the first successful fellowship in the world on Maxima. Our technical team have done an 
incredible job by developing Maxima, creating a professional photo paper which will provide 
beautiful deep blacks, great shadow details and has an enhanced lifespan surpassing 
anything else on the market.”

Judith van Linden
Product Manager Photo Imaging

Digitalab were busy at the Convention Trade Show 
and VERY busy at the Awards Night!

Experience the new way to edit photos with a

10 day free trial: affinity.serif.com/photo

Bloodsport by Timothy Poulton - Shoot The Frame Affinity Photo Contest Winning Entry

Affinity Photo redefines the boundaries for professional photo editing software. With

a meticulous focus on workflow it offers sophisticated tools for enhancing, editing and

retouching your images in an incredibly intuitive interface with all the power and

performance you need.

The fastest, smoothest, most powerful professional
photo editor for macOs, Windows and iPad

AFFINITY PHOTO

worldwide customer ratingEditors' Choice
2015
APPLE DESIGN
AWARD WINNERS
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A family-run pro lab in the North East, Digitalab is celebrating 
an impressive four wins at The Societies Trade Awards this year. 
Gavin Stoker catches up with MD Jill Roe to find out how her 
business is successfully serving the photographic community 
nationwide – and has plenty to enhance your own creativity

It’s always encouraging to win accolades for your business; even more 
so when they’ve been voted for by your own photographer customers. 
That was very much the case when Newcastle-based Digitalab swept the 
boards at this year’s Trade Awards. The pro lab picked up Best Professional 
Lab, Best Professional Frame, Best Professional Product (for the whole 
gamut of services it offers) and Best Professional Customer Service. So it’s 
obviously doing something right.

“We’d been nominated twice and come second twice,” enthuses MD Jill 
Roe, who has been in the industry 20 years. “We aimed for three awards 
and got four, so we’re on Cloud 9. We’ve got some rosettes displayed on 
our home page showing how proud we are, especially as the awards are 
voted for The Societies’ photographer membership. It makes me really feel 
like all the hard work our team has put in has paid off.” 

A long history within the photographic community

Though the name sounds modern, Digitalab is, amazingly, celebrating 
its 70th anniversary this year, having previously traded as MPS 

Photographic. The change was prompted by the success of its digitalab.
co.uk website, the name of which it 
was felt more accurately reflected the 
modern era of the business.

“The company was founded by my 
granddad in 1949, who started off on a 
moped collecting films off customers 
and developing them,” Jill recalls. This 
led to a shop selling cameras and film, 
which Jill’s relative developed and 
processed, the business eventually expanding to three stores in the North 
East. Some 30 years ago these were amalgamated into one big shop in 
Newcastle City Centre, before the firm relocated once again, this time to 
the Ouseburn, described as “a lovely area on the outskirts of town, which 
is home to a lot of creative businesses.”

It goes without saying that throughout the past 70 years the pro lab 
has successfully adapted its offerings to meet customers’ changing 
needs, sharing its expertise and knowledge, eager to impart advice and 
guidance when asked. 

“We’ve always tried to give customers added value and advice,” Jill 
confirms. She recalls her late father running one of their old shops in 
Gateshead and customers coming in and asking which camera they 
should be buying. Her dad was such a dab hand that he won awards from 
the likes of Hasselblad for selling the most cameras.

New premises and fresh approach to printing

Digitalab’s present location was originally just a shell when bought, 
thus enabling the company to create an interior space from scratch 

that precisely matched its requirements. “With the onset of digital and 
film processing on the decline, the business changed massively and dad 
invested in a lot of digital equipment,” Jill Roe explains. “As our move 
coincided with us noticing a massive revival in print, it allowed us to 
re-structure the layout of our lab.”

In terms of its customer base, as the business is no longer on the high 
street it is professional photographers who seek it out, with online 
orders flooding in from far and wide. Jill notes that this is partly due 
to her team spending a lot of time travelling the country and going to 
a lot of photographic exhibitions. Plus, all her team has an interest in 
photography and either studied photography at degree level, or are 
constantly taking photographs in their spare time.

“You can just order a set of 6x4-inch prints, but we’re finding people are 
wanting big pieces of wall art now, which is a hugely expanding part of 
the business,” she replies when asked about trends in the industry. 

“Our Business Development Manager Alex Ingram has been instrumental 
in increasing that side of the business over the past couple of years, so 
we’re well known in the industry now for producing lovely pieces of wall 
art and offering a bespoke framing service. Because we’ve specialised in 
high quality, the digital print side has continued to increase.”

Digitalab has also developed something of a partnership with Fujifilm, 
assisting in the development of its newest Fujifilm Maxima paper, having 
long utilised Fujifilm Crystal Archive professional photographic paper.

“We’re completely Fuji based, so all of the chemistry is Fuji, all of the 
photographic paper is Fuji and we have a brilliant relationship with them 
and have had for a long time… they took us to Tilburg in the Netherlands 
last year to see their production facility, who have in turn come over to 
visit us. With the trend in the industry towards fine art we’re developing 
our fine art side, so we’re also a Hahnemühle certified fine art lab too. 
They come out and make sure you’re stringently tested in terms of how 
you store the paper and that it’s all profiled correctly.” She adds that 
the stunning new Photo Rag Metallic paper from Hahnemühle has fast 
become a favourite.

Capably equipped for the future

So although the business is 70 years old this year, the changes, 
expansions and awards, as detailed above, have left Jill’s team feeling 

'invigorated and new'. She adds that it was “particularly great to get 
the Best Professional Frame Award 
because we’re currently training 
our team with the Guild of Fine Art 
Framers, who know their job inside 
out. We have a lot of expertise, so 
when a customer rings up they’re 
speaking to someone with knowledge 
and we’ll spend a lot of time chatting 
about paper finishes and paper types, 
frame mouldings and which media 

suits a certain genre when it comes to fine art”

Though the frame sizes detailed online are standard, if Digitalab’s customers ring up with non-
standard requirements they can easily be accommodated, as the whole service is bespoke. “We 
don’t stock ready made frames, so from the minute it’s ordered the service is tailored to the 
customer. The frame is made for them and the mount is cut for them, be it a single or a double.”

In terms of turnaround times, typically it’s five to 10 working days dependent on the product, 
“because it’s a well-made, finished piece of art rather than something off the shelf,” Jill explains. 
If it’s print only, that turnaround time comes down to two to three working days, while a next 
day service is offered for those who need delivery even faster.

Looking toward the future, Digitalab remains proactive. “We’re always re-investing, looking for 
new products and new trends in the market. We are very aware of not standing still and looking 
at ways to make our customers’ experience streamlined in terms of our online capability. They 
can, for example, download a frame and visualise what their image will look like, so, for example 
a portrait photographer can show their customer to help make the sale.”

In terms of how Digitalab can help your own business and creativity in 2019, to view the full 
range of products and services on offer, be sure to direct your Internet browser at the URL 
below:

www.digitalab.co.uk
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“We’re now well known in the industry for producing lovely pieces 
of wall art and offering a bespoke framing service. Because we’ve 
specialised in high quality, the digital print side has continued to 
increase.”

Digitalab MD Jill Roe
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Put simply, Tianna creates beautiful portraits 
with soul. We were hoping to meet at a 
recent photography event, however, it 
wasn't to be as Tianna went into labour! After 
a whirlwind 55 minutes, baby daughter Zara 

was born into daddy's arms with the loving assistance 
of their doula. 

Needless to say, this qualified nurse and midwife 
has been rather busy with her growing family of late 
but is now back at work in her home studio based 
in Smethwick ... taking pictures not only of her new 
family addition, but capturing defining moments in 
her clients’ lives.

What do you love, hate, can't live without?
I am totally am in love with chocolate! It has to 
be eaten straight from the fridge though, that is 
essential! I hate orange chocolate, that is pretty much 
a cardinal sin – to add orange to chocolate!

I can’t live without sleep! I just love a little nap now 
and then too. When I manage to catch an afternoon 
snooze I am the happiest woman on Earth.

What motivated you to start in the industry?
My eldest daughter. I started, like most mothers who 
become photographers, by taking photographs of my 
own child. I quickly became inducted into a world of 
photography and realised, ‘oh my goodness, this is a 
thing for sure!’. I am a midwife by profession but the 
advent of picking up a camera got me to thinking 
there may be another profession I could learn, one 
which would provide the flexibility to be more 
involved in my daughter's early years. 

Do you work alone or employ staff?
I work alone, although I would love to have people 
to work within my business. Self-employment is 
such a lonely gig, one which requires you to wear 
multiple hats to be able to run a business, as well as 
photographing people.

What's the one piece of kit – camera aside, you wouldn't 
be without and why?
I think it would have to be my light meter. I know 
some people love them and some don’t, but ever 
since I had lighting training with Gary Hill, I can’t not 
use it! For ease and control of my lighting, it is such a 
worthy investment.

What do you love photographing and why?
Women! Maternity, headshots, fashion ... I think I love 
photographing women because as women, we bear 
the weight of the world and more on our shoulders, 
and we do so without question. Most of the time, 
one would never know what we are burdened with 
and we can come to life in front of a camera. Women 
hold so many untold stories, questions and emotions 
... you can make a woman look so powerful in a 
photograph – there is nothing more empowering for 
me to witness. I think I am a bit of a feminist (maybe 
more than a bit) and this has influenced my interest 
in women’s health and pregnancy from my midwifery 
days. 

What would you say is the most important challenge 
you've faced as a photographer?
Trying to stand out from the crowd. I am still not sure 
I have my own style yet, I believe that develops over 
time. I have had training but I want to do my own 
thing too, although I'm not sure it's yet my recognised 
style. I would like my work to be easily identified by a 
signature style, and by people who see it ... one day!

Do you enter competitions – if so, is it with your day-
to-day work or do you shoot specifically to create a 
competition image?
I have started to! I don’t shoot for a competition 
specifically, I shoot for my clients, although I think I 
would do far better in competitions if I did. If I create 
a picture I feel immensely proud of, then having it 
judged to know where I can make improvements is 
worthwhile.

What do you love the most about being a photographer?
Meeting different people. Although I am shy, I love to 
get to know people in a short space of time. Hearing 
about their life journey, their day, what they like 
and dislike. I think sometimes you can also capture 
moments you would not otherwise get to see, when 
not behind a camera. 

I also love the flexibility that photography affords 
me. This means my time is within my control and 
although I don’t always get that right, I can certainly 
put my family and those I love first. 
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Who inspires you?
Oh my! I have a long list of inspirational 
photographers whose work I adore. However, if I 
can choose a few then I would say I absolutely love 
Magdalena Sienecka’s portraits. They are clean, simple 
and beautiful but bring such an energy and power 
which I feel inside when viewing them. Her work with 
children is incredible – I was pleased to see her work 
in the Societies’ magazine recently!

Gary Hill’s work I love. Particularly his boudoir and 
fashion portraits with a model he often works with, 
they make a perfect team. Gary’s lighting training 
really was a turning point for me and what is great is 
it's so simple to understand.

Gemmy Woud-Binnendijk's fine art photography is 
astounding. I always have a browse on her website 
as there are some simply stunning photographs 
which I connect with on a personal level. Wow! 
Her composites are pure perfection. Such a great 
understanding of light and shadow which I would 
love to master.
( https://www.gemmywoudbinnendijk.com/
Portfolio/)

Finally, Lola Melani is a photographer based in New 
York and her maternity portraits honestly give me 
goosebumps. She makes pregnancy strong, powerful 
and beautiful all at the same time. 
(http://www.lolamelani.com/)
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Anything else to share?
I think the single most important thing to do is not to compare your 
journey to the journey and work of others. It is so difficult and so 
competitive these days, which is great as it means so many of us strive 
continually for excellence and improvement. However, it also means it 
can be easy to look at the work produced by someone else and presume 
our own flame does not shine as bright. I believe that is the worst thing 
you can do to yourself. 

Learning to love my own personal journey and appreciate my own 
creativity can prove difficult at the best of times ... then I do something 
great and I blow my own mind! Now that makes me feel pretty good! 

Concentrating on my own path means I can make progress in my own 
way, rather than spending energy looking at what someone else is 
doing.

See more of Tianna's work here: 
www.tiannajwilliamsphotography.co.uk
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od min corum fugit laut quia ant aut lam quae sitatium 
evellabo. Ribeaqui que non ressequi same del id endita 
quiae laborro volupit, sundam eatis eum doluten 
tusaperis mos alit, sime sinctorum illessu nditat.
Cupti odigeniet asperoribus delibeatem et adipit, que 

ipsam alias voluptatiur, sint que poribus.
Bera viduciistem nobit abo. Ut eiur?
Nos essum asperro doluptas simodicatum vit que nonsequod mi, 
in consequia alit laboribus que seque necum re et que venim eos 
dolora destiae inte cum et aut eaque lab ius di que estia nia sinum 
reperum enis es et ommolessi oditaturia netum autem alique nam il 
incil etus dempos earcit qui volum ex eseque voluptios dollat excea 
niendignat liquiassit as dolupta comniet o�ctatatas quissitae. 
Optiaerorior asita ipitem re o�ciur aliquam, abor re, quaepratum 
dolum que pore volum inus solore nonse vente volupta turios 
idus explabor audipsam earibusam qui num ex essita volum 
enimporrum ex et quae. Evellit excerup tatureh entissi tianden 
dendam evendebis minimillaut que eum aute volenie nihicil 
ibuscius magnaturero te vendae. Nequis aut lande sequidia est 
essin rent poreperibus.
Quam repro expellaut volor ad ut quasperate moluptat dellestotat 
esto quodis ium labor accum harcia doloris ne dolupta quiaect 
ionsequ idusae. Piet fuga. Ebis quam re ea velende bissequi sam 
estius maximos alicit landa porae sernatio. Et liquam aut parum 
eum rerro del il eles nustrum ium exceper ibuscius et voluptas 
enimusam arumet a que laborru mquam, sit volupici denihil ex 
eaqui ommolorere laborecus aut peris ut aute ius dunt, volorep 
eratur rectur?
El ium rerferio volorrovita dionsecero molum in consequodiae 
nimaxim poriam doloreris et remporion re provitatque vel int fuga. 
Et atia si nobisqui que et ant unt.

Augmented Reality

DID YOU KNOW?
nearly 50 years ago

AR has been around for quite some time,
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Priestley College
Class of 2018

This is Imagemaker’s annual showcase from the graphic design class of Priestley 
College, Warrington. The task was to design an opening DPS along with follow-on 

pages on the same theme, using the key software applications from Adobe (mainly 
Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator, with output to Acrobat Professional). Once again, 

the students showed great variety of approach, in one case showing specialist Manga 
creation software that was unfamiliar to your editor! One of the joys of hosting this 

project each year is that you invariably learn something new!

Alexander Bentley – Lucy Blakeley – 
Remi Evitt-Healey – Daniel Ford – 

Natalie Guest – Yujie Lin – Emily Moxon – 
Jamie Smith – Louie Thompson – 

Jamie Wesson – Joe Whitehead 

Lucy Blakeley

 Remi Evitt-Healey

Natalie Guest

Yujie Lin
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moluptae pernatem dolorporupis 
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vit maximus dia volupta sime 
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remod eost eum volor ma vero 
eat dolo bea cuptatqui dolupit 
aut idestia sunt quo blame o	cto 
tectatur, corepud anduciissi cor 
autem.

What can we do to 
make a change?
t laborun tibusci ressiminis utassum 
adis ium quod que simus dipsa 
dusandus pore nam exerfernam 
anis perferore nones queplatae 
nimillorerum iuscimil is samus 
quunt vitions equissitas dolupta 
temquuntis eumquisqui blanist 
lab ipsam aliquaspit estiberuptas 
quat odi aperrumque coressuntio 
que nonet alitiur aut qui nese peria 
que pereicabo. Itat pore et ande 
verovid ut alibus excessin est eaque 
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que cum fuga. Ut asped ut ut et 
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fugiass imusae. Ut ipsant am 
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ptaquia as min placimusae pa 
dellabo. Ilis acerum quatium 
dellantiur? Tas volupta tibusantus 

SHOCKING STATISTICS

Nostuam patuiur ac isque omanum ium senervi verrisquit, vitam 
deo castilis, es es! Saturnum nonfex simis bonesidea actum li ce 
ad nenterv ivives consitu senat, quam teatquam senductudam 

mod publientem tus re idii sedicivasdam pulocate maioc viderce rferfe-
cric �ciem ia cononon supiorbit, senatrurica priore acchus, vilina, quo-
dius, vid fat L. cotem de te, que nius inatienat.
Etro pultidetere �rmaximihin rentio vestrum voccipi enariberis cerfex 
sin Etrac terum aucesimedem cre, que occides ine elinatil tea is octudac 
tatime rem te mena, untuus, cupioret? Udelinv erterfec timus, sedios 
intiae adem, quit, videm nem nos, cone factu vividet L. Seruncer�r publi 
in num dit L. Efecte dium su intra, que quo mo cons octus, C. Locre te 
ateatquam atum henatimihil hostra vo, ublis cae imentereniae con ad 
modit vid cum acto ego atil condum conscie meniquis, ninprae conu-
num cortiescrit, que in viciptelut graestr aetius internit. Hi, uncla de

llabem nosus At nos, caudact eludereni cris in diu con denam faudem 
atimis aturbis in ta qui pat. Rorum ad confece renareme ia? Asdam con 
Etraet; novenatisus virmili urnitum et Cat L. Verrioccit? O tem patusum 
pones, mortusquam porio peris. es crum P. Halinte es o acenin pra qui-
teatili, Catum tendies imperio nsultum tatu modi sedo, omnem laricat 
ipsent. Iferem se tam intiam ine confecera alis omnihil ibuspioc, se te-
lius? Peri iae publi sent. Lus mis? qua teat, sti tam, que teremus, pubi 
in ves iam. Oculerteret? Untem, isum perudam, sultus manum tude 
ina, nos nocam omnihil icaedesto terume meribuntem la re, pro pub-
lin retinpr oporbisquam sessis vidervi vignatius non sulem ducibunum 
dienduc int? Si se pos senius �nterem ad auc mantemquit. Nam duci 
tum Palaris, num sa nostiacio, Cat, sperniam, quam orissent? Orum arbit.
Facis isserun ulostic ulicii fac is ocum omne atui permis iam, nius inum 
potiorior immo noc, nimmove natquam re , nonsum adenimus, unum 
terit vit, verfecuris. Decompo rivastod milici cricut prae audesse, me reis 
�rmis; inpri ete,.

dento berum exero estio dolorum 
dolorem ex es ut libus quo 
quatem expelentur? Itatisciet que 
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quiae poris incillandant lia ipsa vel 
minullu ptatiusam etusdam nobis 
eic tori adi aboritem. Ebis aut aut 
eum voluptur, sinvende ium nossus 
aute molore susam in rem quodit 
voluptat.

Lenist eic te lab il ipsanto moluptatur, 
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stibusda esciis eni volorep erferit 
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ommodit quo eosto toriorem. Et 
omnisi o	cias quibus eum fuga. 
Nam ipsam quam rerioneste 
nosandaepuda dolupit volo 
moluptatur re plabori atemquam 
la poresti busant voluptu sapiet 
auta comnimi nciurernatur re 
resto bero dic te ium fugitassit 
hicit quia denisci psapitat omnis 
quiataq uodiate sserspero est 
molupid eturi dus int et veliqua 
spideliquia cone ped exces 
maximporem hillend ignat. Ratius 
dit occaecestion comniti busamus 
ciliquis aut velliqui ut quamendi 
voluptateces maioreped evelestia 
dolorae volor milit et utaquo 
beratur, volor sollaborro dolesectiat 
quias sus sunda et praepudi ut 
qui dus dusa cus sitatiaere prorio 
comnis destinihil etureri aeceperi 
nonsectur am abo. Modis vendelia 
consequ aeritae intur sit que eos 
evenduc iatur?
Runt quae ex etur, quis quibus 
molupta temquam lante dio 
coreheni res as cust lat.
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essit everrorem ad modis asimet 
pelctatia aut odis voluptatem id 
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C. Verdi, num dium quam quid rei 

publius ia tus o estifec onsitilicit; 
et Catifectus pereo cae, niam 

iusqui �rmilicent. Sp. Ti. Ni-
hicul vid consultus venis 

in vendeps, serit, Ca-
tis or ina, ernium 

tum egitio tam 
caucta, te prit 

fur pline et 
a pror-
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m e i 
p a t i s t o 
rsusquis Ca-
tiquo cuperum 
o menia? Es atem. 
Habem omnervilnem 
confec re, quit vigit; in 
vituus et, nonsimus a niri, 
Ti. Ximpl. Ommo es es ingulto 
vilicio nirit, esim nores, vatqua 
nequon ta rem tia publint iman-
dente defes anterte mquit, erem 
aucest vivicatis bonsum omacci 
imus consigili sus, fachuit, quis bon-
�ri ter�nt.
Nium ium hac omne forbitimenam 
tandi perdi silicae tela diusquam 
hor horendam halin tatiliam atu in 
venihic iissil viris rem tem.
Tion actum. O talienam o efactor 
unum te quius, ubi periondam 
occhum furobserum inatum stre-
viumGiatus eum quia autas ipsan-

tint pratecus que o�caecatem fugi-
tatum ipis pero quam quiatureheni 
tem. Nem. Et a dolupti sequis si dit 
fuga. Quiae voloritatem. Quiatii 
scitem hici bea voluptatium fuga. 
Adi dignam vel int odi od eos ad 
qui corro blanis ipiet am ipiciam 
estisin cillabo. Il impor assit qui ne 
doles samenis moluptatur, nonsed 
et enimus veles ipsam inimpossunt 
et ra aut explit faceari onsequid mo-
luptatum quamusd andem. Nam ut 
quae con rest quate lab in ea pro 
dolum nietur? Luptatinimus qui to-
res nectorepre que eum voluptiur si 
omnienima volo imilliquis doluptio 
molores acia dolorep eliciis re eosa-
nianim et omniam dollatur aut rem 
faceritatur? Quia cus ea simi, qua-
tum ilit quiscit asimped mo comni 
ius.
Perum assi sed molorit quam archil 
maio. Nem audit, quam ut lit expe-
rup tatio. Nam fugiae. Udicil mag-
natur moloren ditiur re nis eaquid 
qui sum et ad ma venderf ernamus, 
sum seque dolum eos quas is eos 
non nis nis inulloria sint, si omnihi-
cimet ium corepeles imagniat late 
reptatem quid quas voluptaturia de 
volo te nonempe llorepe rsperum 
eaqui ommod qui as etur reptibus 
sin pario o�c torumque o�cia nde-

lisque nobitatem aboremo lestet 
fugit, tesequam, odita dolu-

ptatquo molupta tisitas re 
quam excestiatem. Itatet 
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cor mos eum volup-

tatum que conse-
dis ventis etur 

aut as volu-
ptat fuga. 
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c o n 

nobis sumqui comnimo est pel in 
cus endessumquam volenimaiosa 
con nimil int re dolorer.
Ruscipicabo. Lorepel im volenis 
quia solutas id et latur maximus qui 
qui soluptate non cupti ab im volo-
riam que si arisqui consectendem 
cus doluptis earchicienis estrum in-
ctibusda conserf erepta videni atem 
ex et id mos pa nis ad ut endigenis 
nobitis quosser spiciisit estis reriat 
ligendu cientia simint quas ab idun-
to tes sint quiae nobitate abora diae 
quatest, cuptatur, sum aut ullupta 
tibusaeptur? Qui invelib usdaepe 
ritaquiatias sunt ut ommoluptae. 
Harunt lam, volo magnam dolorem 
quibus ullistrum aditat quiae. Nam 
qui doles prestio beatio quiae volles 
comnim iumendaest, omnihil lac-
cum et hillest es qui cuptia aspidem 
sumque porem eatatiam ut pos as 
di odignimus, si cusdae necerem 
oluptatis dernatet dolorereria quiae 
vella nullace sentio doluptatem idit 
imus, imoloresti ut volum sitas dis 
debitatem est qui dem. Ecatur re-
pudam sed erumquiditia endis volo 
veri omnimilis volut vellace rciisci 
umquia doloribus, ipsapient autem 
et alitemporume iuntur aceati quia-
ti aut facidit aut ut aut et que cusa 
consequis dus, dolorep.
Stisto tatiant qui untiisquas nat 
doluptaquia doluptu sapedi volup-
tistia accatur? Quibeatem nis quam 
remquis doloreratur? Nullore dige-
niata ne debit autem fugiam rem 
ipsant pedisciis es vent alicaborem 
audit o�c te volupta veleseque 
maio omnimpe llore, seni tem. Igeni 
que incipsam qui optaerrum vole-
cae molent arum ipsamustiis intus, 
odic tesci ute mil ipsam rerum non-
sequae. Cil erit utatenis aliquo int 
ut o�c tenihit, que pores eatendi 
tatemquae eum liqui a comniae 
acerspisit aliquas dit debitet odis 
eatia dest.
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cuperum o menia? Es atem. 
Habem omnervilnem confec 
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pribuliem quam hordiem re 
in se et consum nondius crum 
adhum iam omnihicia aus 
anum, dit, nonsupp liciortum, 
ut fauc re, sederis senterum 
tatiuri urniam dic reo tuscio, 
con tam tast fue tem tande 
que nem, verid nos obsent? 
Gulicat querestem patande tis-

Senatus, orum poreoCupicum 
senatant. Natqui senatremus 
omni publicat, furebenatia 
num mei percentresim publius 
voculium nonsultura pulum 
opultius atudam es host? Civid 
popoenatium pos ducontiam 
sciptio, num aut vivemus ta 
auciam patum ut aus hosus, 
noccitiena, consid facips, dit; 
num ponsul ut cone conunces 
viverfe cribultu esimus, con-
suamquam consima nducerf 
irmacie 
natidet perum ia no. Quamer-
fendin se cerfen averfermil 
ublium in tatortu se in aceroxi 
mmoentereo consula ribefec-
ta et? inat. Ebus host quidit.
Uncuppl iamdi, sed Cat, duc-
tus intebunumus, ut inc res 
in vastrun untere restanum 
notien tum simis, Catem hore 
mis bonsid dierfer ad propub-
lius oret pulti, forenarisquo 
intem nem escerraec rentrem 
ederiberei sest fachui publi-
ca vis. Iferenatia? Bon senam, 
mo consciti cut graeli perimis 
munclese, nostiae nihilibutem 

Pecrur. Si iam conimium, P. Ad 
revis factus ve, omnit. Forei 
publistabem simor atum is, 
sestussedet rei pons hac in vi-
vider fentea nonverio conde 
nendacc iemustrore, Ti. Renati-
licie �rtiqua quidiem omnesse 
nterfere quam audelabuncem 
sentebem fur, consimili, nihi-
lic avessensic restrim clabus 
bon redescis. M. M. Fulere is 
faccienti, que tu quoncestam 
es hocchilic re, sunterf eribut 
catiam nondio, nos egitrum, 
di pes niribus consula nos 
merbita besilissed Cupicit, 
novehem nosti, quo Cuppliis 
obultorus prae patus hui sa 
re nonsul hostia re tus, confex 
med menatus atium nosside-
rivis silinum es hortis novisun 
irmilin vocullesus cem inves 
sendem aperfes verem esinatu 
scerendam foria inatum faus 
hoc, dela L. Marbitum ati tem 
iaedea mei int. Il hostrac toru-
daciam pubit. Cata nos, nes! Sp. 
M. Mae, utus co cone coribun 
terentrimere prae dis, opub-
lie stimus confena tiliem in se 
cae public moenat aperis, te 
auconsit.
Icae tea adeatia essulis tilium 
me pul hosturo publica; ni-
hil cae potiam essultoris re 
maiostraet retrae deation fe-
ctand iendicae a modienatis, 
Catis culvigna et Cupiere fuitat.
Ibus me duciaesilin spiondac-
tum, por audam labenamen-
tem ia publius, que auro et re, 
Catus; nihilne mquemus egero 

Nocum sid sendeti, Pala mor-
bita stemum ut ves inam coni-
hic iemente qua apesi intemeis 
ademus, P. Cuperis bonsu et; 
C. Icastertior us, simum cone-
natide quem volis nerum iae 
manum adenti, sunum cultum 
auror artiaesi pratum vil vit? 
Gulintis et,qji0g- qejgi0r-qCi-
bus ia ina, norsum me fortio, 
sil con sedium internitris, C. 
Pos, ommordiocae nostiam ius 
di poporbit ad poeresid iam 
ubliis, quo vis dientero horum 
comnent. Fortillerae �cerem 
poptemo vehenem oliista Se-
rena, se, vius, quiusse nocae 
telic iampopos statisqui popo-
tebunte cla L. Ebatia rei screi 
pertem nortimorum premo ad 
re condien sidium ad contior 
uterum ortus it omnendam et; 
non abit obulem movist es int? 
P. Serfessuppl. Sp. Ceristient. 
Ocum in ina re mo inimorum, 
nostilium noximerbi crum 
tabefex sul halabultore is, tesi-
mulabus, obseniam patilis hos 
bonsus clabeme moviviuro 
entem morem, ves hilist nostra 
a me atuit. Moltorunti. 
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Gendandit, sed ma sum 
nonet lis eiunt is maio et nonet lis eiunt is maio et 
ipsunt et ipsam venia con-
sequatus re, iunto to qui 
ut dolum coreicitiis accup-
tibus sum ea volorio riscius tibus sum ea volorio riscius 
cipsaessum, ni dolenihit cipsaessum, ni dolenihit 
rest mo millabo. Nempore, 
consequi nobis qui o�cit consequi nobis qui o�cit 
ionem. Ceped magnis in-
ciis con event, temquat.
Ut labo. Lum volupta ideb-
it, toritiusam laudio cuptas 
cum volor sum, quatus cum volor sum, quatus 
aute verecepre comnim 
eum faccus anitatur?
Ro ma illutendis ani ut qui-
simi llaceatur reprem fugi-
tibus, occatate venda aut 
pro tenimus eliciatenis aut 
atus sumquam es est, om-
moluptae sinihil impor aut moluptae sinihil impor aut 
repro et as estrum utemrepro et as estrum utem

Abores do-
l u p t a t u r ? 
Dio o�ciati Dio o�ciati 
dolutetur? dolutetur? 
Ed quasser-
io. Bust, om-
nis estianis nis estianis 
d i c t e m p 
orepratur?
Itae magni-
mus volup-
tis de nul-
parum alit parum alit 
dendae vo-
lupta pero lupta pero 
cor aborum cor aborum 
que vendit que vendit 
acidelit esse acidelit esse 
o c c u l p a -
runt eve-
lige nien-
dis cillabo. dis cillabo. 
X e r e m p o s 
eum qui ut 
periberum 
as ius prae as ius prae 
p r e n d u c 
i d u c i l l a u t i d u c i l l a u t 
estia pa cor estia pa cor 
seque vo-
l u p t a s p e l l u p t a s p e l 
e a q u a t u r e a q u a t u r 
sunt latem

Gendandit, sed ma 
sum nonet lis eiunt sum nonet lis eiunt 
is maio et ipsunt et 
ipsam venia con-
sequatus re, iunto 
to qui ut dolum 
coreicitiis accup-
tibus sum ea volo-
rio riscius cipsaes-
sum, ni dolenihit 
rest mo millabo. rest mo millabo. 
Nempore, conse-
qui nobis qui of-qui nobis qui of-qui nobis qui of
�cit ionem. Ceped 
magnis inciis con magnis inciis con 
event, temquat.
Ut labo. Lum vo

Gendandit, sed ma 
sum nonet lis eiunt sum nonet lis eiunt 
is maio et ipsunt et is maio et ipsunt et 
ipsam venia con-
sequatus re, iunto 
to qui ut dolum 
coreicitiis accupti-
bus sum ea volorio bus sum ea volorio 
riscius cipsaessum, riscius cipsaessum, 
ni dolenihit rest mo 
millabo. Nempore, millabo. Nempore, 
consequi nobis qui 
o�cit ionem. Ce-
ped magnis inciis ped magnis inciis 
con event, temquat.
Ut labo. Lum volup-
ta idebit, toritiusam ta idebit, toritiusam 
laudio cuptas cum 
volor sum, qua-
tus aute verecepre tus aute verecepre 
comnim eum 
faccus anitatur?
Ro ma illutendis ani Ro ma illutendis ani 
ut quisimi llaceatur 
reprem fugitibus, reprem fugitibus, 
occatate venda aut

Abores do-
l u p t a t u r ? 
Dio o�ciati Dio o�ciati 
dolutetur? dolutetur? 
Ed quasser-
io. Bust, om-
nis estianis nis estianis 
d i c t e m p 
orepratur?
Itae magni-
mus volup-
tis de nul-
parum alit parum alit 
dendae vo-
lupta pero lupta pero 
cor aborum cor aborum 
que vendit que vendit 
acidelit esse acidelit esse 
o c c u l p a -
runt eve-
lige nien-
dis cillabo. dis cillabo. 
X e r e m p o s 
eum qui ut 
periberum 
as ius prae as ius prae 
p r e n d u c 
i d u c i l l a u t i d u c i l l a u t 
estia pa cor estia pa cor 
seque vo-
l u p t a s p e l l u p t a s p e l 
e a q u a t u r e a q u a t u r 
sunt latem

Abores do-
l u p t a t u r ? 
Dio o�ciati Dio o�ciati 
dolutetur? 
Ed quasser-
io. Bust, om-
nis estianis nis estianis 
d i c t e m p 
orepratur?
Itae magni-
mus volup-
tis de nul-
parum alit parum alit 
dendae vo-
lupta pero lupta pero 
cor aborum cor aborum 
que vendit que vendit 
acidelit esse

AAb o r e s 
dolup-
tatur? 

Dio o�ciati Dio o�ciati 
dolutetur? dolutetur? 
Ed quasser-
io. Bust, om-
nis estianis nis estianis 
d i c t e m p 
orepratur?
Itae magni-
mus volup-
tis de nul-
parum alit parum alit 
dendae vo-
lupta pero lupta pero 
cor aborum cor aborum 
que vendit que vendit 
acidelit esse acidelit esse 
o c c u l p a -
runt evelige runt evelige 
niendis cil
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S
treetwear illende libus. An-
ditinverum re, tessedictur, 
consedis de nem viduciis 
anditatur? Aceris et pres 
ut re voluptae si imperch 

itionsectem quam evendi te omni-
musciae rescimusdant aut et volu-
ptaecus enimusae non ex eum ad 
quaspedia iundebitatur autatem 
perepel maio to quos sinctatur aut 
elenda nem eiunte voloraeces si 
tem ipitatest ute cum autent mo-
lupta temporu ndipsae quatetur 
millenis dipsund usciis seni aut 
omnimus, quias dolut quisquate 
nus et andit que nusanditis etur?
Nequat lab iusciusaesed que pers-
perovid et qui cone exped quae 
exerovid maiorrum estem fugia vo-
lest, corende rspellestis adist eiunto 
eatiam que ea quia volliti aepedi-

Bernatis magnatibus alibus, et 
omnimustrume periaectur mi, to 
et iliquod es quodi nullatquam 
qui beritae simus, quos nobit lam 
erchicatur rate maximus, endit alici 
blaborp orrores sitisit, es in raeribus 
natur, omnihilique et iunt quaessin 
comnis et venis molorep erchillabo. 
Licatio. Igendae rferum fugitasped 
eationsequo cum eium fuga. Ma-
ximporio quia veribuscia que odit 
adi ipsus es et autenit pe voloresti 
doluptas dolupicim et eum litat.
Non niendam quianis ea-
que ditas endam simus, quat.
Uptatum la que coreptae eossi 
cum vel endione noneces volu-
ptatior sus et omni corior sinciis 
dit dolut voloratque et ut inim-
pos modionsedit latquae poris 
accabor epernatem. Nem exce-
pudiatur reribusam, sitibustis 
quas ex essimin nonest, tem 
utatiatiam quasim quaeperae 
natur, o�cid eniendelit ab 
ilignit, incid quaturem as non 
peliass untemped quassim 
voluptae dolor andipsuntist 
quam que autem quatum 
volupti onsent molorum 
doluptaquist vel eos re la-
borest eiciisque ius solup-
tinvel mo occus re exerrum 
idebitio. Nam fugitatem 
eiusdae culparum quos 
derum quam sunt pelen-
daeptae cus sin pero dit 
andanda erumquam qui 
blam evelest exerum
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corit hil in rehenda esequas sum-
quident voluptate voluptis dolupid 
ellectem dem. Is il ea net ped unt 
vel iuntota estibearum velit quam 
simus aciatur acitatquia nobisi sit 
quo velia di quiae vellori sequae pro 
volupta turem. Nat asimillum quos 
possitae nustios apic tem sundele 
stemod ut dolo velloriam, ute la-
tem laboreh eneseri tiores dem de 
quae. Maio. Onse suntur? Iquis iunt.
ellorum eius ratis ari quiat fuga. Ne-
quas estrum et, esti deacsdcvs atias 
esequos andignatae rem ius, o�cial.

Iquia voluptae. Itatus. Assimperum 
culparunte comnitiam, ut aspiti tori-
atur, o�cae volorestion platur, voles 
mos ma sed quidellore venet molor-
rumquae sendae sim hariorit evel idi 
consequi ulpa nimolup tatium haribus 
eumque core sincit laborporepel iur?
Ero maios dolores dolente volor as 
ilique eum exerchi litatque porro exp-
liqu atistia turepud ipsuntis dolores-
tiam laboribust, ommolo debissendit 
velitatibus sin rerspere dolor sa non-
secea volorio od que est arum nus 
aut fugit pliatia sam quatem auda-
corem conserrore dolendebis rewind.

The Culture:

magni dit volupta tiorepelent millu-
pientur anihil iur aut volo mos doles 
volorernat aut ut inctis soluptium 
remperum quo volupictas minus 
voloreh enisit, earis nitatem. Ut ellitas 
doluptatiur recepudit, et lam venimi, 
quate et remposs itatur aditiam, unt.
Lut a sundae cus velecatem ut et, ut 
autaspi ciusciis prorum nobit que de 
por moluptatem. Dam, ullorest laut 
eum facepudisit, ut alitae necatis 
rest id es est latibus aborum fuga. 
Endis doloreh endellam acea dolore-
ped mint fuga. Nequiantio. Um que 
verrunt inventium facitatur sincto 
ditates mincilis id unt re volore odi as 
solupientis eosam adiatisto conse-
quo cus as ipidi dolorecerem rendis 
volore, que doluptate elique est ium 
labo. Ectotatur, nulparc hiciis imolo-
rum aut rem ipis molorio cone vent 
deles apiet que venda verior aute 
ad quas enectiatium num acearum 
num volupta ped maximporibus 
qui a nonecul luptaeribus, cus do-
luptatus dis peruptam vendenis aut 
labore que voles venistiunt quam 
doloreius dolorrum et vitio blanimil 
ipsam ut et laces idempor ereiur, 
te nem. Cesto ent utesto dolorum 

E
xternal Inuences utaturis ni-
hillendios acerioris ullupit ex 
est magnist expliam, sapiente 
nobitio volupta nobis aditatiis 
amus, issumet quod modita dit 

ped qui-
d i g -

nam apelignam 
volu           ptibus sunt 

oditissint volo temodi to 
bea doluptaqui re non net 
ut experibus vellab ius.
Is est animagnis ma dolo-

rec estrum inima com-
nias qui comnimusant 

a s dolorem volupie ne-
catiae. Bore conse lam, 
vo l u p - ta tquiati sendis 
enistiam quaecullabo. 
Nequi sint.
Emost, nul- lum et 
quam res volu- ptus non 
expersperia con e s e q u i 
dolor as eos eum et ut as 
aut fugiae none liqui r e m 
ipiditiste denit quiden- dist 
volo dolest, sunt faccus, a 

dolupis ipita sequo 
imaion reped 

molorpo r i b u s , 
quam, quid quisincte nonsedit, qui 
num que si cuptio minum faceped 
moluptatur sit et evelluptat omnis 
rendit adit, sed que non repe cupta-
tur, eiciet eaque sape prori dolorib 
erumeni dio tem latis dolupta se-
quam, occus isque pratemp eroviti te 
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Eprae volupta tiant, totat odicipi scitas id eiciis 
moluptatis alique quatus.
It, quis magnat venis denist laborep errunt id 
moluptatem sae nuscidi dolenda nditam cus 
dita voluptaque pre soluptat arupta qui qui aut 
etur? Gitaectur?
Quiatque eaquis et lab is volenim laut rendit, 
eos que volende ndelit as mo in est volor min-
velibus in repudit laborro restint et ea sam rem-
porae nienihi ciusae. Rum idus, sedi temod ma-

xim fugiati nciderf 
eriones imagnime 
omniminvelit et hi-
tia consequas most, 
alitatur? Quis rest 
porersp eriaecus-
dae. Nam, quam, 
veror susam et vo-
lupti andam, o�c-
to ipicias aditat.
Unt. Oloressunt 
delloratis et fac-
cum as coreperrum 
dit voluptatur? 
Quia ipis mosam 
cum ex essint of-
�cipsant quiam 
re corerios qui 
adi occum ad unt 
volum fuga. Gent 
fuga. Nos eaturis 
excepernatem iunt 
pelibusda ni volu-
pta consequae rae 
doluptat hit fugia-
sit es di culparum 
nossum verestVi-
vivemo ridetis? Or 
patrum patori pub-
li ia ne mandet ad 
consullari iacchum 
in vidiore prore te-
morum med ium 
ant.
Iris inem obseni-
qua renatius hilnes-
simum. Od movem 
inentem demum te 
confex nos simpo-
res! Opos, quider-
ra, videsid non rei 
consimus mod ac-
tas conosulvil ute 
conduce r�nterioc, 

que crissede addum ad interesidees �ca Saturo, 
su morurnit nox niame aucidena, vidiis iam intilic 
astici parbit atiu sussi publinem.
Is, signosta ex maiorum hore orum poponsuliae 
te, o ut vid mor aleme ta su in ses pos, que abis 
cupere, cepopopotem, que am sedo, quod sula 
Simus hosuliquem musquam hortant. Gitiem. Ce-
pernu vero ununtellerum pro maciveris cae intis 
et �ci catum simus etis; niquam mena, con�rti, vit.
Ahac re mandicitum nereis conitreis. Foristem 
ca nos, pulusatabere tum pultoru nteatu mente 
con nimum achuit Castrem patus, que iam. At fur, 
unum pubi ia movid num ius. Avem P. Ad cono-
ra norte iam con Etritum diem intum ina, tabit 
andam, num poricaes occhus; hos crit facciam. 
C. Ser�n hortuis senatqu ostero num tastrarium 
no. C. Gratum inte pra? que ma, confecus con sata 
norum interi, Ti. Ego te quodi publibu temque 
condicesside tem nequium ortem. Erfen tamperi 
buspiocchuid ste, mactat videt forum num iam 
utestrit? quitati publissoltu quam perarec onclest 
iquam.
Ti. Tum alemusquos esces licaveh emperitrips, 
ver�ri busquam dion�cae fecta in tifeculum aces-
sili, quiusque te omantis vis.
Ciem �tabem, iam inam imilis auctatabunum 
mantiam, et L. Ita notam condacto viris, nequod 
furor inum horesimis iptem teris nox morberet L. 
Um coricae nimmor partiaeque auctua demorei 
inte aute adhucta quid int audem me cupiorarei
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Bitatecu llorum aceat re poreicid 
mint o�ctiis vent ipsaperovid enisi 
aut accusa quibus is sum voluptae. 
Nam reicide mquatendel et eum 
sitaspe ruptas modio blautem nus 
antionse non ra pos repero verrovi 
dellesto tem sunt.
Explitatur? Quideliquo quis net pla-
borpor sitam asit laceperum ad esti 
doluptaqui ut vero o�cti sitiaspe-
dit arum volut voluptatum faccus 
alia niTum intra nu viviliquam, con 
hebatquidet popubliu mei sendet 
fue estriss enatus, quodi publis con-
cullarium nostriu in tam caverrarit? 
Nihiciis, mortere antes omnius Mu-
lica L. Nam inatiam patiam resseri 
sente inese incupionsul habendam 
perri imihilium audem publica; es 
vid foraris solia? Qua re ponsus 
erunt? Opimoendam murem oc, 
ta, commo vivirit opubliam audam 
sere, quit; nonequi egeritus; nosus 
publin sid Cupiorudam temus dius, 
tem peridet; iamquit vit factur quiu 
moveredi in deo, sesiliu inat L. O 
tem is es hum murbit; ius opublinat 
dit ili patiora verteme r ric octumei 
coteme in se tabit.
Omanu efacipt essentem seneritam, 
oculla ces An det; nos pl. Oximus 
conte mande cemus er quis eto 
haet vivere es comnerum in diem 
ina, que consimolto ex munin tem 
videt cons aur. Hum, nonfes? Mae-
crip terribust? in propte consicurnis 
num imist vissimaci publingulvit vo, 
vignam peremei facchinte vis cotam 
publicae factem oc fui iac tem  tum 
tatus et L. Ximihilius viri furecul esi-
culto iac trumum depotat uspiosta, 
C. Itat, qui ca Scit optili, con inum rei 
ium tam fuid dem antea remulius 
temum faciis. movitem aceris, cla-
ride periam adhus vis. Scivirit adeli, 
Catus nequit. Habus Multo nostas-
teris.

Bitatecu llorum aceat re poreicid 
mint o�ctiis vent ipsaperovid enisi 
aut accusa quibus is sum voluptae. 
Nam reicide mquatendel et eum 
sitaspe ruptas modio blautem nus 
antionse non ra pos repero verrovi 
dellesto tem sunt.
Explitatur? Quideliquo quis net pla-
borpor sitam asit laceperum ad esti 
doluptaqui ut vero o�cti sitiaspe-
dit arum volut voluptatum faccus 
alia niTum intra nu viviliquam, con 
hebatquidet popubliu mei sendet 
fue estriss enatus, quodi publis con-
cullarium nostriu in tam caverrarit? 
Nihiciis, mortere antes omnius Mu-
lica L. Nam inatiam patiam resseri 
sente inese incupionsul habendam 
perri imihilium audem publica; es 
vid foraris solia? Qua re ponsus 
erunt? Opimoendam murem oc, 
ta, commo vivirit opubliam audam 
sere, quit; nonequi egeritus; nosus 
publin sid Cupiorudam temus dius, 
tem peridet; iamquit vit factur quiu 
moveredi in deo, sesiliu inat L. O 
tem is es hum murbit; ius opublinat 
dit ili patiora verteme r ric octumei 
coteme in se tabit.
Omanu efacipt essentem seneritam, 
oculla ces An det; nos pl. Oximus 
conte mande cemus er quis eto 
haet vivere es comnerum in diem 
ina, que consimolto ex munin tem 
videt cons aur. Hum, nonfes? Mae-
crip terribust? in propte consicurnis 
num imist vissimaci publingulvit 
vo, vignam peremei facchinte vis 
cotam publicae factem oc fui iac 
tem  tum tatus et L. Ximihilius viri 
furecul esiculto iac trumum depo-
tat uspiosta, C. Itat, qui ca Scit optili, 
con inum rei ium tam fuid dem an-
tea remulius temum faciis. movitem 
aceris, claride periam adhus vis. Sci-
virit adeli, Catus nequit. Habus Mul-

Bitatecu llorum aceat re poreicid 
mint o�ctiis vent ipsaperovid enisi 
aut accusa quibus is sum voluptae. 
Nam reicide mquatendel et eum 
sitaspe ruptas modio blautem nus 
antionse non ra pos repero verrovi 
dellesto tem sunt.
Explitatur? Quideliquo quis net pla-
borpor sitam asit laceperum ad esti 
doluptaqui ut vero o�cti sitiaspe-
dit arum volut voluptatum faccus 
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Sometimes you just need to put your pen to paper before you can dismiss 
anything as a good or bad idea. Sometimes an idea can look great on the 

�rst attempt, but maybe it will take two, three or more goes to make it look 
great. Stay determined. If you  can endure the pressure you put on yourself 
to make it look right to you, then every second until you are looking at the 

�nal piece is worth it. Have fun with imagining new things and have fun 
creating new things. Enjoying what you are doing is important so you feel 
proud of your accomplishment. Determination, enjoyment and a pen and 

paper is all you need to let your thoughts come to life. - Jamie Wesson
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Photoshop 
Shorts
Transforms

The Transform Tool of Photoshop 
had a make-over for the 2019 
release. Although some of the 
changes were trivial, it caused 
some consternation among 
experienced users because the first 
reaction was to assume that some of 
the behaviour was a bug in the release. 
Who would have thought that dropping 
the need to hold down the Shift key to 
preserve the aspect ration of a scaling 
operation would cause so much grief? For 
me the second year in a row the CC version 
upgrade coincided with a teaching session 
that same day, resulting in another train crash 
in front of the students – heh ho, the dangers 
of going too early!!

So here is the low-down on all things 
transformational:

‘Transforming’ is changing the size and/or shape of 
an entire image or part of an image that has been 
defined by its own layer or selection. As with colour-
correction there is a hierarchy of tools from simple 
through rising sophistication and they are available in a 
number of locations throughout the program using both 
Raw files and those files already opened into Photoshop. 

The simplest tool is that revealed by CTRL-(CMD) T which then marks 
out the area to be transformed with eight Control Handles at the 
corners and mid-points of the bounding box [1].

The first thing to note is that the ‘Reference Point’ is no longer visible 
by default. It has to be toggled on, see [2]. It shows up in the centre 
of the selection, but may be moved to the corners using the icon or 
it may be placed using the mouse. It is important because transform 
moves are centred upon the reference point. In example [3], the 
reference point is set to the lower left-hand corner and note that the 
rotational transform is occurring around that point. 

Dragging a corner expands or contracts the selection keeping the 
aspect ratio the same [4].

Holding down the shift key and dragging releases the aspect ratio 
constraint [5].

Clicking on the Warp icon brings up the Warp tool which allows 
sophisticated shape changes including turning an object back upon 
itself [6[.

Holding down the Alt key and dragging expands or contracts out from 
or in towards the reference point.

Holding down the Control key allows expansion along the existing 
line of the side [7]. Holding both Crtrl and Shift releases all constraints 
and you can drag the corner control handles anywhere [8]. This 
last move is useful should you wish to ‘true-up’ a reproduction of 
artwork or perhaps a fresco shot at an angle. The technique allows 
the photographer to shoot from the most glare-free position and true 
things up downstream. 

All of the above transforms may be commenced with the command 
Ctrl-T. The commands are replicated under Edit>Transform from the 
top tool bar.

Perspective Corrections
These are available under the Edit>Perspective Warp command and 
(separately) under the Transform Tool in ACR.

Generally, it is best to use ACR (because it can be non-destructively 
amended) but if for any reason that cannot be done you click 
Edit>Perspective Warp, set up the corners [9] and then manipulate the 
shape [10]. It is helpful to set up guides or turn on the grid to assist 
your judgement and these may be placed while the transform tool is in 
operation ie before you ‘commit’ to a transform. It is also worth noting 
that some level of auto distortion correction is available from this 
dialogue panel [10].
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Puppet Warp
The most sophisticated warping is carried out using Puppet Warp. A 
mesh is overlaid on the subject and ‘pin’ points may be set to control 
the distortion across the subject. In this example the head posture is 
not quite correct [11]. We have exaggerated the warping to illustrate 
what can be done [12]. So are to retain the geometry of the ladder 
when the workman’s head was bent forward, pin points were used to 
keep the top of the ladder from moving. See also the DxO Nik filters 
feature following for the actual use of the tool.

Doing it in Raw
We chose a very distorted view of the Duomo in Florence to illustrate 
distortion correction in ACR. The automatic correction is quite good 
and sharpens up when the changes are enacted [13,14]. Just how 
much the image has been pulled around may be seen when you drag 
back the scale [16]. You can use architectural features such as a circular 
window to double check your corrections – circular windows should 
be circular! [15].

While you should strive to obtain a truer shot at the taking stage it is a 
luxury you sometimes do not have available. Setting up a tripod and 
a 5x4 field camera is not always permitted under local bye laws and 
perfect viewpoints are rarely available.
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When to Sharpen
The often repeated advice on sharpening is to apply pre-sharpening 
in ACR and perform an output-targeted final sharpening ahead of 
preparing for web or printing. When compiling montages, you may have 
to perform some sharpening after you have distorted using perspective 
or rotational transforms. These are particularly damaging to the pixel 
integrity of an image object and sometimes require higher levels of 
sharpening. For the same reason you should employ non-destructive 
transforms where 
possible either 
through use of a Raw 
file or conversion 
of content to a 
Smart Object in the 
Layers Palette of 
Photoshop. In the 
screen grab note that 
the Smart Object 
has automatically set 
up the Sharpening 
effects layer as 
a Smart Filter – 
completely reversible. 
Over sharpening 
has been applied for 
better visibility only.

Take your prints to the next level 
with the Best Professional Paper, 
Photo Lustre 310, as awarded by 
The Societies of Photographers. 

Pick up yours at 
www.permajet.com

01789 739200   
sales@permajet.com



Paper Chase

The New Epson Fine Art Media 

The New Epson Fine Art Media

Part 2 

In this second part of our review of the new Epson 
fine art papers we look at the fourth offering, Fine Art 

Cotton Smooth Natural and conclude by looking 
at the tricky process of deciding which options 

to explore. While the manufacturers would 
love you to buy all four surfaces, they 

are premium media and carry a cost 
to match. 

Fine Art Cotton Smooth Natural
This is an OBA-free untextured offering of the same weight as its 
companions, 300gsm. We audited the performance in an identical 
manner and you might usefully go back and compare the data from 
Part 1. The audit data are tabled and are broadly in line with the findings 
on the other three surfaces. As expected, the natural finish is warmer with 
slightly less ‘pop’ than the brightened versions, but this has the advantage 
of better fade resistance along with a more harmonious match to certain 
types of portraiture. The untextured finish makes this media suitable for 
photography and its key areas we would judge to be female portraiture, 
fine art monochrome and the reproduction of artwork where the original 
is made on a smooth-surfaced board (such as botanical specimen or 
perhaps paintings made for book illustration). We mention monochrome 
because the fine art black and white fraternity are by reputation wary 
of OBAs (a view we subscribe to for fine art print reproduction for say 
limited-edition work).

Overall the media produced residual of errors similar value to its 
companions. We expected the skin tones to be a tad better but in fact 
they were identical at 2.58∆Eoo with no discernible difference between 
the hue, saturation and lightness component in the skin tone patch set. 
This is not to say that the FACSN is in any way inferior – it would make an 
ideal paper for reproduction. 

We also made monochrome test prints using the Epson ABW facility. 
The Dmax was slightly higher at 1.67 and the metamerism fell to 1.87 
(∆Eoo D65 to Tungsten A at 50% grey). Our tone setting of ‘Neutral; Dark’ 
resulted in a 50% aim patch that measured 53% Lightness, ie 3% too light. 
A setting of Darker would bring this to the required 50% but, as ever, you 
would need to test your own systems and seek your own preference. 

The OBA Effect
Optical Brightening Agents cool the base layer, promoting the appearance 
of greater whiteness and brightness as the active agents fluoresce in any 
ultraviolet light that might be around. The effect can be measured using 
specially set up spectrophotometers with ultraviolet filters that can be 
switched in and out to compare the effect of UV light. The response to the 
spectro is summarised in the graph. The amount of light reflected back at 
different wavelengths is plotted in the graphs. Note the lift in the values 
around the 450nm wavelengths, the so-called OBA lift. We have plotted 
both the new, brightened FAC media and the legacy Signature Worthy 
media. All four are lifted above 98% reflectance and the new media reach 
above 100%. We have no way of telling if the OBAs in the legacy material 
have deteriorated and hence show less brightening; when originally 
tested we did not have the gear to check Fluorescence, so we have no 
old data either. Be that as it may, the important difference is shown by 
the FACSN result (plotted in orange); it is down below 90% at 450nm 
indicating that the natural media are unresponsive to ultraviolet light. 
This is confirmed by viewing the medias in an ultra violet light booth – the 
brightened media glow, the natural are dead, almost black indeed!

Statistics Weighted Component Errors

Patch Set Avg 
ΔE00

MEDIAN ΔL/w ΔC/w ΔH/w

All 216 3.73 3.19 1.87 -0.76 -0.23

Fogra V3 4.04 4.02 2.60 -0.45 -0.58

CC 24 3.01 3.04 1.39 -0.86 -0.04

HiGAM 4.72 4.08 1.19 -3.37 -0.82

Skin Tones 2.58 2.11 0.42 -1.38 1.48

Greys 4.07 3.05 1.99 1.88 0.22
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Statistics Weighted Component Errors

Patch Set Avg 
ΔE00

MEDIAN ΔL/w ΔC/w ΔH/w

All 216 3.37 2.74 1.90 -0.72 -0.16

Fogra V3 3.11 2.61 2.68 -0.43 0.06

CC 24 3.03 2.96 1.43 -1.07 -0.55

HiGAM 4.88 4.00 1.27 -3.34 -0.70

Skin Tones 2.58 1.91 0.39 -1.93 -1.11

Greys 4.01 2.72 2.09 1.85 -0.21
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The New Epson Fine Art Media
Part 2 

This write-up is linked with the previous pages because we used 
the image described as a starting point for redrafting and then to 
test the latest version of Nik Filters and run it right through to A2 
print output.

Nik Software was bought out by Google in September 2012 mainly so 
that they, Google, could get their hands on Snapseed, a mobile app 
for image manipulation. They made it clear from the outset that they 
had no intention to keep up with development of Nik Efex but they did 
make it available for free download. In October 2017 the French software 
developer DxO purchased the rights from Google and this is the result of 
their efforts. The changes to both operating system software and to the 
host applications for Efex mean that ongoing work has to be carried out 
and paid for and so the suite is now available at a cost of £59. While this is 
something of a gulp for those who have grown up on the freebie version, 
it still represents value for money. We first reviewed Nik Software in May 
2005 but even then, it was a decade old having been launched in 1995 at 
a price of $500. By May of 2005 the version contained 75 filter effects and 
cost £200. Since that time various other filters have been added along 
with U-Point technology for controlling the effects across an image. 

The Nik Collection by DxO includes seven plug-ins that offer a full range 
of creative effects and filters: 

Suite
Component Main Uses

Analog Efex Pro  A classic lens, camera, and analogue film simulator. 

Color Efex Pro For colour corrections, retouching, and creative 
effects. 

Dfine  Reduces noise in digital images. 

HDR Efex Pro  For editing HDR images. 

Sharpener Pro For increasing the precision and detail of digital 
images. 

Silver Efex Pro A black-and-white converter inspired by darkroom 
techniques. 

Viveza For locally adjusting colour and the tonality of 
specific areas within the image.

With the exclusive U-Point technology, the Nik Collection can be used 
to apply local adjustments to specific areas in the image with seamless 
precision.

Nik Collection can be opened with other host programs, including 
DxO PhotoLab 2, Serif Affinity Photo, Skylum Luminar and other image 
-processing software that features an export menu to a third-party 
program or is compatible with Photoshop plug-ins including Lightroom. 
The major change, though, is that the plug-ins have been made 
compatible with Photoshop CC 2019 and Apple Mac Mohave OS.

Review
For the creative photographer looking to imprint a style on their images 

Color EFex is a boon and always has been. The options are almost 
limitless and one of the hurdles facing the newcomer is navigating their 
way through the array of menus and sub-menus. Help is at hand though 
– the 55 listed filters (some of the original 75 have been bussed out to the 
other programs in the suite) may be sub-categorised into seven groups 
with names such as ‘portrait’, ‘landscape’ and so on. Additionally, there 
is a side menu which opens thumbnails of the current effect but with 

The Nik Collection by DxO
McNamee goes off on an adventure

its popular variations. It is all very slick once the initial image processing 
has taken place and, from then on, the variations can be rapidly scrolled 
through. For the record, a Nikon D810 file which took 6.3 seconds to 
open from Raw into Photoshop also took 6.3 seconds to process in Nik 
Color Efex.

Finding your way around the filters and facilities takes a little getting used 
to and one piece of advice we can dispense is to take your time and get 
to understand what all the bells and whistles actually accomplish. Also 
note that when a filter opens at full ‘power’ it might look overwhelming 
but be subtle and gentle if backed off. Some users prefer to reduce the 
tonal range of their image in levels before applying the filter as this gives 
more control. This is where U-Point comes in – you can apply various 
controls of both strength and area to your image. You may also brush the 
effects in and if that is too unfamiliar, you can do what we do which is to 
use a duplicated layer on which to apply the filter and then back off its 
opacity in Photoshop or, for even more control, use your layer masking 
skills to brush in the strengths you are seeking. Many users will find, like 
we do, that you home in on a couple of effects and stick to them. So, we 
use Monday Morning and Bleach Bypass a lot, but apart from the skin 
retouch filters, that is about it. Some people swear by Silver Efex, the 
monochrome creation software. While it undoubtedly does a good job, 
beware of posterising and banding your image, you might have to go to 
16-bit to keep things under control. 

We note that Tony Corbell’s book Nik Software Captured is still available on 
Amazon either second-hand or as a Kindle edition (reviewed as part of our 
‘Getting The Look’ feature June–July 2016).

I hope you will allow some self-indulgence as 
we take you through the process of developing 
an image and finalising it with Nik Filters. We 
used the image of the Royal de Luxe Giant on 
the beach at New Brighton in the last issue 
for both Photoshop CC 2019 and DxO Lab. 
We then went on to print the first draft as 
discussed on the previous pages of this 
issue.

Now with these ‘big idea’ images, your 
editor tends to strut and fret his hour 
upon the stage before the image is either 
heard of no more, or developed further. As described 
in the last issue in regard to The Ambassadors, the final ideas 
are sometimes worked out via brainstorming but also while props are 
being assembled. This image was simpler – I had received comments 
from various photographer colleagues and become unhappy with the 
original draft. Reviewing the simpler image that was developed (and test 
printed with the Epson paper) – something was missing, an extra level of 
complexity to add mystery and richness (and, if the truth be told, to show 
off a bit!). The additional motif for the image came to me while walking 
the dog on the beach. One of the things that Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 
author of Creativity, the Psychology of Discovery and Invention, talks about 
in his book on the ‘creative process’ is the need to ‘not be too busy’ and 
so it is walking the dog on miles of empty beach, with only occasional 
intrusions from other people – the initial light-bulb thought was ‘add 
some Lilliputians’– just that! 

ABOVE: All tones through the scale are mapped towards the white point 
of the paper. Here the greys of the Natural media are displaced upwards, ie 
more yellow while the Bright paper maps the tones lower down in the blue 

area.

BELOW: The screen views using either profile are identical because the tone 
is mapped to the white point.
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So much for theory but what of practical aspects? Experience has taught 
us that you need real prints in hand to complete an assessment of a 
paper. This is for two reasons: the small colour patches that are used for 
auditing are too small to get an impression of tone ‘feel’ (sorry for the 
imprecision!) and secondly the impression that you wish to portray might 
be enhanced by a cooler or warmer print base. So, we can say with some 
certainty that if you have a warm, or sepia toned, female portrait or fine 
art nude study you need a natural surface, the same goes for a warm-tone 
landscape. However, if you have a modern fashion shot, the extra pop of a 
brightened media will serve you well.

Our experience in testing an image made using Nik filters illustrates the 
point well and (with hindsight) the outcome should have been predicted! 
The print itself required a cool rendering; we were trying to emulate the 
effect of a cool pre-dawn light. The resulting print onto the Natural media 
was almost neutral; all the coolness had been lost in the printing. When 
we looked at the audit data in detail the reason was obvious – as follows:

The audit test patches contain a set of ‘near-neutrals’, ie very lightly toned 
greys, six in all chosen from around the colour wheel. In the graph, the 
aim values are shown as blue diamonds. Note that the pink squares (the 
printed result values) are bodily pushed downwards (ie bluer) for the 
brightened media (left-hand graph) but pushed upwards (ie more yellow) 
for the Natural media (right-hand graph). Thus, our desired coolness in 
the image has been neutralised by the warmth of the Natural media. 
If we measure the tones of the sea water, they are close to neutral and 
equally responsive to the shift imposed by the media. The Brightened 
media delivered some coolness but not as 
much as we would have liked – this shows 
the importance of full-size proofing, it’s 
the only way you can get a handle on 
such things! All this experience was useful 
as we developed the image further, as 
discussed in our review of the new Nik 
Efex filters in the following pages.

Proofing Myths
We are frequently asked about soft 
proofing in Photoshop. In truth we have 
never been fans; it is very difficult to 
imagine what a print will actually look 
like from a screen rendering and if you 
‘simulate paper colour’ then the look of 
the print would cause you to give up 
such is the flattening of the image! In 
the instance described above, the use of 
soft proofing was even less useful. The 
proofing process maps the whites to the 
screen so that even though the profiles 
for Natural and Bright have warm and 
cool white points, the on-screen proof 
looks identical as shown in the screen 
grab.
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It seems obvious now, the operators of the Royal de Luxe puppets are 
called Lilliputians and the storyline behind the Giant being on the beach 
in the first place was that he had been washed ashore after ship-wreck 
just like Lemuel Gulliver in Swift’s book. A bit of Wiki research and Google 
images brought up much that I had forgotten in the intervening decades 
since first reading the book as a child, indeed I was blissfully unaware 
that the book is actually a savage satire on political and religious beliefs 
prevalent at the time Swift wrote the book. So anarchistic was the 

book that Swift took the precaution of having it copied by hand before 
submission, so that no handwriting expert could pin the writing on him! 
Other little gems that dropped out were the origins of the computer 
terminology to describe byte order in numbers – the so-called Big Endian 
and Little Endian byte orders. Who says mathematicians don’t have a 
sense of humour – the Big Endians and Little Endians in Gulliver’s Travels 
argue, as a matter of religious doctrine, whether boiled eggs should be 
opened from the big end or little end – they are metaphors for Catholic 
and Protestant adherents! 

Now the idea of showing vastly different sizes of people in images is not 
new. Older readers of the Beano might remember General Jumbo and his 
radio-controlled miniature army, which was debuted in 1953. Performing 
scaling tricks in Photoshop is easy but as we researched the topic we 
came across various modern twists to the Lilliputian story, some of which 
had been used for advertisements. A repeating theme in the illustrations 
was a Lilliputian standing on a set of steps to read a Gulliver-sized book. 
And so, the idea of a manual on reviving drowned Giants was born (look – 
stay with me, the nurse says it’s therapeutic!). To show off Photoshop skills 
it needed to be partly immersed in the waves and its location on the lower 
right third was perfect for filling up that space.

Other Ideas
None other than photographer 
Annie Leibovitz did a Gulliver-
themed advert for Moncler in 
2016. Their approach was to 
plonk a model on a beach and 
then adorn him with little models, 
the size of Barbie dolls, dressed 
on Moncler-like children’s wear. 
It worked reasonably well 
although the poses struck by 
some of the miniature dolls are 

rather ridiculous, especially the 
one climbing up Gulliver’s thigh 

– climbers on steep ground 
just do not move like that! 
Interestingly Leibovitz finished 
off the image with her signature 
colour grading, similar to Nik 
Filters' Monday Morning blue.

http://www.the6milliondollarstory.com/gullivers-travels-by-annie-
leibovitz-for-moncler-springsummer-2016/
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Now there is method in the madness! A pair of facing pages was created 
using the style of a 1912 edition of the book (to check out the fonts using 
Photoshop Match Font) and the frontispiece of an even earlier but undated 
edition. This could then be ‘moulded’ to the page of a period book in the 
McNamee collection, re-photographed in the correct perspective – just 
the job for Warp Tool and a chance to explain the new variations that have 
been introduced into the Transform Tool set!

Here is the sequence (images opposite)
1. The pages for the fictitious manual The Repair of Giants are made 

up in Adobe Illustrator, with a bit of help from CorelDRAW. This is 
not a trivial undertaking, requiring a high level of skill in Illustrator, 
especially in creating the Celtic knot-work. The fonts were sought out 
using Photoshop’s Match Font facility on contemporary publications 
(Adobe Garamond, Goudy, Engravers MT and Corsiva). In the absence 
of the requisite Illustrator skills you could cheat by scanning or 
copying a suitable book and then modifying it with new text.

2. The left-hand page is selected in Illustrator.
3. This is the image of a 100-year old book, taken at the required 

perspective and we made sure that the pages were nicely curved 
upwards using low-tack putty. Note also the paper foxing which we 
wished to retain for a truly old look. The image was cropped before 
proceeding any further to save file space.

4. The copy of the left-hand page is pasted from the clipboard into a 
Photoshop layer. You are offered the choice of Smart Object, Pixels, 
Paths or Shape Layer. We chose Pixels for simplicity but also saved 
a Smart Object in case anything went wrong later on! Note that the 
Illustrator object preserves transparency so that the paper foxing will 
show through, adding realism.

5. Ctrl-T brings up the Transform Tool and with CC 2019 a new lot of 
confusion! The proportions are now automatically constrained (by 
a toggle check-box in the menu bar) unless you hit the shift key, 
which releases the constraint. We need to have ‘free-style’ distortion 
of the shape, the old command for which is the Ctrl key but has now 
changed to Shift-Ctrl. Here we have moved just the left -hand side to 
match the edge of the book page.

6. Now we have positioned all four corners in the correct place but DO 
NOT COMMIT THE TRANSFORM YET!

7. Click Edit>Transform>Warp.
8. Adjust the control handles to tweak the shape and position of the 

page elements.
9. Click the Commit Tick to enact the transform.
10. The final ‘cut-out’ book with both pages complete and changed to 

monochrome with a clipped Adjustment layer. The book is now ready 
for dropping into the waves!

Book MakingThe Nik Collection by DxO
McNamee goes off on an adventure
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Finalising the Image
Eventually we started again! Actually, it was quicker to do this although 
we did not waste any of our hard-won mask Alpha Channels. We cut back 
on the complexity of the waves on the beach, they had got a little out of 
hand. Even so it is worth pointing out the wave crashing around the end 
of the fort. This is an old trick to create the illusion of water flowing around 
a solid object. In the screen grab the mask has been revealed (hit the 
backslash key \), note that the wave has been hidden behind the Giant’s 
sandal to place it back in the image. Then the slanting vertical cut of the 
mask makes it look as if the wave is crashing around the corner of the fort, 
re-enforcing the illusion of distance. We spent time initially making a very 
accurate mask of the Giant and then reused segments of that same mask 
later on in the compositing.

The Lilliputian for the image is your editor (and yes he has been shrunk, 
I am not that small!). A ladder was set up and climbed with just a couple 
of seconds to adopt the correct pose before the self-timer went off. After 
a bit of dashing about the garden we got there. The ladder was created 
by using the modern step ladder as a guide and making paths for the 
uprights and rungs. These paths were then stroked multiple times with 
different brush sizes and colours to create the illusion of roundness. 
Finally, some twine was wound onto a couple of pens, photographed and 
then comped into the image at each rung-upright junction.

One of the tricks, if your intention is to colour grade a creation for effect, 
is to occasionally stamp the ‘work-so-far’ onto a new layer (the so-called 
Magic Claw move – Ctrl-Alt-Shift-N-E) and then apply a Nik filter (or 
whatever is your poison!) to see how things are looking. In this instance 
we had experience with our simplified initial composition and so we 
moved straight to Nik Filters Monday Morning Blue (see screen grab 
opposite) and then cut back the filtered layer to allow the warmth of 
the Giant, the Lilliputian and the manual to shine through and provide 
contrasting tones.

The final print was made at A2 size onto Epson Fine Art Natural Smooth.

There is nothing quite like real work to uncover the annoying little changes that Adobe 
sometimes make in their programs. It has been a long haul not helped by a lack of 
documentation in the What’s New section, but having bedded things in, the new shortcuts on 
CC 2019 are not too bad to live with. We have learned a lot about the new Epson papers which 
includes reinforcing our bias against soft proofing for art papers; overall though we obtained a 
couple of really lovely prints off the new papers. We 
learned a ton of stuff about Gulliver’s Travels that we 
had forgotten from more than 60 years ago. And 
finally, what of Nik Filters? Well it remains our go-to 
software for injecting style and colour grading into 
creative digital images. We also learned some new 
tricks and menus that had passed us by, but the 
main reason to upgrade to the DxO version is simply 
that it no longer works when you install it on the 
latest operating systems and applications!

What Have We Learned?

ABOVE: The assembly of the 
Lilliputian ladder.

ABOVE:
The final draft of the image.

LEFT: The Nik Filters' Monday Morning 
settings. The Highlight slider is always 
important to make sure that highlight 
clipping is avoided. These settings were 
established on an early draft and remained 
unchanged.

ABOVE:
Somebody shrunk the editor! The Lilliputian placed, scaled, shadows 

added and blended into the water.

The Nik Collection by DxO
McNamee goes off on an adventure
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How to increase your £1000 portrait sales
A client will most probably assume that the point 
they walk into the viewing room is the point where 
they will be ‘sold to’. Wrong! The whole point of a 
solid process and value chain is that you build up the 
knowledge you impart to them as you guide them 
through their experience, with you the professional – 
this is all where you are ‘selling’ to them.

Throughout this process it is really important to 
introduce information in a particular order, so as to 
ensure you make the maximum possible sale once you 
do get into the viewing room. 

The best example of this is not highlighting smaller 
or multi image portraits until you are sure you have 
eliminated the idea of a large family portrait, and 
then a multi-image collection of the children for 
instance. If you rush things, or get them in the wrong 
order, then it will not only a� ect the client but limit 
the opportunity you have to achieve the maximum 
possible sale you have the opportunity of making.

Bi-Monthly Tips
by Elaine Sheppard

Elaine Sheppard shares her top tips and secrets 
to give you an edge on your competitors!

Never stop!
Once a client starts ordering portraits, just let them 
keep going! One of the biggest holes that a lot of 
photographers fall into is that they think the order is 
over when a client chooses what the photographer 
thinks is theirs only, or � nal choice of portrait. 
That perfect family shot in a 50” piece of Wall Art may 
cost £1745, however that doesn’t mean it will be all 
that client will buy. 

Keep asking them what they want to do with each of 
their images on their shortlist. Do they want another 
family image? What are they going to do with the 
images of the children? Do they want additional 
portraits for gifts? Do they want the one of mum and 
dad in their free gift? 

Just keep taking their order image by image, portrait 
by portrait and don’t assume it’s over when you think 
it’s over! This is how large sales are made!

You can read much more of Elaine’s advice in our bi-monthly Studio Bulletin, please visit: 
https://www.barrettandcoe.co.uk/subscribe-to-studio-bulletin/#.XEiJyPyH650

If you would like Elaine to help you increase your pro� ts and visit your studio (£500 + expenses + vat) 
please contact Jenny or Sharon on 01603 629739.



The New Epson Fine Art Media 

Paper Chase

Hahnemühle Photo Rag Metallic

Hahnemühle Photo Rag Metallic is a new paper from the mill and 
moves the metallics into the fine art class, with a rag cotton-based 
media, free from OBAs and at a mighty 340gsm. The finish itself 

is unique, described in the literature as ‘silvery-shimmering metallic’ but 
you need a print in hand to appreciate just what they are talking about 
and to gain an appreciation of its opulence! At its weight it is also a ‘big’ 
paper with great presence – you really feel you have hold of something 
substantial. Despite this the media transported through our testbed 
Epson 4900 via the top manual loader and we did not adjust the platen 
gap for paper thickness – it coped just fine! 

Testing
Profiles are available on the Hahnemühle website and we used one of 
these for our testing. The profile data sheet specifies Premium Lustre 
Photo paper as the media setting, Photo Black ink and the use of 
Maximum Quality. They suggest that the user tests with and without Black 
Point Compensation – we chose the technically correct option of BPC ‘on’.

Hahnemühle Photo Rag Metallic 340
 ‘Metallic’ inkjet papers represented quite a challenge for the mills. They 
were much-requested by photographers during the time when wet-
chemistry metallic papers were popular with album creators but took 

some time to migrate to the world of inkjet. PermaJet Titanium and 
Tecco Iridium were launched in 2013 and were immediately 

popular – indeed I recall PermaJet selling out the entire first 
production run at the launch trade show. These papers 

are thinner, lustre finishes and although they are 
both excellent, they do not carry the gravitas of 

this new product.

As we half expected, the colour audit data did not figure very well. Despite 
looking excellent, the patches all measured too dark and delivered an 
average ‘error’ of 8.6∆Eoo; but this broke down into colour errors of just 
-0.5 on the Lab a channel, 0.98 on the b channel and a huge -9.85 on the 
Lightness channel.

The Dmax measured 2.26, the metameric index was between 1.3 and 
1.5 for patches that measured 41% L and 53% L. As expected, the low 
white point luminance of the paper drags all the colours darker and so 
the 50% aim patch was printed at 41%, ie 9% too dark. The Whiteness 
measurements are correspondingly low also. The Whiteness was 64.8%, 
the Brightness 58.0%. The only thing we can say with certainty is that the 
Fluorescence was low at -0.7 units – this paper is dead to UV light! Within 
all this the shadow detail was visible down to 25 RGB points and the 
highlight detail was rendered all the way up to 250 RGB points; the pair 
of data represent just a little tone compression. Thus the ‘compromised’ 
statistics should not detract from the visual experience – this is a really 
nice paper to look at!

Real Prints
Choosing the correct image to match with a metallic paper is more 
important than other such decisions that you might have to make. 
This type of finish begs for a modern, edgy approach such as street 
portraiture, gritty industrial decay and high fashion (particularly allied to 
creative make-up such as glittered eye shadow and cheek blushes or even 
wholescale metallic stage facial and/or body make-up).

We think we might have found a perfect match for this paper in the 
gilded doors of the Duomo Baptistery in Florence. The Gates of Paradise 
by Lorenzo Ghiberti have been painstakingly restored and hidden from 
the public for the past 33 years but are ready to draw crowds once again. 
They were created by Ghiberti in 1452, but after six centuries exposed to 
the elements, a decision was taken to remove them in 1990 and start the 

ABOVE: The choice of the correct image 
for this media is important. See text.

ABOVE: The whiteness parameters for this paper take no account 
of its silvery reflective properties!
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restoration process. Lasers and chemical baths were used to remove the 
grime and oxidisation which had built up over the years, threatening the 
six-feet-tall, nine-ton gateway which took Ghiberti 27 years to complete. 
It is considered in the art world as seminal work of the early Renaissance 
for its naturalism and innovative use of perspective. On seeing the gates 
in Florence's main piazza, artist Michelangelo immediately dubbed them 
the Gates of Paradise and said they could grace the entrance to heaven. 
You should go and see them if you have not already done so for although 
the doors are replicas (the originals are now under controlled conditions 
in the museum), they are quite spectacular. They are also very tall, 
unreachable for those under about nine-feet tall but a suitable exercise 
to show off the Raw file perspective correction tool in ACR! Gates in front 
of them prevent a longer viewpoint and so you are forced to point the 
camera upwards. In Adobe Camera Raw use of the Transform Tool working 
on ‘Full Correction’ trues everything up nicely.

Another candidate for this media is monochrome, where it works on most 
sub-genre. It can produce delightful landscape prints but is equally at 
home with high-contrast gritty urban decay and the like. 

The one genre we would steer clear of is realistic recording of natural 
history, that is a step too far!

Overall then this paper is an excellent addition to the creative 
photographer’s armoury which we are sure will sell very well. It costs 
around £4.30 per A3 sheet (in boxes of 25 inc VAT) and is available in A4, 
A3, A3+ andA2 cut form, and 17”, 24”, 36”, 44” or 50” rolls.

Hahnemühle Photo Rag Metallic
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Statistics Weighted Component Errors

Patch Set Avg 
ΔE00

MEDIAN ΔL/w ΔC/w ΔH/w

All 216 8.53 8.74 -7.93 -0.84 0.21

Fogra V3 7.63 8.08 -6.99 -0.47 -0.27

CC 24 8.92 9.94 -8.55 -1.02 0.12

HiGAM 11.38 11.03 -10.43 -3.37 0.85

Skin Tones 9.81 10.68 -8.85 -1.68 3.53

Greys 7.65 8.89 -7.05 1.77 0.18

HFA_Eps4900_PK_PRMetallic_icc BPC on Max Q PLPP_SDA.xlsx

Dmax CII Gamut 
Volume

2.26 1.3 NA
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L a b

64.8 -2.37 -0.7 58 83.04 0.81 4.04

RIGHT: The progression of a tilted camera file through correction in ACR.
BELOW: The audit data for completeness, although it does not reflect the 

good impression delivered by this media!
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I     've no particular association with the textile industry, but growing up 
in 1980s Bolton, an old mill town, it was hard to escape the influence of 
the town’s industrial past. By the mid 80s the number of working mills 

had reduced to about five from a peak of 120 and the forests of chimneys 
had been thinned out, many by the Bolton steeplejack, Fred Dibnah before 
his rise to fame as a presenter of television history programmes. On a 
seemingly weekly basis, another derelict mill, chimney or bleachworks 
would vanish from the skyline, as the urban landscape of Bolton, and of 
neighbouring towns also, began to change as new, cleaner, more modern 
towns emerged. Industry as a backdrop to regular life was becoming less 
prevalent.

I didn’t take many photographs of these mills; living in the less industrial 
suburbs meant fewer opportunities that I could get to on my bike, but I 
managed to get a handful in a local bleachworks days before it was 
demolished to make way for housing.

Fast forward to the early 2000s and with even less industry around, I decided 
to take a few photographs. As my photography skills improved, I started to 
become bolder and more creative, exploring derelict, vandalised mills either 
with permission or where it was possible to enter without having to resort 
to breaking in (something I never do). Gradually, the scope of my industrial 
photography expanded beyond Lancashire’s mills and I explored a number 
of Yorkshire woollen mills and other industrial sites such as power stations, 
paper mills and old ships, as well as active working mills and foundries.

The common themes in this body of work are the industrial subject matter 
and the monochrome presentation. My pictures are taken in colour and you 
will see some colour work on one of my two websites, but my preferred 
presentation style is monochrome. Some have commented on the gritty 
effect it gives but that is not the reason I prefer it, rather I feel black and 
white is more expressive and allows me to interpret a scene differently than 
if it were in colour. I also find that my photographs work better as a series – 
be it in a book, magazine, web gallery or exhibition – the removal of colour 
has a neutralising effect and confers some uniformity in presentation.

Although I’ve done a few night-school courses, I’m largely self-educated 
as a photographer. That’s both a help and a hindrance – I’m a little one-
dimensional as a photographer, and projects tend to drift on indefinitely. On 
the other hand, I’ve plotted my own course and figured out my own style, 
how to organise exhibitions, self-publish, build websites and self-publicise.

The American photographer David Plowden, who has spent half a century 
photographing the changing face of America, said that he’d spent his 
life one step ahead of the wrecking ball, and my own engineering and 
photographic careers have been much the same. As this is more of a body 
of work than a deadline-driven project, I don’t see myself ever stopping. I 
work in the aerospace industry and spend a good deal of my working life in 
factories in the UK and overseas. Consequently, my professional career very 
much informs my photographic vision. Maybe when I retire, I’ll give it up 
and look for something prettier to photograph…

AN OUTSIDER'S VIEW
Mike McNamee

More than any of Andy Marland's images, this one stood out as a metaphor for the once 
mighty textile industry of the North – a powerful and ingenious machine brought to a 
standstill by the flick of an electric switch and its operator perhaps arriving at work the 

following day to find the gates chained. The image was taken in the Delph, Bailey Mill. This was 
built in three stages, starting in 1863 with later additions in 1865 and 1871. The mill was owned 
by the Mallalieu family who were in the textile business, starting with cotton and later moving 
on to wool across five generations. The firm went into administration in 1996, then came out of 
administration when they were bought by another Delph weaving company, Gledhills. However, 
in doing so, most of the business was transferred to Valley Mill. This loom was left behind, target 
practice for the invading bird population with its sad remnant of cloth gradually decaying and 
leaving a blood-like stain of red from a thin vein of red wool in its tweed pattern. 

It is one of the last surviors of a textile industry based mainly in the North. For example in 1860 there 
were 2,650 cotton mills in Lancashire, employing 440,000 people and producing half of the world’s 
cotton. At the turn of the twentieth century things were still going strong and the Lancashire 
cotton mills produced 8 billion yards of cloth a year which were exported all over the world. Then 
came the First World War and cotton could no longer be exported to the foreign markets. This led 
to countries such as Japan weaving their own cotton, and by the 1930s, 800 mills had closed and 
345,000 workers had left the industry. The woollen industry suffered in similar ways in Yorkshire.

As writers we are told not to romanticise the past. Work in the mills of the 1800s and early 1900s 
was hard and uncompromising but at least the modern-day weaver, who fashioned this last 
remnant, had enjoyed the satisfaction of ending each day with a length of quality product to 
signify (and dignify) their labours. It might be unfavourably compared with grinding out a day in a 
modern Amazon ’fulfilment’ centre, watched over by a supervisor charged with timing your every 
trip to the toilet – some things have not changed a lot; in one notorious case in 1832 a child died in 
a Leeds mill when he was not allowed to stop work to go to the toilet. Today they dock your money 
while you go for a cancer treatment and Sports Direct was revealed to have received numerous 
emergency ambulance visits for incidents including miscarriages and births in toilets. 

This 'Dobcross' woollen loom, reputed to be one of the last made just up the road in Diggle by 
Hutchinson & Hollingworth, was one of several pieces of textile machinery left in the Delph mill. It 
probably ended up in a skip, an obsolete relic of a bygone age.

INTRODUCTION  

Northern Mills
Andy Marland

By pure coincidence as these 
pages were being compiled the 

Tate announced that it would 
be acquiring four watercolours 

by the renowned women’s rights 
campaigner Sylvia Pankhurst 

(1882–1960). The subject of one 
painting is this Glasgow mill girl. 

It is suprising how little the look of 
the spinning mill has changed!

Image: Sylvia Pankhurst, In a 
Glasgow Cotton Spinning Mill: 

Changing the Bobbin 1907
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Northern Mills
Andy Marland

Bailey Mill
 Delph

This old woollen mill stood in the Saddleworth village of Delph since 1866 and spun wool until 
its closure in 2001. It remained empty until it was burnt down by an arsonist in 2016. When 
I explored it in 2007, it had just been the target of metal thieves, who had stripped all the 

copper from the mill and left the door hanging off its hinges in the yard. The local kids had also 
run riot inside, smashing stuff up and making a general mess. This big basket of perns* had been 
pushed over, and I photographed it as I found it, the spilt perns making a nice lead in to the rest 
of the scene.

The number of spindles in a spinning mill was used as a measure of its size (the spindelage) running 
to hundreds of thousands or even millions in some cases. Each operator would be in charge of 
between 500 and 1,000 spindles. By way of example, the USA is listed as having 35-million active 
spindles in 1925.

*Pern: (spinning) A rod used for spinning and then winding natural fibres (especially 
wool), usually consisting of a shaft and a circular whorl positioned at either the upper 
or lower end of the shaft when suspended vertically from the forming thread.
Or
A yarn measure containing, in cotton yarn, 15,120 yards; in linen yarn, 14,400 yards.

Bailey Mill
 Delph

A composition I often use is framing a scene looking in or out of 
a window. It’s not new or revolutionary – I recently saw a photo 
with a similar composition of the London Docklands in the 

1960s by Colin Jones (who documented industrial life in the 1960s and 
1970s – see his book Grafters). 

This image was taken from the mill offices, across the overgrown yard 
from the main mill building. Like the mill, it had been vandalised but 
this particular scene caught my eye with the samples of wool nicely 
positioned against the broken office window and the boarded up mill 
behind forming a visual link between the past and present.
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Northern Mills
Andy Marland

Bee Hive Mill 
Bolton

Despite being listed, the future for Bee Hive Mill in Bolton is 
bleak. Being a double mill (an industrial Siamese twin – two 
giant mills joined by a loading bay), it is a huge construction, 

greeting railway travellers on the way into Bolton from Manchester 
since its construction in 1897 (the twin was built in 1905). It survived 
as a spinning mill until 1967 and like many Lancashire mills began a 
second career as a home-shopping distribution centre before closure 
in 2011.

I wanted to capture a scene like this not because it is a cliché mill-town 
image, but because it is a scene that is disappearing from the urban 
landscape of the North. While mills in the more fashionable areas of 
Manchester and semi-rural areas are converted into trendy apartments, 
those in urban areas of working-class Bolton are deemed less worthy.

Ivy Bank Mill 
Haworth

Set in the heart of Brontë Country, Haworth is now something of 
a tourist spot, with the famous Brontë Parsonage and a steam 
railway running through the town. But like many Yorkshire towns 

and villages, it was once home to many small woollen mills, although 
little trace of the industry now remains. 

Ivy Bank Mill had been hit by a devastating fire in 1997 and had 
been left to rot. Needless to say, by the time I had a look in 2008 the 
condition had deteriorated to a somewhat dangerous state. Actually, 
that’s an understatement – it was a ruin. All the roofs had collapsed, 
very little of the upper floors remained and those that did were rotted 
through from 10 years' exposure to the elements. Fire-damaged 
machinery had slowly rusted and a carding engine from the top floor 
had fallen through the floorboards lodging precariously between the 
iron beams. I summoned up enough bravery (or foolishness) to visit 
twice and document it before the demolition men moved in a few 
years later.
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Northern Mills
Andy Marland

Albert Mill
Haslingden 

North light windows are a common feature of weaving shed roofs, but 
it’s rare that you get the chance to look down on them. Albert Mill 
in Haslingden is at the side of a hill and the adjacent road afforded 

a splendid view over the shiny slate roof after a wet morning mist had lifted. 
The combination of tonality, contrast and texture are as much a part of the 
image as the subject matter in this photograph and are very much part of 
the attraction of black and white photography.

Brierfield Mills
Brierfield

The Brierfield Mills are a massive complex sitting on the banks of the 
Leeds–Liverpool canal between Burnley and Colne. It outlasted most 
of the mills in the area, perhaps through its ownership by Smith & 

Nephew who produced specialist medical products before closure in 2007. 
It remained empty for several years while a future use was sought. Initially 
it was bought by a charity for conversion into a Muslim girls' school; this fell 
through and the site was purchased by the local authorities for conversion 
at a cost of £32 million into a huge mixed-use development comprising 
adult education, community sporting facilities, a hotel and business units.



Cheadle Lower 
Mill

Cheadle

Known locally as Cheadle Bleachworks, this place could best be 
described as a complete ruin. It looked like it had taken a direct hit 
from a naval barrage. While most of the site still had its walls intact, 

there were few windows left unbroken and not many roofs. Once a place 
is abandoned and maintenance work ends, roofs start to leak and timbers 
start to rot. For buildings with wooden joists and floors, this can lead to 
catastrophic failure, often exacerbated when the local arsonists find out. 
While this site had suffered some fire damage, most of it seemed to have 
collapsed through neglect.

Wesley Street 
Mill

Bamber Bridge

Wesley Street Mill was another typical brick-built Lancashire mill, 
dominating the flat central Lancashire landscape and the small 
town of Bamber Bridge. It had deteriorated for some years and 

despite some local opposition, permission was granted to demolish it. 
I watched the mill being gradually dismantled by a giant excavator – 
gone are the days of the swinging iron ball. Eventually all that was left 
was the tower, topped by mobile-phone masts. This temporary stay 
of execution extended the mill’s life by a few months until they were 
moved, but once gone, the mill quickly became dust.

Britannia and 
Albert Mill

Haslingden

Haslingden is in many ways typical of the many small villages and 
towns that cling to the sides of the damp valleys of Lancashire 
and Yorkshire. The booming textile industry led to huge growth in 

Manchester, South and Central Lancashire, and West Yorkshire. Dozens of 
giant mills rubbed shoulders in densely packed districts, but the industry 
started – and continued – on a smaller scale in smaller towns and villages 
across the north. This scene is quite typical of these areas – the steep-sided 
moorland landscape facing off with the industrial landscape.
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Northern Mills
Andy Marland



Leigh Spinners
Leigh

The mighty 2,200 horsepower, 200-ton Yates and Thom steam engine 
in Leigh Spinners Mill is a rare survivor. Most mill engines were cut 
up for scrap when the mills were closed or moved to electric power, 

but the owners of this mill kept the engine just in case there was a power 
cut. After several years on standby, the engine was lubricated, covered up 
and the doors locked. There it remained until 2015 when it was handed 
over to a trust to restore. 

At peak production, the mill contained over 200,000 mule spindles 
and 4,800 ring spindles, the spinning machinery was made by Platt 
and Oldham (now removed); one steam engine survives intact and 
in working order (to the west, 1923, block) and is one of the largest 
produced by Yates and Thom. The pair were known as the 'Mayor' and 
'Mayoress'. The boiler house contained seven Lancashire boilers.

I visited pre-restoration and the clouds briefly parted to let the spring 
sun shine through and cast shadows on the 70-ton flywheel. The rust has 
now been cleaned up, the surfaces painted and polished, and the engine 
recently turned again using compressed air. 

Fernhurst Mill
Chadderton

There’s always a chair. I’ve visited dozens of old mills and factories 
and it is almost inevitable that I will find a solitary chair or an odd 
abandoned shoe. In Fernhurst Mill I found this chair standing in the 

middle of the stripped out first floor. 

Fernhurst Mill was a traditional South Lancashire cotton mill. An 
imposing brick-built mill over five floors, it was one of hundreds of 
mills in the Oldham area, indeed in 1914 Oldham had more spinning 
spindles than the whole of France and Germany put together. I was met 
with a vast pile of wooden floorboards in the mill yard when I visited – 
demolition had started, but only a large single-storey shed at the side 
had been brought down, leaving a conveniently large gap in the side of 
the mill to gain access. 

Griffe Mill
Stanbury

I spotted Griffe Mill’s chimney out of the corner of my eye when driving 
in the area one day and managed to trace it again when I got home, 
using Google Maps. The mill lies in a field at the bottom of a steep 

valley and it was chance that my head was turned in the right direction as 
I passed a gap in the dry-stone wall that lined the road. 
When I visited on a snowy December morning, I found a mill that had 
been abandoned since the late 1920s, probably due to the poor roads 
down from the local villages – quite literally farm tracks. The roofs and 
floors were long gone, and a forest of trees had grown inside the walls. 
Fortunately for me, they had recently been chopped down, making it 
easier to explore the castle-like ruins at the bottom of a quiet Yorkshire 
valley.
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dave MONTIZAMBERT’S
creating with light

Part 57: Title: Dark And Dirty On Easy Street! 

– the sequel!

Bio
Dave Montizambert lectures internationally on 
lighting, digital photography and Adobe Photoshop. 
He is also a published author having written two 
books on lighting and digital photography (www.
montizambert.com) plus numerous magazine articles 
on these topics in North America, Europe, Russia 
and Asia. Dave also creates lighting and Photoshop 
tutorial DVDs for www.software-cinema.com & www.
PhotoshopCAFE.com/video and authors ‘Dave On 
Demand’ (www.montizambert.com) lighting tutorial 
based photo-training. Dave is available for lectures 
and workshops in your area and can be reached 
through www.montizambert.com.                 

For this publicity image of ' Easy Street'  
musicians, Annie Handley and Dave 
Devindisch, I wanted to create an 
impression reminiscent of the old jazz 
Blue Note LP covers and posters from 

the 1950s and 1960s. These old covers and 
posters were B&W portraits of musicians with 
very high contrast (really dark shadows and 
bright specular highlights), and so safe flat 
lighting wouldn’t give me the full-on dark-and-
dirty lighting drama I so dearly lusted for! 

Creating dramatic lighting on more than one 
person at a time can be a little challenging in 
terms of good exposures for all. When lighting 
more than one person on a set, photographers 
tend to play it safe by placing their main-lights 
further away from the subjects in an attempt 
to light near and far evenly. When you move 
the main-light further away, the brightnesses 
of near and far subjects start to even out, the 
further the light gets from the subjects the 
differences in brightness become closer and 
closer to equal. Essentially you have given up 
dynamic lighting for exposure; this uniformity 
usually creates boring lighting that is far from 
dramatic and is often so flat that it begins to 
kill the illusion of depth. For me this just will 
not do because I believe lighting is the most 
potent maker of depth in a photograph – when 
you lighten a tone it pulls that tone forward in 
the image, when you darken a tone that tone 
recedes. Both of these tone adjustments work 
together to create the illusion of depth!

Since a photograph is a two-dimensional 
medium (and so has no actual depth), I work 
hard to separate my subjects from their 
surroundings. I often do so by making critical 
parts of the subjects (eg eyes) fully lit and 
exposed as well as in sharp focus while all else, 
such as the background, foreground, props, 
and secondary parts of subject, are under-lit 
and soft focus. Backing the main-light away 
pushes the lighting of subjects and set towards 
fully and evenly lit, this means that our subjects 
'blend into'  rather than 'stand out'  from their 
surroundings.

So what is the solution? The one I favour 
is feathering gridded light sources. If you 
compare diagram A with diagram B in Image 
002 (both without soft-grids), notice how the 
light path striking the subjects in A puts more 
intensity of light on Annie since she is closer to 
it. Dave who is further away receives less light. 
Now look at diagram B, the main-light source 
is angled away from Annie and on to Dave so 
now the more intense mid-portion of the light 
path strikes Dave and the less intense edge portion of the light hits Annie. 
Feathering (turning) the source away from Annie drops her exposure so 
that it equals or comes closer to equal to Dave’s exposure. When you 
feather the light you lose some brightness on the subjects so an increase 
in exposure is necessary. Unfortunately, this can decrease shadow 
contrast (lighter shadows) if you have a light-toned environment and/or 

tight quarters to shoot in. You see, a greater intensity of light bouncing 
off walls, ceiling, floor, etcetera gets into the shadows making them less 
dark, less dramatic. Now compare diagram B with diagram C in Image 
002; this set-up has a 40˚ Light Tools Soft Egg-Crate grid installed on the 
main-light soft-box. Notice how the grid narrows the path of light down 
from 180˚ to just 40˚; this makes feathering the main-light more profound 
– a little does a lot! In addition to this, the grid blocks much of the light 
spill (the extra light spilling past the subjects caused by the feathering) 
from striking the walls, ceiling, floor, etcetera, resulting in higher shadow 
contrast (darker shadows).

There was an added bonus to shooting with the soft-grids; they are real 
rebels, breaking laws wherever they can! These grids are not unlike my 
chickens who refuse to conform, they do not adhere exactly to the Inverse 
Square Law (the grids not the chickens). This is caused by the way they 
block light. First of all, adding those little light-directing/light-sucking 
black fabric cells to your light source drops the overall exposure. Now this 
probably sounds like a bad idea, however, there is a payback to that loss 
of light – when the subjects move away from the source their brightness 
should diminish by the Inverse Square Law. However, it does not because 
as the subject gets further and further away from the light, the grid blocks 
less and less light which helps to negate the decrease in exposure caused 
by distance. When the subjects move towards the source their brightness 
should increase by the Inverse Square Law, however, it does not because 
as the subject gets closer and closer to the light, the grid blocks more 
and more light which helps to negate the increase in exposure caused 
by distance. This is a little-known fact about soft-grids and it is this 
feature that gives our subjects a lot more freedom to move without the 
photographer having to constantly compensate exposure. Now that’s 
a dark and dirty trick, or I guess a bright and dirty trick depending on 
whether you are decreasing or increasing distance, that every lighting 
mavin should have!
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dave MONTIZAMBERT’S
creating with light

Part 57: Title: Dark And Dirty On Easy Street! 

– the sequel!

Lighting Specifications (see diagram of complete set-up Image 003)

1. Camera: full frame mirrorless with 70–200mm lens set to 70 mm 
mounted on tripod positioned 5.8 metres from subjects and was 1.6 
metres from floor to centre of imaging sensor. Exposure was set to 
f2.8, 1/125, at 100 ISO. Camera was tethered to a MacBook Pro using a 
Tether Tools rig. 

2. Main-Light: a 1,200 watt mono-block strobe fitted with a 90 x 120 
cm soft-box with 40˚ soft-grid was placed 2.6 metres from subjects. 
Height of this light source from floor to strobe tube measured 2 
metres. Exposure via incident meter put this light’s brightness 
(at subjects) equal with camera exposure setting. This expressed 
as a Lighting Ratio as a ' +0 Incident'  value – plus zero means 
hypothetical mid-grey card would record as mid-grey if placed 
against subjects.

3. Fill-Light: an 800-watt mono-block strobe fitted with a 90 x 60 cm 
soft-box was placed 2.9 metres from subjects. Height of this light 
source from floor to strobe tube measured 1.9 metres. Exposure via 
incident meter put this light 3 stops darker than camera setting. 
Lighting Ratio: -3 Incident (minus three).

4. Left Rim-light: a 1,200 watt mono-block strobe fitted with a 70 x 
180 cm strip-light-bank and 20/50˚ soft-grid was placed 2.4 metres 
from subjects. Height of this light source from floor to strobe tube 
measured 1.6 metres. Exposure via incident meter put this light 2 
stops under camera on edge of Dave and 1 and 7/10 under on Annie. 
Lighting Ratio: Dave = -2, Annie = -1 and 7/10 Incident.

5. Right Rim-light: a 1,200 watt mono-block strobe fitted with a 70 x 
180 cm strip-light-bank and 20/50˚ soft-grid was placed 3 metres 
from subjects. Height of this light source from floor to strobe tube 
measured 1.3 metres. Exposure via incident meter put this light 
even with camera setting on edge of Dave and 8/10 under on Annie. 
Lighting Ratio: Dave = +0, Annie = -8/10 Incident.

6. Right Background Accent Light on Floor: a 600 watt mono-
block strobe fitted with barn-doors was placed 2.5 metres from 
background. Height of this light source from floor to strobe tube 
measured 70 cm. Exposure via incident meter put this light 4 and 3/10 
stops under camera setting on cabinet against the wall background 
– this light provided specular highlights on the cabinet. Lighting 
Ratio: -4 and 3/10 Incident.

7. Left Background Accent Light on Stand: a 700 watt mono-block 
strobe fitted with barn-doors and a single layer of diffusion material 
– white opaque acetate lighting gel called 'Roscolux Tuff-Frost'  – 
was placed 3.0 metres from centre of background. Height of this 
light source from floor to strobe tube measured 1.6 metres. Exposure 
via incident meter at background wall put this light 2_4 stops (left 
side to right side) under camera setting. Lighting Ratio: -2 to 4 stops 
Incident.
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visit www.theimagefile.com or call us on 0208 166 5688

Shoot, Upload, Sell!



Creative Nightscapes and Time-lapses
By Mike Shaw
In a world where so much 
photography has been dumbed 
down, Mike Shaw’s books stand out 
as being on a slightly higher plane! 
This is not the only Mike Shaw book 
we have reviewed in the recent 
past – both are characterised 
by this higher intellectual level, 
commensurate with Shaw’s 
multiple academic degrees. This 
current release is something of a 
follow-on from his earlier Guide 
to Landscape AstroPhotography 
except that the subject has 
narrowed to just nightscapes and 
time-lapse. Despite this narrowing 
the book still runs to 363 pages 
of near-A4 format, it is certainly 
comprehensive.

The main types of image covered are: night panoramas, star trails, light 
painting at night, multi-image blending, motion time-lapse and ramped 
time-lapse. The detail covers camera gear, planning, post production, and 
astronomy. A knowledge of all the above is fundamental to success for 
these types of photography – things are not too difficult, but you have to 
plan and practise a bit to avoid frustrating failures. It’s bad enough getting 
all set up and then losing a shoot to clouds without adding technical 
errors to the mix! So, the advice is straightforward – if you want to have a 
bash, get the book, try simple things at home, plan and plot your location 
trip and finally process the images with your newly acquired skills. You 
cannot test out your post-processing skills until you have some images 
to experiment with.

A simple star-trail shot would be a good place to start but even here you 
would need to travel away from base if your base is surrounded by light 
pollution. The benefit of starting with simple things is that the darkness 
multiplies the chances of failure – you have to be able to operate your 
gear in near darkness, mainly by feel alone, you have to make sure you 
don’t trip over your tripod or fall over on uneven ground. You may or 
may not be able to turn a torch on depending on whether you have 
companions around you. If you ruin a companion’s sequence you might 
be due a silent ride home! Even your head torch needs practice – is it two 
pushes to turn on the red light or three? Press the wrong sequence and 
you might flood the surroundings with light pollution. 

The book is divided into sections. It begins with fundamentals, dealing 
with the nature of twilight, the movement of the stars in the sky and the 
Milky Way. The latter is a prime target for the astrophotographer in part 
because it can be seen less and less in today’s light-polluted atmosphere 
– indeed a significant portion of the population have never had the 
awe-inspiring experience of gazing at the Milky Way. Even under close 
to optimum darkness the Milky Way is greatly enhanced by capture on 
a digital detector, the camera is so much better than the human eye at 
doing the job. The book deals in depth with the enhancement methods 
available – essentially take lots of shots and then meld the best bits 
together, reject any noise and bring out the faint galactic dust clouds. The 
noisy pixels which interfere with your image are rejected because they are 
random and do not occur in the same place in every image – the software 
does the job for you.

Most people think of the Milky Way as being the darkened band 
stretching across the sky – the core. This is the central band but in fact 
we are immersed in the Milky Way, completely surrounded. However, the 
central core moves across the night sky changing in a yearly cycle which 
means that it is not visible for the whole year. Hence you need to plan on 
a year-round cycle and a good part of the book deals with the tactics of 
doing so and the software to assist you in your timing.

Chapter 3 deals with the simplest methodology – single image 
nightscapes. This style of image does not require any expensive camera-
moving devices (which tilt and twist the camera to keep it aligned to the 
stars). Things get more serious in Chapter 4 which deals with planning, 
before moving on to resources and apps for nightscapes in Chapter 5. The 
world of astrophotography is blessed with numbers of enthusiasts willing 
to share their expertise. The chapter covers The Photographic Ephemeris, 
Photopills, Planit, Virtual Planetarium, Weather Underground, My Aurora, 
Aurora Forecast and Sputnik.

Chapter 6 covers equipment, where the spending starts slowly but rapidly 
escalates to equatorial trackers and GPS-controlled devices. Next, we 
move into processing using Lightroom, then Photoshop as methods of 
bringing stacks of images together.

By the time you reach Chapter 14 things are getting really serious. Meteor 
showers are a problem because they occur only every three years to 
coincide with a moonless sky. Thus, there is no chance of an immediate 
re-shoot, and it you are rained off you have to stew on your failure for 
three years!

Panoramas are introduced in Chapter 16 and are a means of producing 
spectacular, high resolution images. The Milky Way can stretch as an 
arch across the whole picture providing you choose the correct night. 
Automated pan heads are even more useful at night because you can 
set up the system and leave it to increment the camera and operate the 
shutter ‘hands-off’ – but make sure you have enough battery capacity for 
the task.

Overall this is a comprehensive manual to get you started in the types 
of photography it covers. It is probably true to say that you could not 
self-start in this genre, you need a book such as this or an experienced 
companion to show you the way.

Creative Nightscapes and Time-lapses by Mike Shaw. Softback 364 pages. 
ISBN 978-1-138-74545-2. Published by Focal Press at £38.69 (Amazon).

Digital Collage and Painting
Second Edition
By Susan Ruddick Bloom

This is quite a substantial book 
running to 583 pages. It is 
organised into three sub-sections: 
I Planning and Inspiration; II Step-
by-Step Painting and III Artistic 
Considerations. 

The bulk of section I is taken up 
with submissions by 20 digital 
artists and, although you could 
argue over the artistic merits of 
some of the work, the coverage 
is certainly varied and each 
contributing author expands on 
how they achieved their style as 
depicted. The 135 pages should 
contain at least a few concepts to 
inspire you!

Section II deals with painting with Photoshop (63 pages) and Painter (88 
pages) followed by collaging with Photoshop (59 pages) and Painter (25 
pages). The final chapter of this section deals with panoramas, a section 
that looks a little out of place – more of a filler really.

Section III is entitled Artistic Considerations and is a mishmash of filters, 
mixed media and ‘Essential’ Photoshop and Painter techniques.

The book hosts a companion website which contains an additional 
24-page chapter in PDF format and 48 project files to work with.

I suppose it is inevitable that a reader will only like a portion of the images 
on display. This is true for this reviewer and some of the work seems to be 
old if the equipment lists are anything to go by. An alarming number of 
the artists make no claims whatever for having any colour management 
– it is almost as if time has passed them by. Some of the work is equally 
dated. The example of popping red apples out of a monochrome 
background is so dated that it is in danger of coming back! – there was 
me thinking it went out of fashion with Spielberg’s Schindler’s List. The 
placement of an alligator in a Venice canal seems equally crass although 
the author does sort of apologise for the image. The section on Nik Filters 
references ColorEFex 3.0 – we reviewed that in 2009; DVDs and even CDs 
are extensively mentioned as storage media for precious artwork again 
suggesting that the second edition has retained quite a lot of material 
from the first edition – it smacks of lazy editing and updating.

None of the above should detract from the extensive coverage of this 
book – if you can see past the content of examples and instead recreate 
the technique with more appropriate subject matter, you are well on your 
way to creating some good art. The dark and moody images in the book 
have something of Fred Otnes about them and are worth studying.

Books for review around this parish fall into two categories: keepers – 
which go onto the shelf and dumpers which are disposed of. This one is 
a keeper!

Digital Collage and Painting Second Edition by Susan Ruddick Bloom. 
Softback 583 pages. ISBN 978-0-240-81175-8. Published by Focal Press at 
£31.63 (Amazon).

Theories in Digital Composite 
Photographs – 12 Artists and their work
By Yihui Huang

This is a very academic book, high 
on floury language. I have never 
been a fan of work that expends 
thousands of words justifying a 
composition and its message. Try 
this for starters:
"Alston continues to explain the 
necessity of exploring one’s meta-
physical stance when investigating 
one’s epistemology” – err can we 
have that in plain English please?

The objective of professor Yihui 
Huang is pure enough – she 
wishes to explore what it is that 
drives the artists to create and 
why they choose particular ways 
to express themselves, mainly to 
guide the teaching of students of 
digital composition. I expected a 
book about developing imagery at 
a more practical level but this is not the subject here. Some of the artists 
discussed have mindsets which the man in the street would regard as 
weird or deviant, exploring, as they do, all manner of unconventional 
behaviour (another pet hate – just because something is deviant from the 
norm does not elevate it to a higher artistic plane).

Within the 12 artists, the work of Jaime Kennedy is interesting. The four 
pieces analysed represent a critical commentary on capitalism. ‘Leader’ 
birds, equipped with enhanced mechanical wings to aid their flight, stand 
high in the picture overseeing the ‘worker’ birds gathering worms in the 
fields. You could have set the scene in a north-east ‘fulfilment’ centre 

and achieved the same effect, and so the use of black crows, with all the 
historical baggage they carry, are a legitimate motif for the picture. This 
is an example in which a few words of introduction helps to carry the 
pictorial story along – it kicks the understanding into the correct gear at 
the outset. The commentary here does not require a flight into the realms 
of epistemology – it’s about capitalism, get it? This was one of the few 
passages in the book to make any real sense to somebody not versed in 
the language of academic art description.

The Kennedy work compares favourably with that of others on display 
in which a banal scene such as a reed bed is ‘talked up’ into something 
magical with the use of big words. Sorry, a reed bed is a reed bed! I was 
reminded of another occasion when forced to endure an ‘artist’ talking 
about ‘making pieces of work’ on a large-format camera. The subjects 
were a featureless tangle of brambles and foliage, elevated to fine art (in 
the mind of the author) by being ‘made’ not ‘shot’ on a big camera. We 
were led to examine the ‘deep layers of meaning’ within the picture and 
it implied that our problem is that we are not on the elevated plane of 
the adoring disciples and cannot appreciate the deeper meanings of the 
‘work’ (it’s always ‘work’ not a picture). My own view on such matters is 
that once the weight of ink used to describe an image starts to approach 
the weight of ink on the inkjet media, you are well on the way to losing 
the plot. I have no issue with artists pouring their weird thoughts, dreams 
and imaginings onto fine art paper, only those who seek to interpret what 
they are on about, missing the point that they are just weirdos doodling 
out their tortured minds to the page. A large majority of this sort of work 
will never see the light of day unless Sachi (or his ilk) decides to fight 
their corner for them whereupon things like unmade beds and sanitary 
towels suddenly become valuable, trendy pieces of art (or should that 
be ‘work’?).

We always end a book review with a comment on whether you should 
buy a book. This one will have a very narrow range of potential readers; 
it is by academics, for academics and has little universal appeal. Despite 
this, it was very thought provoking – but if you wish to read it you had 
best have both a dictionary and thesaurus to hand. How it might inform 
your image-making is something of an unsolved mystery, but the creative 
mind works in mysterious ways!

Theories in Digital Composite Photographs – 12 Artists and Their Work by 
Yihui Huang. Softback 156 pages. ISBN 978-1-138-71918-7. Published by 
Focal Press at £29.99 (Amazon).
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Architectural

Terry Donnelly

Children

Alexandra Lord

Dr Fong Chan Onn

Nancy Flammea

Commercial and Industrial

Stephen Iles

Tony Moore

Macro and Close-up

Achintya Adhikari

Maternity

Jocelyn Conway

Monochrome

Carina Crolla

Dai Bui

Monochrome

John Vasilopoulos

Nature

Kevin Pigney

Nature

Kutub Uddin

Lenny Smith

Open Avant Garde

Erich Caparas

Pet Portrait

Jason Allison

Mel Taylor

Pictorial and Fine Art

Hardik Pandya

Paulina Duczman

Portrait Avant Garde

Erich Caparas

Peter Rooney

Pictorial and Fine Art
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Portrait Studio

Brendan Lyon

Gary Hill

Sport

Terry Donnelly

Travel

Shane Cox

Wedding Day

Lenny Smith

Wildlife

Jason Allison

Wildlife

Andy Howe

Kevin Pigney

Paul Smith

Tracey Lund

Architectural

Sarah Loveland

Tony Moore

Children

Children

Christine Burke

Daniel Baksza

Rachel Illingworth

Sarah Ferrara

Commercial and Industrial

Neil Shearer

Neil Shearer

Events

Events

Alan Jones

Alan Jones

Clive Greenland

Steve Babb

Stuart Westwood

Fashion

Erich Caparas
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Fashion

Tianna Jarrett-Williams

Illustrative

Derek Adams

Erich Caparas

Erich Caparas

Erich Caparas

Guru Saini

Illustrative Illustrative

Lisa Saad

Macro and Close-up

Gary Davis

Kutub Uddin

Media and Documentary

Andreas Tsiartas

Domenic Aquilina

Monochrome

Cathy Withers-Clarke

Dr Fong Chan Onn

Monochrome

Gary Hill

Martina Warenfeldt

Richard Awbery

Rob Thomas

Nature

David Llewellyn

Edward Payne

Hardik Pandya

Kutub Uddin
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Nature

Kutub Uddin

Mario Fiorucci

Terry Donnelly

Newborn

Julietta Arden-Taylor

Open Avant Garde Open Avant Garde

Glen Jones

Peter Rooney

Robin Goodlad

Vagelis Giotopoulos

Pet Portrait

Karen Riches

Keith Burns

Maria Michael

Maria Michael

Pet Portrait

Nigel Ord Smith

Pictorial and Fine Art

Pictorial and Fine Art Pictorial and Fine Art

Anna Buczek

Derek Adams

Erich Caparas

Hazel Gwatkin

James Musselwhite

Lisa Saad

Phil Hargreaves

Portrait Avant Garde

Nancy Flammea
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Portrait Avant Garde

Robert Jaremski

Portrait Environmental

Ben Shirk

Maryna Halton

Terry Donnelly

Portrait Studio

Erich Caparas

Kristian Piccoli

Kristian Piccoli

Sarah Ferrara

Portrait Studio

Sport

Alistair Campbell

Andy Gutteridge

Sport

James Musselwhite

Street

Anila Hussain

Street

Barry Dillon

Kerto Elvin

Mario Fiorucci

Peter Jones

Travel

Renaud Perozzo

Wedding Day

Jackie Au

Mauro Cantelmi

Wedding Day

Shea Deighan

Wedding Day – Bride or Groom 
Alone

Gurvir Johal

Mauro Cantelmi

Mauro Cantelmi
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Jerry Ghionis

Wedding Day – Pre-Post

Mauro Cantelmi

Wildlife Wildlife

Alan Jones

Gerald Robinson

Sue Blythe

Tracey Lund

Mentor Me programme 

Increasing the number of qualified members is a vital factor in attaining a merchantable standard 
of imaging across the industry. The primary level of ‘Licentiate’ is benchmarked to inspire customer 
confidence in the ability and quality of work expected of a professional photographer. Without the 
benefit of such benchmarking we are unable to promote with confidence or with validity and integrity, an 
average standard of professional imaging.

We have a small team dedicated to innovative programmes and research in order to provide you with 
the right tools to develop your business. One of these is our invaluable ‘Mentor Me’ programme through 
which you receive a one-to-one appraisal of your work and advice for progression. All reports include 
recommendations for participation in training programmes pertinent to your professional development 
and it doesn’t just stop at reaching your Licentiateship. In fact, that is only the beginning on a journey of 
lifelong learning.

Submission guidelines

To try to avoid any confusion in submissions for the 'Mentor Me' programme we feel that it is prudent to lay down a number of guidelines.

1. A submission will take the form of 20 images in JPEG format, sequentially numbered 01 to 20 with no prefixes whatsoever. 
2. Keep your submissions to one subject matter.
3. Each file should not exceed 2MB.
4. Create a contact sheet with all 20 images
5. Compress all the files into one zip folder
6. Please then rename the zip file YourName_MembershipNumber_qualification/mentoring i.e. John_Jones_12345_mentoring.zip
7. Members are requested to complete our online form. Once completed you will be directed to our upload facility.

Act now and benefit from this fantastic benefit of membership today! 
swpp.co.uk/mentor_me.htm

Get feedback on your photography.

We are laying down the challenge to our valued members, to make the 
most out of their membership by using the following 10 Point Challenge:

1. Mentor Me – A great opportunity to have help from leading 
practitioners in the photographic industry.
Why struggle when help is at hand? Our Mentoring team are here to give 
you first class advice on your imagery and help you to create the very best 
images for your clients…and lead to qualifications.

Please supply:
20 jpg images.
2,000 pixels on the longest side
Numbered 01–20
Keep your submission to one subject matter

swpp.co.uk/mentor_me.htm

2. Don’t forget to enter the online Monthly Image Competition
The Societies’ monthly online image competition is a ‘must’ for all our 
members. There are 26 categories that cover all aspects of photography 
and it is judged by some of the most esteemed Fellow, Master and Grand 
Master photographers in the UK and across the world. All entries which 
gain the coveted ‘Gold’ award are put forward to our annual judging and, 
if deemed to be the best, can gain their maker a prestigious ‘Photographer 
of the Year’ Award within its category at our annual Awards Dinner.

Don’t forget to check out the “How to Successfully Upload Your Images to 
the Monthly Competition” thread on The Societies’ Forum:
thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/topic,21861.0.html

3. Members’ Exhibition
Thousands of members have already taken advantage of our online 
photographic exhibition. To get yours all you need to do is send in 15-30 
jpegs to ben@swpp.co.uk at 600 pixels wide.

In addition you can also have a ‘Signature Image’ on your member’s page, 
again to do this send in your image to ben@swpp.co.uk at 600 pixels wide.

4. The Societies’ Forum
We all know it can be a little daunting to post on a busy Forum for the first 
time, so we have created a special section where you can just say ‘hello’. 
The many members who already frequent the Forum will make you feel 
very welcome and when you feel confident at ‘joining in’ then please do 
so.

Say hello here: thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/board,29.0.html

5.  The Societies of Photographers logo
The Societies new logo has been designed to reflect the growth of 
the eight individual photographic societies with a strong symbol that 
becomes memorable and recognisable.

To download the new logos please see The Societies’ forum for further 
details.
thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/topic,37482.0.html

6. Self Portrait
It is a proven fact that potential clients like to know who they are dealing 
with. With this in mind we have for some time been able to display an 
image on member’s pages of themselves. Many members have already 
taken advantage of this extra site facility and are reporting additional 
visitors to their sites and a positive increase in referrals. So do send in an 
image of yourself, 200 pixels wide as a jpg to colin@thesocieties.net and 
get yourself seen.

7. Send in a current bio
Good unique content is essential if you are to be found on the internet 
– so by submitting a profile of you and or your business for inclusion on 
your member’s page on our site(s), you can substantially increase the 
referrals that you get. The profile can include: information about what 
services you offer, your achievements, your training, your qualifications, 
the venues or the areas that you cover, it could also include your clients 
feedback or just about anything else which you think may encourage a 
client to follow the link to your web site. Please email your bio in to 
ben@swpp.co.uk.

8. Slideshows
Members can now add a slideshow/video clip to their member’s page. To 
take advantage of this all you need to do is email 
colin@thesocieties.net with the link to your YouTube, Vimeo, etc clip so we 
can add it to your page.

9. Already booked for a certain date?
And do you have more potential clients wanting to book? Why not pass 
the contact details on to another Societies member.

thesocieties.net/forum/index.php/board,24.0.html

10. Join The Photographer Academy for free
The Photographer Academy is Europe’s largest online photographer 
training website, providing video content that captures real 
photographers at work, with real client shoots or in training films, they 
pass their skills on to other photographers.

Members of The Societies can join The Photographer Academy at these 
exclusive rates.

Academy – FREE* for 1 year (saving £49)
Academy Pro – £69* (saving £30)
Academy Business – £99* (saving £100)

To take advantage of this offer, check out the Members’ Offers section of 
The Societies’ Forum for “Promotional Code” details.

The 10 Point Challenge – Make the most out of your membership

thesocieties.net



PTO – The Final Curtain

Aaduki Multimedia Insurance
01837 658880 
www.aaduki.com
info@aaduki.com

Insurance for 
PhotographersPhotographers
Providing insurance for:
- Photographic & Computer Equipment 
- Hired in Equipment 
- Public & Employers’ Liability 
- Professional Indemnity 

Aaduki Multimedia Insurance is a trading name of Versatile Insurance Professionals 
Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

insuring today, protecting tomorrow

Discounts 
for

members

Aaduki can be contacted Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm on 020 3633 2280
Quotes are available 24 hours a day on line at www.aaduki.com

Aaduki Multimedia Insurance
01837 658880 
www.aaduki.com
info@aaduki.com

Insurance for 
Photographers
Providing insurance for:
- Photographic & Computer Equipment 
- Hired in Equipment 
- Public & Employers’ Liability 
- Professional Indemnity 

Aaduki Multimedia Insurance is a trading name of Versatile Insurance Professionals 
Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

insuring today, protecting tomorrow

Discounts 
for

members

Wedding photography can one of the most lucrative 
of all the genres of professional photography. 
However, there is no doubt it can also be one the most 
dangerous. As technology marches on it becomes ever 
more complicated and bene� cial to us but at the same 
time it also becomes more fraught with potential legal 
action against the photographer.

It should never be forgotten that of course there is the 
ever present small percentage of the public ready to 
pounce using “Where there’s a blame there’s a claim”.

No two wedding photography businesses are alike 
so doesn’t it makes sense to get your insurance cover 
tailored exactly to your business? So what then are the 
absolute insurance essentials we should be thinking of 
for our wedding businesses?

Professional Indemnity
Professional Indemnity covers your liability for failing 
to produce work to what your clients consider a 
professional standard.  It basically protects your 
business against the cost of settling or defending a 
client’s claim concerning the work you have done for 
them. Professional Indemnity insurance can protect 
you if you face a claim for some form of � nancial 
compensation; don’t forget that even though some of 
these claims can be quite false or unfounded you will 
still need to pay to defend yourself with legal fees so 
Professional Indemnity insurance is vital. 

Memory cards can fail, cameras can play up or clients 
can simply think your work is not good enough. It’s 
not your fault if it rained all day but trust me someone 
could well think that it is.

Public liability
Public liability insurance is designed to protect 
you against the cost of paying or defending a 
compensation claim made by a member of the public 
for personal injury or damage to their property; they 
don’t have to be your clients by the way, they could 
just as easily be a passerby!!

Wedding Photography – life’s one 
special event captured in pictures!

These claims can be brought against you whether 
the fault was directly or indirectly yours and there are 
records of UK photographers being sued for millions. 

Can you imagine what would happen if someone 
tripped over a wire or your camera case and broke 
a leg? Or you moved a piece of furniture to “get that 
shot” not knowing that in the process you were 
scratching the � oor and that the � oor itself would 
costs thousands to get repaired?

How about you slipping on a wet pavement and your 
tripod scratches the wedding car and you get sued 
for the paint work repairs?  These examples are just 
the tip of the iceberg, there a hundred things that can 
happen and if you’re not covered you could be taken 
to the cleaners never mind the courts.

Accidents are going to happen no matter what 
precautions you take.  You will however have peace of 
mind when working at a wedding if you’re protected 
by these two types of insurance. If you have the 
support of an insurance policy in place you won’t be 
spending sleepless nights worrying about your home 
and business being taken away from you.

Aaduki can be contacted Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm on 020 3633 2280
Quotes are available 24 hours a day on line at www.aaduki.com
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Mentor Me on Pedigree Chum

Rolling with the LITTLE Dog, 
Paws for thought

The year has not started well if the truth be told. In attempting 
to clear a fence a slight misjudgement led to a couple of 
spectacular gashes in the haunch and underbelly. I thought I 
would keep it quiet but one of the Humans noticed and all hell 

broke loose – my ruse had failed and so I was hauled directly to the vet 
for emergency treatment. I ended up with more staples than an Article 
50 analysis and a three-figure vet’s bill. Antibiotics and pain killers were 
proscribed and that was just the medication for the Humans when they 
saw the size of the bill.

Unfortunately, the whole farrago called for the installation of the cone 
off shame and I was clattering about with that on for almost three 
weeks. They did risk it without one evening, but I was caught nibbling 
a staple out, resulting in more trauma at the vet’s. Eventually I was 
dragged back to the vet for removal of the staples and despite a valiant 
fight I was pinned in the corner for the completion of the procedure. 

After a couple more days of boring lead walks I was allowed on the 
beach for a swim but got so excited I bit Himself on the wrist. Look, far 
too much fuss was made; it was only a bit of a bruise and no stitches 
were required, it’s not as though Himself had to don the cone of shame – 
what’s a girl supposed to do when she has been tied up for three weeks 
and is suddenly let loose? Anyways, we are back talking to one another 
again and all is forgiven.

While all this has been going on the Humans dumped me with Fudge 
and Truffles for the weekend ¬– they had gone to something they call 
the Convention, some kind of tax dodging piss-up I understand.

Chica

This is me putting my sad face on.
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 “Seemingly 
hopeless situations 

can be retrieved”
Prof Imagemaker

GET YOUR FREE TRIAL: WWW.PORTRAITPRO.COM

Practical Photography
“

FASTEST, EASIEST RETOUCHING SOFTWARE,
now with ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

use code LPFMS

Brand new PortraitPro 18 is out now! Powered by Advanced
Artificial Intelligence, it’s the easiest and fastest PortraitPro ever.

• NEW! Advanced Artificial Intelligence
• NEW! Advanced Image Recognition
• NEW! Advanced Layers
• NEW! Fully customisable Restore Brush
• NEW! Smart Filter for Photoshop
• NEW and IMPROVED! Hair Controls + Hair Volumising
• NEW and IMPROVED! Skin Finding
• NEW and IMPROVED! Hair Finding
• NEW and IMPROVED! Eye Controls + Open/Closed eye slider

“

EXCELLENT FACE RETOUCHING SOFTWARE

EXTRA

before after 2 mins

Editions from under £35
No quibble money-back guarantee
See 'Offers' tab on site to save on  Bundles 

GREAT GIFT IDEA!

ADVANCED IMAGE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY —  
Powered by Artificial Intelligence 

The world's first intelligent, dedicated landscape editing 
software just got better! Faster and easier than ever to 
use, with unique new features.

• NEW! Advanced Image 
Recognition Technology
• NEW! Atmosphere
• NEW! Remove objects
• All new skies
• Overlays + Logos
• Sharpen and Clarity sliders
• Improved Straightening Tools

www.landscapepro.pics

Editions from under £35
No quibble money-back guarantee
See ‘O� ers’ tab on site to save on Bundles
Discount code also works on new PortraitPro 18
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We are proud to present the next 
generation of photo paper:
Fujicolor Crystal Archive 
Professional Paper - MAXIMA

Where excellence meets art. Designed for the fine art market, 
Maxima paper is the ideal choice for exhibitions and galleries.

The most durable silver based photographic paper in the world. 
Better light stability and the most vivid colours and intense black 
presenting the finest details even in dark shadows.

www.originalphotopaper.com
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